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Abstract
How is information organized in the brain during natural reading? Where and
when do the required processes occur, such as the perception of individual words and
the construction of sentence meanings. How are semantics, syntax and higher-level
narrative structure represented? Answering these questions is core to understanding
how the brain processes language and organizes complex information. However, due
to the complexity of language processing, most brain imaging studies focus only on
one of these questions using highly controlled stimuli which may not generalize
beyond the experimental setting.
This thesis proposes an alternative framework to study language processing. We
acquire data using a naturalistic reading paradigm, annotate the presented text using
natural language processing tools and predict brain activity with machine learning
techniques. Finally, statistical testing is used to form rigorous conclusions. We also
suggest the use of direct non-parametric hypothesis tests that do not rely on any
model assumptions, and therefore do not suffer from model misspecification.
Using our framework, we construct a brain reading map from functional magnetic resonance imaging data of subjects reading a chapter of a popular book. This
map represents regions that our model reveals to be representing syntactic, semantic, visual and narrative information. Using this single experiment, our approach
replicates many results from a wide range of classical studies that each focus on one
aspect of language processing.
We extend our brain reading map to include temporal dynamics as well as spatial information by using magnetoencephalography. We obtain a spatio-temporal
picture of how successive words are processed by the brain. We show the progressive perception of each word in a posterior to anterior fashion. For each region along
this pathway we show a differentiation of the word properties that best explain its
activity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Reading a story is a highly complex cognitive task that combines the low level perception of
individual words, the representation of their meanings and parts of speech, the understanding
of the grammar and meaning of entire sentences, and finally the tying of these individual sentences together into a coherent understanding of the story plot and the evolving beliefs, desires,
emotions, and actions of story characters.
The vast majority of existing functional neuroimaging studies of reading and language processing are what we call controlled experiments. They are of a reductionist nature: they are
carefully designed to isolate a specific task while controlling for all other variables. They thus
allow the experimenter to make precise conclusions about the brain representation of that task.
For instance, an experimenter might look for the brain regions responsible for understanding the
structure of a sentence by contrasting the brain activity when sentences are read with the activity
related to reading word-lists.
While controlled experiments are required in order to make specific, testable conclusions
about brain function, they are not sufficient for understanding how complex processes are performed [51]. For example, it has been difficult for the field of language processing to converge
on a single model of how the brain perceives and understands language [28, 47, 55]. This is due
at least in part to the difficulty of understanding how such a complex system works by isolating
one of its subprocesses at a time. This concept was mentioned in Allen Newell’s 1973 essay
You can’t play 20 questions with nature and win [89], in which he summarizes the difficulty of
combining the results of a large set of cognitive science experiments, and suggest a better alternative is to choose “a single complex task and do all of it”. This concept has also been made
atemporal by the fable of the blind men and an elephant, in which blind men fail to converge on
a perception of an elephant after each of them perceives only one body part of the elephant.
In this thesis, we instead advocate an increased use of naturalistic experiments as an invaluable tool in the arsenal of the cognitive neuroscientist. In these experiments, the brain is imaged
while it performs a natural task that mimics its real life behavior, and the complex interaction
between the task’s subprocesses can be studied. Some researchers already use naturalistic stimuli, such as natural videos [90], math problems [2] or natural stories [114], but this is still rather
uncommon. We do not think that naturalistic experiments are a replacement for controlled experiments, but are rather complementary to them; they can study high-level processes and generate
much needed hypotheses which could later be tested with targeted controlled experiments.
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This thesis presents an integrated approach to study reading and language processing in the
brain using naturalistic experiments, and includes first results on the timing and the location of
different language subprocesses during natural reading. This thesis is therefore a methodological
effort that is accompanied by novel results, and spans many disciplines:
1. Cognitive neuroscience of language: We present an approach to study the brain in its
natural behavior, using a real text that we present without repetitions to the subject. Using
functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) and Magnetoencephalography (MEG),
we present interesting results about the rich information processing in the brain during
language processing.
2. Statistical Machine Learning: To study natural reading, this thesis relies on finding relationships between the brain activity at different locations and timings and different properties of the rich stimulus text being read. We present a complex investigation pipeline
that we use to provide unprecedentedly rich spatiotemporal brain maps indicating how
language sub-processes are represented. We continuously and closely inspect and update
our methods to increase the robustness of our results.
3. Natural Language Processing (NLP): While it does not present new work in NLP, this
thesis uses many NLP tools in order to represent the content of the stimulus text in an
intermediate space that describes its different properties. While we use specific models,
which we think are reasonable to represent this content, our approach is agnostic to the
model that is chosen. The interested researcher can consider other models they find more
appropriate to their hypotheses or aims, and compare their ability to predict brain activity
(while being cautious to follow proper statistical methodology).

The study of language processing
Story understanding and language processing have long been central topics of study across diverse fields including linguistics, computer science [72], cognitive science [74], literature and
philosophy [17]. Today, a network of multiple brain regions are considered to be implicated
in language [16, 21]. While the field started with a simplistic dissociation between the roles
of Broca’s area and Wernicke’s area, current theories about language comprehension are more
complex and most of them involve different streams of information that involve multiple regions
(including Broca’s and Wernicke’s).
One of the main questions that still occupies the field is to understand the role of these multiple regions in response to language processing. Most experimental brain imaging studies of language processing have tackled the inherent complexity of the phenomenon by focusing on just
one aspect of language at a time, via carefully controlled experiments. These experiments usually aim to find where in the brain this language process is located, or when after stimulus onset it
occurs. For example, researchers have searched for brain regions where neural activity increases
or decreases when the input stimulus is a word, in contrast to a non-word letter string [108]; or
for a sentence with simple versus complex syntax [16]; or for a sentence with expected versus
unexpected meaning [67]. These experiments require carefully controlled, hand-tailored textual
stimuli that vary solely along one dimension of interest, raising the question of how much these
findings reflect language processing in complex every-day use. For instance, the experimental
2

task can be too simplified or contrived that it will not require genuine linguistic processing, and
could be solved using other high level cognitive abilities such as strategizing. Moreover, the
stimuli for such experiments are often of a small number of types, each of which repeated again
and again, effectively sampling a small linguistic space and reducing the generalization power of
what is learned about the brain.
As a result of the different experimental setups that are used and the different focused hypotheses that are tested, different theoretical models have emerged. Accordingly, this has led to
little agreement in the field, including on fundamental questions such as: Are language regions
specific to language, or are they used for other functions? [21]. The disagreement concerns other
questions as well, such as the role of the different language regions and the differentiation between regions processing syntax and regions processing semantics. Different models of meaning
integration have been also proposed that disagree on the order in which semantic and syntactic
information is accessed as a word is encountered, as well as on the order of integration of this
information [26, 46].
The discrepancies in the field might be due to more than just methodological differences.
They might be due to the difficulty of constructing a picture of how a complex system like language processing works by isolating the parts. In order to make trustworthy causal inferences,
controlled experiments are a must, as they allow the experimenter to filter out the effect of confounding effects and variables. However, it seems very difficult to arrive at an understanding of
how the processes of a complex system work together by isolating one process at a time, keeping
everything else constant and varying only this process- a solution could be to instead focus on a
complex task and study all the processes together [89].
This thesis attempts to support future consensus in the field, by proposing a rich model of
language processing that explains the activity when language is processed in natural settings.
This model would explicitly take into account the content of the stimulus that varies along many
dimensions, and understand how different regions of the brain are related to these different dimensions. We present here our attempt to construct such a model, as well as encouraging results.
These results are to be taken as a first step of a long line of investigation. After eventually establishing a higher level picture of language processing that one can trust, this empirical, data-driven
model can later be tested with targeted controlled experiments.

Naturalistic imaging methodology
Our approach relies on using naturalistic stimuli: real texts that vary along many different dimensions simultaneously. Our approach involves building a rich model of language processing that
explicitly represents the content of the language stimulus and the processing needs it requires
in an intermediate feature space. This feature space can contain very diverse information about
the semantic properties of the text, the syntactic structure, the narrative structure etc. We examine, using multiple methods, which brain areas have activity that is modulated by the different
types of information, leading us to distinguish between brain areas on the basis of which type of
information they represent, and the latency within which they process that information.
The methods presented in this thesis can be used as a unified framework to test and contrast
competing theories of reading and story understanding. As long as different theories can be characterized in terms of different time series of annotated story features, our approach can compare
3

them by training on these alternative feature sets, then testing experimentally which theory offers a better prediction of brain data beyond the training set. Our approach differs in multiple
key respects from typical language studies. First, the subjects in our study read an authentic
book chapter, exposing them to the rich lexical and syntactic variety of a non-constructed text
that evokes a natural distribution of the many neural processes involved in diverse, real-world
language processing. Second, our analysis method differs significantly from studies that search
for brain regions where the magnitude of neural activity increases along one stimulus dimension.
Instead, we try to find what is being encoded in brain activity.

Analysis methodology
The following are more details about the approach. We train a comprehensive generative model
that incorporates the effects of many different aspects of language processing. Given a text
passage as input, this trained computational model outputs a time series of fMRI or MEG activity
that it predicts will be observed when the subject reads that passage. The text passage input to
the model is annotated with a set of detailed features for each word, representing a wide range of
language features: from the number of letters in the individual word, to its part of speech, to its
role in the parse of its sentence, to a summary of the emotions and events involving different story
characters. The model makes predictions of the brain activation for the text passage by capturing
how this diverse set of information contributes to the brain activity. The model can therefore
make testable predictions of the brain activity associated with novel text passages, which may
vary arbitrary in their content. Our model accounts for the different levels of processing involved
in story comprehension; however, it doesn’t stop at modeling the presence/absence of a story
process, such as the presence of story characters, or the presence of emotional content. It can
go even further by explicitly searching for the brain activity represenations for individual stimuli
such as the mention of a specific story character, the presence of a specific emotion and the use
of a specific syntactic part-of-speech or the occurrence of a given semantic feature.

Outline
In chapter 2, we present the relevant literature and survey language models and relevant computational methods that are related to our approach.
In chapter 3 we present our own approach in detail1 , and we present different learning models
that we have used to try and improve it2 .
In chapter 4 we describe an fMRI natural reading experiment and the resulting brain representation maps we were able to obtain from it3 . These maps indicate where different reading
processes (semantic, syntactic, visual and narrative properties) are processed in the brain as suggested by our model. Our model therefore not only recovers areas implicated in language processing but also differentiates between them on the basis of the language properties they appear
to be representing. Using one reading experiment, this model is able to replicate results from a
1

Joint work with Brian Murphy, Partha Talukdar, Alona Fyshe, Aaditya Ramdas and Tom Mitchell, [127].
Joint work with Aaditya Ramdas, Rebecca Steorts and Cosma Shalizi [126].
3
Joint work with Brian Murphy, Partha Talukdar, Alona Fyshe, Aaditya Ramdas and Tom Mitchell [127].
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variety of experiments that are targeted towards one aspect of language, as well as suggest new
hypothesis about the brain representation of language.
In chapter 5, we apply our investigation methods to an MEG experiment4 . We use neural network models of language in order to obtain a numerical assessment of the context in which each
word occurs in the story. We suggest a classification test that aims at testing for conditional independence. Conditional independence is needed to assess if a text feature is being represented in
an area, or if it appears to be because it is correlated with another feature that is itself represented
in this area. We use this test to obtain a spatio-temporal picture of how consecutive words are
perceived by the brain, which includes results about how different word features are perceived at
different times and locations.
In chapter 6 we present insight about how many brain image analysis methods, including
ours, constitute indirect hypothesis tests, and suggest the use of direct hypothesis tests5 . We illustrate these methods with examples that suggest that they might give more interpretable results.
We end the thesis with a summary of our contributions; they provide a proof-of-concept for
our approach and are also a first step in uncovering how the brain represents the meaning of
natural text.

4

Joint work with Ashish Vaswani, Kevin Knight and Tom Mitchell [128], as well as Dan Howarth and Erika
Laing.
5
Joint work with Aaditya Ramdas and Tom Mitchell.
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Chapter 2
Related work
This thesis builds upon advances in three different lines of investigation: (1) cognitive neuroscience of language processing, (2) computational approaches for functional neuroimaging and
(3) the more recent introduction of naturalistic stimuli to the study of brain functions. We survey
in this chapter some of the major advances and some of the most recent contributions.

2.1

Neurobiology of language

The field of neurobiology of language started with lesion studies. Because patients with lesions
to the area around the anterior superior temporal cortex had trouble understanding language,
and patients with legions to Brodmann Areas (BA) 44-45 presented with troubles in speech production, the classical model of the neurobiology of language considers these two areas as the
main language territory in the brain. The first area is know as Wernicke’s area and is considered
responsible for language understanding, while the second is known as Broca’s area and is considered to be responsible for speech production under the classical model. Fig. 2.1 shows this
classical model.
Figure 2.1: The classical Wernicke-Lichtheim-Geschwind
model of the neurobiology of language. In this model Broca’s
area is crucial for language production, Wernicke’s area subserves language comprehension, and the necessary information exchange between these areas (such as in reading aloud)
is done via the arcuate fasciculus, a major fiber bundle connecting the language areas in temporal cortex (Wernicke’s
area) and frontal cortex (Broca’s area). The language areas
are bordering one of the major fissures in the brain, the socalled Sylvian fissure. Collectively, this part of the brain is
often referred to as perisylvian cortex. This figure was taken
from [47].

As non-invasive brain imaging methods were developed they allowed much more extensive
research on the brain basis of language. Multiple brain imaging methods have been used to
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study language, such as Electroencephalography (EEG), Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) and Magnetoencephalography (MEG). Studies using EEG have been very common to
study different evoked responses due to various types of language processes. EEG measures the
change in the voltage on the scalp due to neural activity. The signal is therefore directly related
to neural activity and has no latency, but it has very bad spatial resolution because of the distortion caused by the scalp. MEG records the change in the magnetic field on the surface of the
head that is caused by neural activity. MEG recordings are also directly related to neural activity
and have no latency, and the signal is less distorted than EEG and has better spatial resolution.
Finally, fMRI is a also very commonly used tool. FMRI records the change in the oxygen level
of the blood due to neural activity. This change is slow (it takes around 6 seconds after onset
for it to peak), and furthermore, it takes 1-2s to obtain one brain image. While it suffers from
low temporal resolution, fMRI has however a great spatial resolution on the order of millimeters,
and has therefore been very popular as a tool for looking at the spatial localization of language
processes.

2.1.1

Single word processing
ARTICLE IN PRESS
R. Salmelin / Clinical Neurophysiology xxx (2006) xxx–xxx

Figure 2.2: Cortical
dynamics of silent reading.
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The P600 is another highly studied mismatch in event related potential. Around 600ms, the
activity is more positive when certain kinds of incongruities are present, of mainly a syntactic
nature (e.g. a mistake in the conjugation of a verb) [67]. However, the reasons behind a P600
can be more complex. For example, a semantically congruous sentence which attributes to a
non-animate object an animate action will produce a P600 and not a N400.
Word meaning
When the brain perceives a word, this activates areas associated with functions that are used in
everyday life to interact with that word. For example, if the word is a verb denoting a physical
action, the motor brain areas that are associated with that action have been shown to be activated
[101]. Another example is that food related words can activate gustatory cortex [35]. This has
created a large debate about whether the activity in these non-language regions are part of the
meaning of the word (also known as the embodied meaning) or if they are mere brain connections
brought about by many years of the language system and these different regions firing together
when we think of the word while interacting with it [101].
[79] used the relationship between semantic properties and brain activity of different regions
in order to decode the word a subject was seeing. The properties of that word were summarized
by a vector indicating how often they are used with 25 hand picked verbs. This vector was
therefore used as an approximation for each word’s meaning. The brain activity of every voxel
in the brain (volume pixel) was predicted as a function of these verb co-occurences (see Fig.
2.7). The authors were therefore able to model the relationship between the word’s features and
the brain activity in various parts of the brain. In [117], the authors follow a similar approach of
representing the same nouns with a vector of hand labeled features, and find that these features
are related to the signal in different regions at different points in time.

2.1.2

Sentence processing models
Figure 2.3: The MUC model of language. The figure displays a lateral view
of the left hemisphere. The numbers indicate Brodmann areas. These are areas with differences in the cytoarchitectonics (i.e., composition of cell types).
The memory areas are in the temporal cortex (in yellow) including the angular
gyrus in parietal cortex. Unification requires the contribution of Broca’s area
(Brodmann areas 44 and 45) and adjacent cortex (Brodmann areas 47 and 6)
in the frontal lobe. Control operations recruit another part of the frontal lobe
(in pink), and the Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC; not shown in the figure),
as well as areas involved in attention. This figure was taken from [47] .

Many models of sentence processing have been proposed in the literature, and they disagree
significantly on the function of certain regions. Hagoort’s Memory Unification Control (MUC)
model of language processing designates the temporal cortex as the center for semantic memory,
and Broca’s area as a unification center that serves to combine different semantic concepts into
novel ones [47]. Finally a control center in the frontal lobe and the anterior cingulate cortex is
responsible for high level functions such as ones required for social interaction (see Fig. 2.3).
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Figure 2.4: The cortical language circuit (schematic view of the left hemisphere). After the word is
perceived in the primary auditory cortex, semantic information becomes available in MTG and syntactic
information becomes available in the aSTG. Semantic information flows from the MTG to the anterior IFG
(BA45, BA47) and syntactic information flows from the aSTG to the posterior IFG (BA44). Information
then flows in a top-down fashion: the semantic information flows from the anterior IFG to the pSTG and
syntactic information flows from the posterior IFG to the pSTG. This figure was adapted from [28].
In Friederici’s cortical language circuit, after the word is perceived by the primary auditory
cortex, syntactic and semantic information travel along distinct routes: syntactic information
propagates through the anterior STG towards BA 44, while the semantic information travels
from the MTG to BA 45 (see Fig. 2.4 for the diagram and the names of the regions). The next
step is a top-down process that results in the semantic and syntactic information being sent to the
posterior STG were they are combined.
In the Hickok and Poeppel dual-stream model [55], the lexical and combinatorial processes
are constrained to the ventral stream (mainly located in the temporal cortex, see figure 2.5). The
P E R Sresponsible
P E C T I V E Sfor speech production.
dorsal stream is responsible for the sensorimotor processes
a

Via higher-order frontal networks
Articulatory network
pIFG, PM, anterior insula
(left dominant)

Dorsal stream

Spectrotemporal analysis
Dorsal STG
(bilateral)

Combinatorial network
aMTG, aITS
(left dominant?)

Ventral stream

Sensorimotor interface
Parietal–temporal Spt
(left dominant)

Phonological network
Mid-post STS
(bilateral)

mechanisms — that is, parallel processing
— might exist to exploit these cues.
There is also strong neural evidence
that parallel pathways are involved in
speech recognition. Specifically, evidence
from patients with unilateral damage to
either hemisphere, split-brain patients37
(who have undergone sectioning of the
corpus callosum) and individuals undergoing Wada procedures38 (a presurgical procedure in which one or the other cerebral
hemisphere is selectively anaesthetized to
assess language and memory lateralization
patterns) indicates that there is probably
at least one pathway in each hemisphere
that can process speech sounds sufficiently
well to access the mental lexicon5,6.
Furthermore, bilateral damage to superior
temporal lobe regions is associated with
severe deficits in speech recognition (word
deafness)39, consistent with the idea that
speech recognition systems are bilaterally
organized40. In rare cases, word deafness can also result from focal unilateral
lesions41; however, the frequency of such an
occurrence is exceedingly small relative to
the frequency of occurrence of unilateral
lesions generally, suggesting that such cases
are the exception rather than the rule.
Functional imaging evidence is also
consistent with bilateral organization of
speech recognition processes. A consistent
and uncontroversial finding is that, when
contrasted with a resting baseline, listening to speech activates the STG bilaterally,
including the dorsal STG and superior
temporal sulcus (STS). Many studies have
attempted to identify ‘phonemic processing’
more specifically by contrasting speech
stimuli with various non-speech controls
(BOX 3). Most studies find bilateral activation
for speech typically in the superior temporal

Figure 2.5: The dual-stream model of the func-

Input from
other sensory
modalities

tional anatomy of language. (a) Diagram of the
dual-stream model. Speech processing starts early
in the bilateral auditory cortices. The system diverges into a dorsal stream that maps phonological representations to articulatory motor representations and a ventral stream that maps phonological representations to lexical conceptual representations. (b) Approximate location of the brain region involved in different states of the model. This
figure was adapted from [55].

Conceptual network
Widely distributed

Lexical interface
pMTG, pITS
(weak left-hemisphere bias)

b

Figure 1 | The dual-stream model of the functional anatomy of language. a | Schematic diagram
of the dual-stream model. The earliest stage of cortical speech processing involves some form of
spectrotemporal analysis, which is carried out in auditory cortices bilaterally in the supratemporal
plane. These spectrotemporal computations appear to differ between the two hemispheres.
Phonological-level processing and representation involves the middle to posterior portions of the
superior temporal sulcus (STS) bilaterally, although there may be a weak left-hemisphere bias at this
level of processing. Subsequently, the system diverges into two broad streams, a dorsal pathway
(blue) that maps sensory or phonological representations onto articulatory motor representations,
and a ventral pathway (pink) that maps sensory or phonological representations onto lexical conceptual representations. b | Approximate anatomical locations of the dual-stream model components,
specified as precisely as available evidence allows. Regions shaded green depict areas on the dorsal
surface of the superior temporal gyrus (STG) that are proposed to be involved in spectrotemporal
analysis. Regions shaded yellow in the posterior half of the STS are implicated in phonological-level
processes. Regions shaded pink represent the ventral stream, which is bilaterally organized with a
weak left-hemisphere bias. The more posterior regions of the ventral stream, posterior middle and
inferior portions of the temporal lobes correspond to the lexical interface, which links phonological
and semantic information, whereas the more anterior locations correspond to the proposed combinatorial network. Regions shaded blue represent the dorsal stream, which is strongly left dominant.
The posterior region of the dorsal stream corresponds to an area in the Sylvian fissure at the parietotemporal boundary (area Spt), which is proposed to be a sensorimotor interface, whereas the more

We have seen in this section that the current theories about language comprehension in the
brain are more complex than the originally proposed Wernicke-Lichtheim-Geschwind model of
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the neurobiology of language. Most of the proposed models are comprised of different streams of
information that involve multiple regions, including Broca’s and Wenicke’s areas. However, the
models rarely agree. Indeed, the field has not come to a unified theory about such basic question
as the differentiation between regions processing syntax and regions processing semantics. E.g.
[22] has found no regions to be responsive exclusively to syntactic or semantic information,
while [18] has found regions in the IFG that exclusively process syntax or semantics.
The disparity between these results might be due to the experimental setups that have been
used, or the different analysis methods. It might also be due to the fact that language processing
is an extremely complex task involving many subparts, and it is difficult to construct a picture
of how the entire system is working when looking at one individual part of the system at a time.
While designing a controlled experiment is the correct way to arrive to an inference one can trust,
it is difficult to generalize how various parts of the system work together if we keep all of them
fixed and vary one.
Therefore, we argue that a way to reduce the disagreement in the field could be a rich model
of language processing that explicitly models the content of the language stimulus, and via this
rich annotation of the text, this model would be able to find regions that are responsive to different
properties of the text (such as semantics or syntax). Such a model might also be able to find the
point in time when these regions are activated. This thesis is an attempt to produce such a model,
and in chapters 4 and 5 we provide results that are a first step along this approach. In order to
increase the confidence in the results of such an approach, they can be later supplemented by
controlled experiments that test the various subparts.
Another highly debated question in the neurobiology of language is: Are language regions
specific to language? In [24], a diagram of the language network is provided that accounts for
the different definitions of that network (see Fig. 2.6). At the core of this network is a set of
“high-level” language regions that is hypothesized to be functionally specialized for language,
i.e. to be mainly responsible of language processing. The authors extend the traditional definition of a functionally specialized region to the notion of a functionally specialized network: the
areas comprising that network might be implicated in other tasks, however the network itself is
TICS-1282; No. of Pages 7
functionally specialized for one task.
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ent definitions. (A) A schematic depiction of five
sets of brain regions that are sometimes included in
the language network: red, the classic high-level
language-processing regions; yellow, speech perception regions; green, visual word-form area; purple, speech articulation regions; and blue, cognitive control regions. (B) A schematic illustration of
possible definitions of the language network, ranging from very liberal (1) to more conservative (2
and 3). This figure was taken from [24].

Figure 2. The language network under different definitions. (A) A schematic depiction of five sets of brain regions that are sometimes included in the language network: red,
the classic high-level language-processing regions; yellow, speech perception regions; green, visual word-form area; purple, speech articulation regions; and blue,
cognitive control regions. (B) A schematic illustration of possible definitions of the language network, ranging from very liberal (1) to more conservative (2 and 3).

lists of non-words [17]. Depending on how low level the
baseline condition is, these contrasts may or may not
include parts of the higher-level sensory regions (e.g.,
the visual word-form area for visual stimuli). Importantly, however, these contrasts will generally not
include the cognitive control regions because those
regions tend to respond more strongly to linguistically
degraded conditions [13,24], presumably because of
the greater cognitive effort required to process
degraded stimuli (cf. similar effects in visual proces-

included – has almost certainly contributed to past disagreements, some of which may have been superficial
(definitional) in nature. However, this problem is not
unique to the domain of language or to the network-level
approach, similarly characterizing investigations that
have focused on single brain regions. Furthermore,
although any conclusions one draws about a brain network
are bound to be affected by how that network is defined, we
cannot abandon the enterprise simply because we cannot
agree on the inclusion criteria. Instead, as we argue below,
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2.2

Computational modeling of human brain activity

A very common method for analyzing fMRI data is a univariate analysis in which the activity of
a voxel is modeled as a function of the few experimental conditions. Usually, a design matrix of
the experiment is constructed that indicates when different stimuli occur1 . Each voxel’s activity
is then regressed on this design matrix. By testing whether the regression parameters for each
condition are significantly different, one can conclude if the voxel responds to a given condition
significantly more than rest, or if it responds to one condition significantly more than another.
Since this approach considers only one voxel at a time, it might not be sensitive enough to detect
brain representations that manifest as a pattern of subtle changes in activity in a brain area. As a
solution for this, many experimenters prefer to use brain decoding.

2.2.1

Brain decoders and generative models

Given the brain activity of a subject, a brain decoder is a classifier that predicts what stimulus the
subject was processing [80]. After training on a subset of images, a brain decoder is faced with a
new brain image, and it asked to guess whether it corresponds to brain state A or B (e.g. whether
the subject is seeing a picture of a face or a house). Brain decoding is also known as multi-voxel
pattern analysis (MVPA) [93], and it has increased in popularity in the past decade, and has
been used to differentiate between a large variety of conditions and with classifiers with differing
complexities. The classifier trains on a brain image (or a part of a brain image) and is able to
learn multivariate patterns and thus can be more sensitive than classical univariate analyses.
Figure 2.7: Form of the model for predicting
fMRI activation for arbitrary noun stimuli. fMRI
activation is predicted in a two-step process. The
first step encodes the meaning of the input stimulus word in terms of intermediate semantic features whose values are extracted from a large corpus of text exhibiting typical word use. The second
step predicts the fMRI image as a linear combination of the fMRI signatures associated with each
of these intermediate semantic features. This figure was taken from [79].

There are many cases in which the experimenter is interested in complex stimulus that does
not fit neatly into categories. For instance, one might be interested in studying the brain response
to natural images or to the meanings of different words. In this case, a simple brain decoder
that distinguishes between a small number of conditions might not be very useful. This is why
some researchers use a generative model, or what is known as an encoding model [86]. Unlike
decoders that express the stimulus as a function of the brain activity, encoding models express the
brain activity as a function of the stimulus. When dealing with complex stimulus, one has to go
through an intermediate step: building an Intermediate Feature Space (IFS) for the stimulus. An
1

This matrix is convolved with a function designed to account for the delay in brain response. See [4].
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IFS is an abstraction of the properties of the stimulus. For example, it can represent the semantic
features of a word, or the visual features of an image, or the semantic features of an image. The
brain activity is then predicted as a function of the IFS. For example, the authors of [79] express
a voxel’s activity as a linear combination of the semantic properties of the word the subject is
reading (see Fig. 2.7), the parameters of which they learn from the brain data.
The IFS approach allows the experimenter to build a model that generalizes from a finite
training set and predicts the activity for stimuli that were not seen in training. This is not possible for decoders that need samples from every condition to train on. Instead of learning the
responses for individual stimuli like “house”, “car”, “table” etc., the IFS allows the experimenter
to learn the brain responses for a set of concepts or features (e.g. “being manmade”, “being a
vehicle”, “being made of wood”), and then predict the activity for new stimuli that have different
configurations of these features. Because of this abstraction ability, IFS analysis is essential for
the study of complex stimulus, and could help us figure out how the brain works by proposing
models that explain its activity.

2.2.2

Corpus-based semantic models

In order to build appropriate IFS representations for the meanings of words, one can use vector
space models of semantics. These models approximate the meaning of a word by assigning to it
a vector of statistics computed from a corpus. In [79], the co-occurence of nouns with 25 verbs
constitutes a vector space model that is used to predict brain activity. In [85], the authors compare
different co-occurence statistics in terms of how well they perform on the brain prediction task.
These models vary in the amount of syntactic structure they were using to compute co-occurence:
the simplest model counts how many times words occur within 4 words of the target word.
More complex models incorporate structure by including directionality2 , or even by including
the entire parse tree of each sentence in the corpus3 . The authors find that the most complex
model (incorporating the parse tree) is the best at predicting the brain activity related to a word.
In order to be used to predict brain activity, the dimensionality of the corpus concurrence
vector (on the order of the size of the dictionary, i.e. in the tens of thousands of entries) has to be
reduced. This can be done using methods like principal component analysis, or other methods
such as Non-Negative Sparse Embeddings [83] that enforced the learned representations to be
sparse and non-negative, which leads to more interpretable dimensions. In [32], a vector space
model is optimized by including the constraint of minimizing the error these vectors have when
predicting brain activity. The resulting vectors perform better at predicting brain activity for new
subjects and they also match a behavioral measure of semantics more closely than the vectors
obtained without the brain data constraint. This experiment is a proof of concept that brain data
can be utilized to improve statistical language models.
2

i.e. how many times words occur on the left or right of the target word. Directionality is related to the grammatical relationship between words, e.g. objects are always on the right of their verbs.
3
This model computes how many times words occur in specific relationships with the target word.
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2.3

Naturalistic experiments

Naturalistic experiments that mimic real life human cognitive processing are an emerging trend
that avoids the use of artificial stimuli, because they might not generalize well to real life conditions [51]. Recent experiments include subjects watching videos [90], solving math problems
[2] and listening to stories [10].

2.3.1

Video Processing

In [54], subjects watch a movie in the scanner, and the brain activity in their visual cortex is
transformed into a common space using a method the author call hyperalignment. The common
space allows the authors to perform between-subject classification accurately, i.e. they are able
to guess the part of the movie a subject is watching from a segment of their brain activity, given
only the timeline of activity for the other subjects.
In [90], human subjects watching a series of short videos and an encoding model is built
that predicts their brain activity as a function of the features of that video. This model is used
in order to reconstruct what the subjects are seeing by predicting the brain activity for a large
dataset of videos, picking the videos that are closest in prediction and averaging them in order
to obtain a reconstruction of the original stimulus video. In [61], human subjects watch a series
of short videos where a large set of objects were identified and annotated with semantic features.
A mapping is constructed between the semantic features of the objects and the brain activity in
different regions, and objects are revealed to be represented in a continuous semantic space that
has smooth gradations over the visual and non-visual cortex.

2.3.2

Story Processing

Syntax
A few recent experiments have featured reading or listening to stories. In [5], subjects were
scanned using fMRI while they listened to short stories that were written to specifically have
various syntactic complexities with higher density than in usual text. Many syntactic complexity
measures were computed, as well as other measures such as semantic surprisal and measures
of Theory of Mind computations. Different brain regions, mainly in the temporal and inferior
frontal cortices, are found to be correlated with these different measures.
In [10], subjects listened to a story in the fMRI scanner. The amount of syntactic structure
analysis needed at each word was measured by building a parse tree of every sentence and computing the depth of each word, therefore assessing how complex the syntactic representation the
subjects were processing at every word. This measure correlated with the activity in the anterior
Temporal Lobe (aTL), indicating that the aTL is involved in computing syntactic structure under
natural conditions.
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Discourse processing
Other experiments have studied the processing of narrative structure while listening to stories. In
[114], participants read short stories that were annotated by references to temporal information,
changes in the causal relationships between narrated activities, points when the subject of the text
changed, changes in characters, spatial locations, interactions with objects and and points when
a character initiated a new goal. The authors found different regions in the brain that correlate in
activity with the onset pattern of these events. For instance, the left and right superior temporal
gyrii were correlated with changes of characters. In [74], a “protagonist’s perspective interpreter
network” is hypothesized to mainly be located in the right superior temporal cortex and the
bilateral medial frontal cortex, based on a review of multiple studies. [74] also identifies a spatial
imagery network in the bilateral intraparietal sulcus.
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Chapter 3
Investigation Methods
This thesis is based on building a generative computational model for language processing that
underlies natural story reading. We are interested in building a predictive model that expresses
brain activity as a function of the content of what is being read. For that purpose, we construct
different intermediate feature spaces (IFS). These IFS express the properties of the text along
a specific process. For example they can express the semantic or syntactic processes involved in
understanding a text. They allow us to generalize our prediction to novel, unseen text. We use
the model we learn as a investigation tool to reveal which regions of the brain are involved in a
specific language process. Our working assumption is that if the model is able to correctly predict
the brain activity in a given region using an IFS derived from a specific process, as measured by a
classification task, then this suggests that the brain region might be involved in the given process.
Figure 3.1 summarizes our approach.
Naturalis)c+
Brain+
Recordings+

Predic)ng+
Brain+Ac)vity+
from+Content+

Classiﬁca)on++

Hypothesis+
Tes)ng+

Represen)ng+
Text+Content+

Figure 3.1: Diagram of the main steps of the experimental pipeline.
In this section we describe this generative modeling approach. We begin by the description of
the experimental setup for naturalistic data collection. We then explain how we model the content
of the naturalistic stimulus in a space that allows for generalization of our predictions to unseen
stimuli. Next, we move on to the data predicting step in which we express the brain responses as
a function of the input stimulus. We test out predictions with classification tasks, and we finally
use those tasks to infer conclusions about brain representations using various hypothesis testing
strategies.
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3.1

Naturalistic experiment design: trading off repetitions for
richness of stimulus
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Traditional functional neuroimaging studies typically consist of highly controlled experiments which vary along a few conditions. The stimuli for these conditions are artificially designed, and therefore might result in conclusions that are not generalizable to how the brain
works in real life. When studying language processing for example, very few experiments show
subjects a real text, and show instead carefully designed stimuli.
Furthermore, the analysis of functional neuroimaging data has typically consisted in simple
comparisons: regions which respond differently to the individual conditions are identified. Many
researchers have recently started using brain decoding (i.e. classifying the stimulus being processed from the subject’s brain image), which can reveal responses encoded in subtle patterns
of activity across a brain region. However, brain decoding is still mostly used in a rather limited fashion. In order to predict which condition an image corresponds to, a classifier is trained
on several examples of each condition. This classifier is not able to generalize its knowledge
to novel conditions not seen in training. It can therefore be argued that such a model does not
represent a broad understanding of brain function.
Instead of highly controlled experiments, naturalistic design aims to reproduce the natural
conditions under which the brain processes the task of interest. Studying reading in an “ecologically valid” setting (i.e. when subject read real text) would hopefully reveal more insights
about how the relevant brain processes. However, it presents with a fair share of difficulties. The
imaging tools might be too slow for the dynamic process of reading at a natural pace and unable
to identify the contributions of individual words or concepts to brain activity (e.g. fMRI acquires one image every 2 seconds, and is measuring a delayed smooth hemodynamic response).
The imaging tools might also be very noisy and necessitate multiple repetitions of a stimulus to
procure a reliable image, and repetitions makes the stimulus less diverse and natural.
Another big difficulty is that uncontrolled experiments are, well, uncontrolled. While it is
true that a natural text will consist of a rich sample of linguistic properties, these different properties will be correlated because (a) the experimental text cannot be very long because the data
acquisition time is limited to a couple hours and (b) these linguistic properties could be inherently
correlated (e.g. the part of speech of a word and its semantic properties). Effectively controlling for the other variables in a classical controlled experiment allows the researcher to clearly
identify the contribution of the variable of interest to the brain activity. However, it could be
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argued that it is hard to create language stimulus that varies along only one dimension (e.g. text
with more complicated syntax but exactly the same meaning). Furthermore, it might be that the
correlation of these variables is inherent to language and should be accounted for.
The experiments in this thesis study natural text. Chapters from popular fiction are presented
to subjects in an fMRI or MEG scanner. Brain activity recordings are continuously acquired
while the subjects read the text one word at a time. Words are presented at a rate that is close to
the natural reading pace. This is in stark contrast with most other experiments: the usual experimental practice is to have defined stimuli of a few or several seconds and repeat each of them
multiple times [79, 117]. This is done because of the low signal to noise ratio of neuroimaging
data: the repetitions are averaged to obtain a brain image that is less noisy. In our experiments
however, the stimulus is presented to each subject only once. This allows us to present a long and
rich passage of text that is less likely to be biased on a given dimension (e.g. word frequency, sentence length etc). The hope is that the meanings and concepts of interest will occur sufficiently
frequently in the natural text that it would be possible to detect their individual contribution to
brain activity from the noisy signal.

3.2

Intermediate feature space enabling zero shot learning
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A primary characteristic of our approach is that it is generative. We show the subjects a
complex stimulus, with each part occurring only once. From a subset of the data, we are able to
learn a model that can be generalized to unseen experimental text. Our model predicts the brain
activity related to reading a passage as a function of the content of that passage. Therefore, an
expressive annotation of the experimental text is necessary. This annotation will constitute an
IFS. For example, we can label all the words in the text with their part of speech (e.g. noun,
verb, adverb) and their grammatical role in the sentence (e.g. subject, object, noun modifier).
These labels will constitute a syntactic IFS, we can use it to learn the brain responses associated
with different parts of speech or grammatical roles. Since other texts can also be expressed in
this same syntactic IFS, we can now predict the brain activity for these other texts as a function
of the responses associated with different grammatical features. As we mentioned previously,
this method is conceptually different from a simple decoder. If the decoder is a simple classifier
that learns to differentiate between a small number of stimuli based on several examples of each
class, then this decoder will be able to classify unseen examples of those classes, however, it will
not be able to generalize to new concepts.
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We gave above an example of a syntactic IFS, but reading a natural text involves much more
than understanding its syntax. We will cover in this thesis many other IFS, covering the semantic
and narrative properties of the text, as well as IFS that try to separately account for the properties
of the word and its context. However, all these investigations will rely on the expressive ability
of IFS modeling to generalize to novel stimuli. This method has been used to study the representation of words in [79] and [94], where it is knows as zero-shot learning. This name refers to the
fact that a classifier is able to guess the word associated with a brain image without ever seeing
it in training. We will explain these steps in detail in the remainder of this chapter.

3.3

Predicting brain activity associated with textual content
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In this section, we focus on the predictive model that allows us to express brain activity as a
function of the content of the stimulus. We will consider fMRI data which consists of 3D images
of tens of thousand of voxels (volume pixels) acquired at a rate of one or two seconds (this time is
called TR, or time to repetition). We will also consider MEG data which is acquired at different
sensors on the surface of the head. MEG data is typically acquired at a fast rate (e.g. 1KHz).
MEG data can also be localized to sources of activity in the brain of the subjects. These sources
are inferred based on the anatomical scans of the brains of the subjects using Minimum Norm
Estimation (MNE) [48].
Predicting trial based fMRI activity
We introduce notation consistent throughout the thesis and note that we refer to real valued
variables by lower case letters without boldface, vectors as boldfaced lower-case letters and
matrices in boldfaced upper-case.
We use here the term trial based experiment to refer to experiments with clearly defined
trials such that we can obtain an independent image for each stimulus presentation. In Mitchell
et al. [79] such an experiment is used: brain activity is collected as native English speakers
as look at word-picture combinations, specifically sixty concrete nouns (e.g., “apple”, “car”),
accompanied by black-and-white line drawings of those objects.
FMRI measures the hemodynamic response, a change in the blood flow in a region of the
brain due to neural activity. This change is slow and lasts about 10 seconds, peaking about
5 seconds after the stimulus is presented. In [79], the latency of the hemodynamic response
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was handled by averaging the activity acquired 4–8 seconds after stimulus onset, resulting in a
single brain image per subject per stimulus per exposure. For each of the different objects in
the experiment, a semantic vector is constructed using a large corpus of text. This vector is 25
dimensional, each entry corresponds to the frequency with which each object occurs next to one
of 25 verbs in the corpus. The verbs approximate the space of interactions that are possible with
those objects (eating, holding ...). These vectors therefore constitute a semantic IFS.
For a trial based experiment such as the one above, we assume a linear model: the average
hemodynamic response yvt of voxel v to the stimulus displayed at time t is a linear combination
of that stimulus’s features denoted by the P -dimensional feature vector xt ,
yvt = x>
t βv + vt ,
where βv is the P -dimensional regression coefficient vector of v and vt is mean-zero noise for
voxel v at time t, with variance σv2 , combining measurement error corrupting our observation
with fluctuations and the effects of specification error. Finally, we assume that the vt has a
Gaussian distribution. More succinctly, we will stack the xt s into a T × P matrix X, and for
each voxel v, write its activity over the course of the experiment as a T -dimensional vector yv .
Predicting continuous fMRI activity
For an experiment with continuous recording, such as the natural reading experiments we are
interested in, words are presented at short intervals compared to the latency of the hemodynamic
response and the sampling frequency. Therefore their individual contributions to the fMRI signal
are superposed. We will model therefore the activity yvt of voxel v at time t as a linear function
of the recent history of the stimulus. We call such an experiment in which the stimulus cannot
be neatly divided into trials a continuous fMRI experiment.
We aim to find the mapping between the different types of IFS (e.g. semantic, syntactic,
narrative) and the neural activity yvt . We want to learn the response of this voxel v to a given IFS
vector xt . An IFS has P dimensions. Consider an individual dimension j, corresponding to the
j’s text feature (e.g. if we are dealing with a semantic IFS, the j’s feature can be edibility). We
first assume that the text feature j has a signature activity in voxel v that is consistently repeated
every time the brain encounters this feature (for the regions that do not encode this feature, we
will ideally learn a signature activity equal to 0). Due to the TR = 2 seconds we use in our
natural reading experiments, and the typical latency of the hemodynamic response, we are only
interested in the points of the response signature that are sampled 2, 4, 6 and 8 seconds after the
onset of feature j (β1vj , β2vj , β3vj and β4vj ). See Fig. 3.2(a). It is important to note that we do not
constrain the shape of the learned response signature. We also tried estimating the response with
5 time points (2 to 10 seconds after onset) and 6 time points (2 to 12 seconds). However this
manipulation did not significantly change the performance and therefore we use 4 time points
for computational and statistical reasons1 .
1

This experiment utilizes the complex pipeline explained in this chapter, and utilized in the next chapter. After
computing the accuracy and the chance distribution at every voxel and for every feature, we repeat the entire experiment with more estimated time points per response signature: 5 and 6, corresponding respectively to points 2 to 10s
and 2 to 12s after feature presentation. While the obtained patterns of representation vary slightly, we do not find
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Figure 3.2: Time model of a voxel’s response to the consecutive occurrences of the features of a
story. Because of the hemodynamic response latency, the occurrence of a feature at time t will affect the
activity of the voxel for several TRs after time t. This latency is accounted for by considering occurrences
of features at previous TRs when modeling a voxel’s activity at time t. (One TR is the repetition time
needed to acquire one fMRI image, here we use a TR of 2s).

The second assumption is that the signature activity is scaled by the value of feature j at the
time the feature is presented. See Fig. 3.2(b). Moreover, we assume that the responses created by
successive occurrences of a feature are additive. The contribution of text feature j to the activity
at time t in voxel v is:
h
X
k=1

(j)
xt

(j)

xt−k × βvk(j) ,

(3.1)

where
is the value of feature j at time t. Another way to think about this is that the activity
created by the feature is the convolution of the response signature with the time course of the
any region in which there is a significant improvement for using either type of window. Since the performance is
not different, we chose to use 4 because of statistical concerns: we have a training set of about 1100 points and 195
features, it is more advisable to limit the amount of covariates when estimating the model.
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feature. Above we considered the brain activity to be created by one story feature. Now we
include the activities created by all of the features we have defined above, again assuming they
are additive. This gives the model:
yvt =

h
X

x>
t−k βv,k + vt .

(3.2)

k=1

We therefore model the voxel’s activity yv (t) as a linear combination of the values of all the
features at times t − 4 to t − 1. We know the time courses of the feature values and the voxel’s
activity, and we need to predict the set of response signatures.
Our approach is similar to Hidden Process Models [60] that also use a multiple regression
setup. The neural activity there is also assumed to be generated by linearly additive processes
and all instantiations of the same process share the same response, but unlike the case of our
model, the delay in the onset of the response is variable.
Our model can be put in a form more similar to the static case by regressing yv on the vector
obtained by concatenating xt−1 , xt−2 , xt−3 , xt−4 into a single P 0 -dimensional feature vector x̄t .
We can similarly concatenate the regression coefficients for this concatenated feature vector to
get a P 0 -dimensional regression vector β̄v . We overload notation to refer to x̄t and β̄v as xt
and βv , since from this point the methods apply to both a trial-based approach and a continuous
modeling approach.
Predicting MEG activity
MEG records the change in the magnetic field on the surface of the head as a result of brain
activity. This is an instantaneous recording, and therefore there is no need to account for the
latency of the measurement. However, the sampling frequency is now greater than the stimulus
presentation rate. This means that for every stimulus t, we will have measurements with different
lags a (e.g. if we present a word every 500ms, we will have 500 recordings for each word t, one
every 1ms). We can use a similar model to the trial based fMRI case:
yvat = x>
t βva + vat ,
where yvat is the activity at sensor (or source) v for stimulus t, at time lag a.
We might however want to account for the contribution of previous stimuli to the activity
recorded for stimulus t at time lag a (for example the brain might still be processing previous
words). In that case, we can add the feature vectors of the previous words xt−k for an appropriate
set k ∈ K when constructing the X matrix, similar to the continuous fMRI case.
Learning the models
In equation 3.2, we did not consider different subjects, and only considered a hypothetical voxel
(s)
v. However, in reality, we have S subjects, and VT voxels for each subject. The regression in
equation 3.2 can therefore be rewritten as:
yv(s) = X × βv(s) + (s)
v
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(3.3)

where:
• s is the index of a given subject (1 ≤ s ≤ S)
• n is the number of TRs (or time points)
(s)

• yv is the n × 1 vector of activity of voxel v of subject s

• X is the n × K matrix of text features (these could either correspond to the features of
the current stimulus or of the history of the stimulus, for example in the continuous fMRI
case, every row contains the features of the 4 previous TR, i.e. K = 4 × F + 1, for the
intercept term)
(s)

• βv is the K × 1 vector of response signatures in voxel v of subject s
(s)

• v ∼ N (0, σv2 In ) is the n × 1 vector of errors (n is the number of TRs) caused by noise in
voxel v of subject s (σv2 is the noise variance at voxel v and In is the n × n identity matrix).
(s)
We explore in section 3.5, in detail, different methods for learning the vectors βv .

3.4

Testing the predictive model with a classification task
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As explained above, matrix X contains the vectors of the IFS of interest (and might or might
not contain the history of the stimulus, depending on the experiment type). The matrix of brain
activity data for each subject is denoted Y(s) , and we can concatenate all the matrices into:
Y = [Y(1) , Y(2) ...Y(S) ],

(3.4)

such that Y contains in each row t the concatenation of the entire brain images for all
subjects, at TR t (the stimulus is always presented to the subjects with the same timeline). In
the case of MEG, the row t will contain all the images recorded while word t was on the screen,
i.e. as many images as time lags. Similarly:
B = [B(1) , B(2) ...B(S) ],

(3.5)

where
(s)

(s)

(s)

B(s) = [β1 , β2 , ..., βV s ]
T
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(3.6)

3.4.1

Cross-Validation Procedure

To test the validity of the learned response signatures, we constructed a binary classifier that
decodes the text being read from a given brain data frame. We start by partitioning the timeline
into 10 cross-validation folds. Then for every fold i:

Reading in1. the
Brain
fMRI
If the data
is acquiredusing
in a continuous
fMRI fashion, separate the test (fold i) and training
data (other 9 folds) by discarding the data corresponding to 5 TRs before and after fold i.
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Learning, Carnegie Mellonall
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Pittsburgh,
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Figure 3.3: Diagram of the classification task. The task is to assign to each held-out data segment of

ed)linear)regression:)

length L (T1 and T2 ) the L × R seconds portion of the text to which it corresponds (one of the the two
dark blue segments, R is the sampling rate). This is done by predicting the activity using the learned
weights, then computing the distance between the two predicted responses (P1 and P2 ) and the real
segment. The classification of T1 and T2 is done independently, i.e. for T1 , the story passage S1 or S2
is chosen, and then, in a different test, for T2 , the story passage S1 or S2 is chosen.

We average the results of all the cross-validation folds and obtain an overall classification
accuracy.
Predict) the) brain) data) for) the) held) out) segments) and) use) the) predic&on) to) classify)
e) predic&on) to) classify) Note: choosing the blocks of length L to be continuous is was made because of the continthe)held)out)fMRI)data.)
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3.4.2

Classification Procedure

Here we describe how the distances between a test segment T and the two predicted segments P1
andContributions
P2 that we compareofit different
to are computed
(seeregions
Fig. 7). We
brain
todiscuss
the the methods here in terms

different components of reading
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We) also) ran) the) classiﬁca&on) task) using) a) 5*5*5) voxels) box) centered) around)
each) voxel.) We) used) diﬀerent) types) of) features) separately) to) see) where) each)
type) of) feature) are) decoded) in) the) signal.) Below) are) the) regions) that) have)
accuracy)>)chance)with)p)<)0.05.)

of voxels. However, these can easily be adapted to MEG sensors (or sources) as we explain in
chapter 5. We use two methods:
• Whole-Brain classification:
The simplest way to perform classification is to use all the voxels from all the subjects
in order to determine the distance between the predicted segments and the true segment.
Because we are working with single trial data, concatenating the voxels from different
subjects in a row acts as a substitute for multiple repetitions. We compute the Euclidean
distance between the two images: ||T − P1 ||2 and ||T − P2 ||2 .
Importantly, this test method combines data from multiple subjects without averaging data
over subjects in either the learning step (as we saw above) or the classification step. The
multi-TR segment that we are classifying is actually a multi-TR concatenation of brain
images from all subjects, instead of a multi-TR segment of one brain’s images. Since
every voxel in that data is trained independently, and contributes to the Euclidean distance
independently, then this concatenation does not make any assumptions on the subject’s
alignment.
We might want to boost the accuracy when using smoothed data by voxel selection, in
the following way. At every cross-validation fold, we use the training data in order to
find the best subset of voxels to use. This is done via a nested cross-validation step on
the training data what determines which voxels have the best accuracy and how many of
the top voxels to use to obtain the best combined accuracy. These voxels are then used
to classify the untouched test data: we compute the Euclidean distance using only the
columns that correspond to these voxels.
• Concatenated Searchlight classification:
Whole-Brain accuracies do not tell us about which parts of the brain are contributing to
the classification accuracy. In order to assess this, we perform the classification “locally”,
looking in one region of the brain at a time. Regions are defined as k × k × k-voxel cubes
centered around one MNI voxel location, k being an odd integer. This method is similar to
the Searchlight approach commonly used in neuroimaging [65], however we expand it to
include data from multiple subjects (and in chapter 5 we will modify it for use with MEG):
We pick a cube size k: for example, k = 5 gives a 5 × 5 × 5 voxels cube (to look at
one voxel at a time we take a 1 × 1 × 1 voxel cube)

For every voxel location (xi , yi , zi ), we select the set of voxels whose coordinates fall
in the k × k × k voxels cube centered around that location. This can be done for each
subject independently, in the case where we are interested to look for regions with
high accuracy on a single subject basis. It can also be done by selecting the union of
voxels from all subjects that fall in this cube. We call the set of voxels selected at this
step Vi .
Because we are working with single trial data, concatenating the corresponding voxels from different subjects in a row acts as a substitute for multiple repetitions. Additionally, since the alignment of the subjects to the same anatomical space is not
perfect, taking a k × k × k voxel cube with k > 1, allows us to circumvent small
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variations in the anatomical configuration of the subjects brains.
For each of these sets Vi of voxels, we compute the Euclidean distances:
||T(all rows, voxels in Vi ) − P1 (all rows, voxels in Vi )||2 and
||T(all rows, voxels in Vi ) − P2 (all rows, voxels in Vi )||2
Note: we are performing this computation at every voxel, so we are actually performing Nv classifications, where Nv is the total number of voxels in the experiment.
The total number of voxels is the union of all the anatomical locations from all the
subjects (since the brains of the subjects might vary in location of their boundaries).

Hypothesis Testing
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Once we obtain classification accuracies, we need to perform hypothesis testing. Remember
what we are interested in is to find whether a particular process is related to the brain activity
at a particular location. We have modeled this process as an IFS and used it to construct a
classifier. The main assumption we use now, on which this thesis relies, is that if a region of the
brain is not processing a particular language aspect (such as semantics or syntax), then we would
not be able to build a good predictive model of brain activity in that region using the relevant
IFS. Therefore the classification accuracy would not be significantly higher than chance. If we
actually find that the classification accuracy is higher than chance, then this result suggests that
the brain region is involved in the process of interest. Because the different text IFS annotations
might be correlated to each other or to other variables not accounted for, the higher than chance
classification accuracy might be caused by these spurious correlations. We go into methods for
avoiding these faulty conclusions in chapter 6.
When dealing with MEG data, we have an additional dimension of interest: the time after
stimulus onset. We will be able to extend these hypothesis tests to specific time windows after
stimulus onset. For example, we will be able to test a hypothesis such that: the sensors above the
temporal lobe are related to processing syntactic features of the words in a text, 300-400ms after
the words are presented. We go into detail in chapter 5. In chapter 6, we will also see that such
a time-lag dependent analysis is also possible in fMRI, but we will not go into this now for the
sake of simplicity.
• Whole-Brain Classification Accuracy
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To show that Whole-Brain classification accuracy is significantly higher than chance accuracy, which is 50% in this balanced binary classification task, we compute an empirical
null distribution. The null distribution that story features cannot predict neural activity is
approximated empirically. A common approach to estimate the null distribution is by running a permutation test: the order of the features is permuted before classification and the
procedure is repeated a large number of time. This procedure is appropriate in a trial based
experimental setting in which the different samples are identically and independently distributed (IID). However, in a continuous experimental setting, the different samples (e.g.
different TRs) of our experiment are not IID given that the data is from a time series. The
time series of data and of features varies smoothly and therefore the classifier might detect
dependencies between them when there is none, because they happen to vary similarly in
this finite sample. The commonly used permutation test will not contain such dependencies and therefore will not correct for them, therefore leading to an optimistically biased
answer. To solve this problem we use a solution inspired by [13]: we shift the feature time
series by N TRs such that a < N < b and compute the classification accuracy. For a and
b large enough (e.g. a = 400), there will be no real relationship between the time series of
data and the time series of features, however the time smoothness will be conserved, leading to better estimates of the variance of chance classification accuracy, which guarantees
less false positives.
• Identifying Brain Regions Correlated with Different IFSs:
To find out where in the brain each IFS is useful, we followed a similar training approach
as in section 3.3, except that (1) only one IFS (semantic, syntax etc...) was used at a time
and (2) we used a concatenated Searchlight procedure at test time with k = 5 and using
data from all subjects. Precisely, for every voxel location i, we took the cube of 5 × 5 × 5
voxel coordinates centered around that location. We selected the union of voxels from
all subjects that have coordinates included in this cube. Therefore, for every location, we
performed the classification of 2 segments of size 20 × |Vi |.
For every one of these combinations of IFS/subset of data, we obtain a local classification
accuracy. We measure significance by computing an empirical null distribution in the same
way as for the whole-brain accuracy, then correcting for multiple comparisons using the
Benjamini-Hochberg-Yekutieli False Discovery Rate (FDR) [6]. This procedure controls
the FDR at level q under arbitrary dependence and therefore we did not need to make
independence assumptions about the accuracies of different voxels. The procedure is, for
N comparisons:
Sort the N p-values.
Find the largest j such that
p(j) ≤

j
q
× PN
.
N
( i=1 1/i)

Reject the null hypothesis for the j comparisons with the smallest p-values.
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3.5

In depth analysis of methods for learning brain responses
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We describe in this section multiple methods for estimating brain responses as part of an IFS
analysis. This section has been published in [126]. We will use the previously mentioned dataset
from [79], which is freely available on the accompanying website of the paper ( http://www.
cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/project/theo-73/www/science2008/data.html). As mentioned in section 3.3, this experiment scanned native English speakers as they looked at wordpicture combinations, specifically sixty concrete nouns (e.g., “apple”, “car”), accompanied by
black-and-white line drawings of those objects. All nine subjects were exposed six times each to
all sixty word-picture stimuli, varying in order. Here the latency of the hemodynamic response
was handled by averaging the activity acquired 4–8 seconds after stimulus onset, resulting in a
single brain image per subject per stimulus per exposure. The six repetitions of each stimulus
are themselves averaged together (within subjects) in the data set.
Each voxel was 3.125mm × 3.125mm × 6mm, and every subject’s brain contained ≈ 21, 000
voxels. The subjects’ brains were morphed into the same anatomical space, although exact overlap is not achieved due to anatomical differences. One of our methods will utilize the spatial
organization of the voxels. For that purpose we divide the voxels into 90 “regions of interest”
(ROIs), generally believed to be anatomically and functionally distinct [122]. The ROIs vary
greatly in size, from about 20 to about 800 voxels. For ROIs covering a large volume of the
brain, the spatial smoothness we hope to exploit is washed out. To counter this, and achieve
uniformity of size, we divided ROIs that had more than 200 voxels in half along their largest
dimension (x, y or z coordinate). This was repeated as necessary until all regions had 200 voxels
or less. After this, we had 191 ROIs.
We used eleven features related to the visual properties of the stimuli (e.g., “amount of white
pixels on the screen”, “2D aspect ratio”). These annotations were provided to us by the authors
of [117], who used the same stimulus set for a different experiment. The original experiment
reported these features as ordinal variables on a five-point scale. We selected these features since
they represent a fairly coherent set of precisely-measured aspects of the stimuli, ones whose
processing is well-understood neurobiologically [112]. For the same reasons, we did not use the
many other features also measured in the experiment which are related to semantic or physical
properties of the stimuli (e.g. “Is it manmade?”, “Can I hold it in one hand?”), as manually rated
on the same five-point scale by workers on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing system
[117].
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In summary, the data consists of sixty words, represented by eleven features each (essentially
forming a visual IFS), and their associated average voxel activity across nine subjects.
In previous analyses of this experiments [79], the neural response to reading a word was
modeled as a linear combination of the word’s features. While such linear models are ubiquitous
in fMRI data analyses [4], they have little biological basis. Nevertheless, any smooth model can
be locally approximated by a linear regression over a sufficiently small domain, where the range
of the feature variables here is fairly small. Plotting actual responses against linear fits shows
that the latter are reasonable in these experiments (Figure A.3). Hence, we follow the existing
literature in using linear models, and explore multiple ways of fitting and regularizing them —
OLS (ordinary least squares), ridge regression, the elastic net, and a hierarchical Bayesian model
from small area estimation (SAE). We then consider including the effects of combining these
techniques with various forms of spatial smoothing. section 3.5.4 outlines our evaluation criteria
for models and their regularizations, by their ability to both predict neural activity from stimuli
and to reconstruct stimuli from activity.
Going back to the estimation problem outlined in section 3.3, we need to estimate βv :
yvt = x>
t βv + vt .
The residual sum of squares is
RSSv =

T
X
2
2
(yvt − x>
t βv ) = kyv − Xβv k2 .
t=1

where k.k22 is the squared Euclidean norm. OLS estimates βv by minimizing the in-sample RSS,
giving β̂v = (X> X)−1 X> yv . The covariance of the estimates, in a fixed design, is σv2 (X> X)−1 .

3.5.1

Ridge regression and Elastic Net

We now review both ridge regression and elastic net, giving the Bayesian counterparts to both.
Ridge regression stabilizes OLS estimates via a penalty term [57]. Specifically, the ridge estimator solves
β̂vR = argmin RSSv + λv kβv k22 .
(3.7)
βv

Equivalently, βvR is constrained to be small, kβvR k22 ≤ c, for some c > 0. The tuning parameter
λv controls the degree of regularization. The ridge approach has been used before in neuroimaging with the same λ for all voxels [79]. Importantly, in section 3.5.5, we show that tuning λ
separately for each each voxel improves classification and prediction and provides valuable information about neural organization.
While ridge regression was developed from a frequentist perspective, it has a well known
Bayesian interpretation [52]. By imposing a Gaussian prior on βv with prior precision λ, we find
ind

2
yvt |xt , βv ∼ N (x>
t βv , σv )
iid

βv ∼ N (0, 1/λv I).
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(3.8)

Under the formulation in (3.8), the posterior mode coincides exactly with the solution to (3.7).
The solution to both formulations has a closed form:
R
= (X> X + λv I)−1 X> yv .
β̂v,λ
v

The covariance is σv2 (X> X + λv I)−1 X> X(X> X + λv I)−1 , in a fixed-design regression.
The elastic net of Zou and Hastie [131] generalizes ridge regression and the lasso of Tibshirani [121]:
β̂vEN = argmin RSSv + λ1v kβv k1 + λ2v kβv k22 .
βv

Setting λ1v = 0 recovers ridge regression, and λ2v = 0 recovers the lasso. The L1 penalty makes
β̂vEN sparse, shrinking coefficients on superfluous variables to zero, while the L2 penalty alone
favors small but non-zero coefficients. Again, previous neuroimaging studies favor setting λ1 , λ2
globally, but we find improved performance by varying them across voxels (section 3.5.5), as
chosen by cross-validation (implemented in the glmnet MATLAB package by [29]).
As with ridge regression, the elastic net estimate can be viewed as the MAP estimate of a
Bayesian model. As shown by Kyung et al. [68], the required prior is a gamma-scale mixture of
Gaussians:
2
yvt | µv , xt , βv , σv2 ∼ N (µv + x>
t βv , σv )
βv | σv2 , D∗τ ∼ N (0, σv2 D∗τ )

τ12 , . . . , τP2

∼

P
Y
λ2

1 −λ21 τj2 /2

j=1

2

e

(3.9)

dτj2 , τ12 , . . . , τP2 > 0,

where D∗τ = Diag{(τi−2 + λ2 )−1 } for all i.

3.5.2

Hierarchical Bayesian Small-Area Model

It is biologically plausible that voxels within the same ROI respond similarly to stimuli. Penalization methods, such as the elastic net, make estimates of regression coefficients more precise
via stabilization but do not pool information from related voxels. In contrast, techniques for stabilizing parameter estimates by partially pooling information across, or borrowing strength from,
related areas have been extensively developed in the literature on small area estimation (SAE;
Rao 102). While not traditional in neuroscience, SAE is well known to be effective at shrinkage
when there are multiple regions [98], here ROIs. Hence, we explore simple SAE methods for
regularization which incorporate ROI-level effects, without completely pooling within ROIs.
The SAE literature typically accomplishes partial pooling using hierarchical Bayesian (HB)
models, so we follow that precedent. As before, we model the activity yvt in a voxel v as a linear
combination of the stimulus features xt :
yvt = x>
t (zv + uA(v) ) + vt
SA
= x>
t βv + vt ,
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(3.10)

where A(v) is the ROI containing voxel v, ua is a coefficient vector common to all voxels in area
a and zv is the coefficient vector specific to voxel v. We have
SA
2
yvt | βvSA , σv2 ∼ N (x>
t βv , σv )

βvSA
zv | νv2
ua | αa2
σv2
αa2
νv2

= uA(v) + zv
= N (0, νv2 I)
∼ N (0, αa2 I)
∼ IG(a, b)
∼ IG(c, d)
∼ IG(e, f ),

where a, b, c, d, e, and f are user-fixed hyperparameters, and IG(shape, scale) is the inverse
gamma distribution. Fig. 3.4 shows a plate diagram of the model. The full conditional distributions of all parameters are straightforward (see supplementary materials), so the model can
be estimated effectively using partially parallelized Gibbs sampling.
c, d

αa2

e, f

ua

βv

a, b

σv2

zv

νv2

yvt

Figure 3.4: Graphical model representation of the small-area model of section 3.5.2.
Just as ridge and the elastic net have Bayesian interpretations, the MAP estimates of this
Bayesian SAE model can be seen as a penalized least-squares estimate. Such an estimate is (surprisingly) close to the estimate delivered by ridge regression, for the following reason: The SAE
model has a Gaussian prior distribution zv |νv2 ∼ N (0, νv2 I) for the regression coefficients specific to voxel v, and the voxel-specific variance has an inverse gamma prior distribution, where
νv2 ∼ IG(e, f ). Due to this, the marginal prior distribution of zv is a scaled t distribution, which
is well approximated by a Gaussian for reasonable values of the hyper-parameters (see supplementary materials for details). section X of the supplementary materials revisits the statistical
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implication of this mathematical approximation, which is that the posterior mode of the HB
model must actually be close to the ridge regression estimate.

3.5.3

Spatial smoothing

Neuroimaging data is extremely noisy, and estimates have high variance, even after shrinkage.
Much of this noise occurs at high spatial frequencies [4, Chapter 4], and spatial smoothing can
help reduce the variance. Since nearby voxels often tend to share activation patterns, spatial
averaging may cancel out such noise but maintain signal. Biologically, nearby voxels should
tend to respond similarly to stimuli, since recordings of individual cells show that many areas
of the brain have a regular spatial organization in their responses to stimuli [112]. While the
length scales over which individual neurons’ responses vary do not coincide with the sizes of
voxels, which general contain many cells with heterogenous properties, it is still the case that
nearby voxels should have correlated responses to stimuli. Since the noise in fMRI data is often
at much higher spatial frequencies than the signal from voxles, it is reasonable to think that
spatially smoothing the activity will enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. This is often done as a
preprocessing step [3], but we examine it here as a means of stabilizing parameter estimates.
We explore two kinds of spatial smoothing: nearest-neighbor voxel-level and region-ofinterest area-level smoothing. First we introduce these two forms of smoothing, and then consider smoothed OLS estimates.
Nearest-neighbour voxel-level and ROI area-level smoothing
Nearest-neighbour voxel-level smoothing replaces every voxel by the local average of its nearby
voxels. This is done either for the activity levels yv or the parameter estimates βv . Lacking more
anatomically-based metrics, we define “nearness” using standard `p distances of two vectors r1
and r2 :
kr1 − r2 kp ≡ (|r11 − r21 |p + |r12 − r22 |p + |r13 − r23 |p )1/p .
When p = 2, this is Euclidean distance and the `p ball around a voxel contains all other voxels
whose centers fall within the given radius. However, when p = 1, the `p ball is a tetrahedral
pyramid. We choose a smoothing range or radius separately for each voxel by cross-validation,
and replace its value by the average over all voxels within the `p ball.2
Region-of-interest area-level smoothing is defined through solving an optimization problem.
Taking the set of regression coefficients in one ROI A, BA := {βv }v∈A , which is a P × |A|
matrix. We penalize large differences between regression coefficients of voxels in the same area.
In the Bayesian setting, these are the voxel-wise Bayes estimates. Specifically, for each ROI A,
define B̃A as
X
X
B̃A = argmin
kb̃v − βv k22 + γ
qijA kb̃i − b̃j k22 ,
B̃={b̃v }v∈A

v∈A

i,j∈A

2

For a given radius, the `1 ball contains fewer voxels than the `2 , and both are smaller than the `∞ ball. The
latter did so poorly in trials that we only consider `1 and `2 .
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with penalty factor γ and |A| × |A| similarity matrix QA . Fixing qijA = 1 for all i, j ∈ A, leads to
more uniform smoothing. However, letting
qijA = exp{−d(i, j)2 /h2 }
if i, j ∈ A , where d is the Euclidean distance between the locations of voxels i and j and h is
a bandwidth, allows closer voxels to be more influential. Since the above optimization problem
splits across the dimensions of βv , we get P independent optimization problems. Denoting the
p-th row of B˜A as b̃A
p , we find
X

i,j∈A

A
qijA (b̃ip − b̃jp )2 = b̃A>
p ΩA b̃p ,

where ΩA := 2(DA − QA ) is twice the graph Laplacian
formed using QA as the adjacency
P
matrix and DA as a diagonal matrix whose ith entry is j QA
ij [124, Proposition 1]. Hence,
−1
B̃A = (I + γΩA ) BA . Parameters γ and h are chosen by cross validation.
Smoothed OLS
Since OLS estimates are linear in yvt and covariates are identical across voxels, smoothing βv
is equivalent to smoothing yvt . At any voxel v, let Sv be the set of voxels which are combined
with it in smoothing, with the weight of voxel u ∈ Sv in the smoothing for v being cuv . These
weights are functions of the radius of smoothing in the nearest-neighbor version, or of γ and q
for ROI-level smoothing. Then the smoothed estimate at v is
ˆ =
β̄
v

X

cuv β̂u

u∈Sv

=

X

cuv (X> X)−1 X> yu

u∈Sv

= (X> X)−1 X>

X

cuv yu

u∈Sv
>

−1

>

= (X X) X ȳv ,

which is the OLS estimate with the smoothed response ȳ.3
Despite the simplicity of the technique, smoothed OLS produces results quite comparable to
regularization methods such as ridge regression (see section 3.5.5).
The equivalence of smoothing parameter estimates and smoothing the activity does not hold
with our other, non-linear estimators. When we report results for combinations of smoothing
with other forms of regularization, we are smoothing the parameter estimates.
3

We are certainly not the first to note that linear smoothing commutes with OLS estimation — see, e.g., Friston
et al. [30, p. 12].
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3.5.4

Evaluation criteria

Typically, cognitive neuroscientists engage in two forms of predictive inference with fMRI: forward inference, of which our IFS analysis is an example, from stimuli to configurations of activity
over the brain, and reverse inference, from patterns of activity to stimuli. Examples of reverse
inference are classical decoding or the indirect decoding we describe in this chapter. While these
are often approached as two separate tasks with two distinct sets of models, we perform both
forward and reverse inference, using a common model.
Forward inference is a regression problem, where the regression models reviewed above can
be applied immediately. Our evaluation criterion for forward inference is the voxel-wise residual
sum of squares, normalized by the total sum of squares, i.e. RSSv /σv2 .
Reverse inference is more delicate. As mentioned in section 3.2 we were primarily interested
in decoding stimuli from observed neural activity, we could follow the usual practice in fMRI
data analysis of estimating “tailored” classifiers or discriminative models [97, 99, 130]. These
might be accurate for the particular conditions they were trained on, but by construction they
cannot generalize to previously-unseen stimuli, unless they predict as an intermediate step the
individual features of the stimuli and then identify the correct stimuli based on the decoded features (Sudre et al. [117]). Moreover, discriminative models do not directly represent anything
about how the brain processes information, which is the main point of scientific interest4 . As
shown by [53], the parameters learned in a decoding model, corresponding to each voxel’s contribution in a decoding task, cannot be readily used to infer if a voxel is representing a task of
interest. For example, some voxels that represent a background process unrelated to the task
might receive a high regression weight that serves to subtract that process from the voxels that
are informative to the task5 .
We will use the approach described in this chapter to do reverse inference utilizing an intermediate forward inference step. The trained model is faced with the yvt for a held-out stimulus
condition in a particular voxel v, and the two sets of features for the correct stimulus condition
and another unseen stimulus condition chosen at random. Next, the trained model makes a prediction for both stimuli, and yvt is assigned the stimulus whose predicted activity is closer to the
observed yvt . By design, chance performance for the balanced binary reverse-inference task is
50%.
Validation Sets and Cross-Validation We evaluate both forward and reverse inferences with
nested 10-fold cross-validation. 10% of the data is held for testing. We then use the remaining
training set (90%) to compute the different estimates6 . If we choose not to smooth the estimates,
then we proceed as follows with the training set.
For ridge regression, we use generalized cross-validation [36] to approximate leave-one-out
4

Symbolically, scientists want to know about p(Y |X), while discriminative models at best give p(X|Y ), which,
by Bayes’s rule, combines p(Y |X) and the distribution of stimuli p(X).
5
[53] do suggest a method to enable a neurophysiological interpretation of the parameters of linear decoding
models.
6
For E2, we throw out 5 images on the boundaries of the training set and the test set to insure that there is no
signal leakage from the training to the test set due to the slow decay of hemodynamic responses, causing unintended
correlations.
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cross-validation error for different λv values at each voxel. For the elastic net, we use the ten-fold
cross-validation option provided in Friedman et al. [29] to chose the regularization parameters.
Finally, for SAE, the level of regularization is determined by the posterior mean variance of
zv , since high variance corresponds to the model being able to chose the parameter freely, i.e.
low regularization. The posterior mean variance of zv is determined automatically by the Gibbs
sampler.
If we choose to smooth the estimates, then in order to pick the smoothing parameter for every
voxel and every estimator, we run a nested cross-validation loop. That is, within the 90% training
portion of the data, 80% is randomly selected as “inner-fold training” data, and 10% is randomly
selected as a validation set. The inner-fold training is done exactly as in the previous paragraph.
Smoothing parameters are then set using the average single-voxel classification accuracy on the
validation set.
After training, the out-of-sample performance of both unsmoothed and smoothed estimators
is reported using the testing set. Thus, the parameters never adapt to the testing set, and we report
valid estimates of out-of-sample performance.

3.5.5

Results

Our main findings are as follows: Using cross-validation to pick tuning parameters separately
for each voxel,
1. Regularization offers small but real gains in forward prediction;
2. Regularization does not seem to offer improvement in reverse prediction at the individual
voxel level, or whole-brain reverse inference;
3. All forms of regularization work about equally well for prediction;
4. Regularization succeeds in making parameter estimates more precise;
5. The spatial pattern of regularization is highly informative: the voxels that are poorly predicted using OLS are the ones that are most heavily regularized under cross-validation.
We explain these points in turn.
Prediction
To summarize, while all models and methods had some predictive ability in our experiments,
none of them clearly dominated the others. Model checking, discussed in Appendix A.3, shows
that the linearity assumption is reasonable: the actual and the predicted activities tend towards
having a linear relationship. Appendix A.3 also shows that the similarity of the results is not
due to the models being grossly inappropriate, though they could be somewhat mis-specified.
For example, our voxels assignment to ROIs might not be the most optimal one and could have
resulted in the small area model not outperforming other methods. Appendix A.3 illustrates
this using a simulation in which we show that, if the data is sampled from a small area model,
the small area estimates outperform the ridge estimates only when the small area estimator is
correctly specified.
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Figure 3.5: Effect of regularization on out-of-sample normalized RSS (RSS/σ 2 ). Each point represents
a single voxel. For each of the plots, the OLS RSS/σ 2 (horizontal axis) is contrasted with the modified
RSS/σ 2 after OLS smoothing for ridge, elastic net or small area shrinkage (vertical axis). The four
methods result in smaller RSS/σ 2 on average. Furthermore, for all the methods, the predicted activity
in the bad voxels (i.e. voxels where RSS/σ 2 is larger than 1) is pushed toward zero. This is visible by
the RSS/σ 2 values being reduced toward 1. In other words, shrinkage and smoothing are forcing the
estimated parameters to be almost zero if the voxel is noisy and there is nothing that can be predicted.

Forward Inference All our methods had non-trivial ability to do forward prediction in both
experiments for some of the voxels, which should be the voxels that are implicated in visual
processing (Figure 3.5). All methods of regularizing OLS, including spatial smoothing, led to
generally small but significant improvements. The improvement is seen in the noisy voxels: the
high RSS in those voxels is greatly reduced when shrinkage or smoothing is used, effectively
driving the prediction in the noisy voxels to zero7 . Combining smoothing with shrinkage did not
help forward inference; if anything it often made it worse than either alone (Figure 3.6).
Reverse Inference The effect of regularization on single-voxel reverse inference is ambiguous
(see Appendix A.6): accuracy goes up in some voxels and down in others, with no change over
all. The classification accuracy of the good voxels varies much less across the different estimators
than the accuracy of the bad voxels (see figures in Appendix A.6).
Turning to whole-brain reverse inference, all methods, with and without smoothing, did much
better than the chance rate of 50% (Figure 3.7). However, the differences between methods
are negligible, and certainly smaller than the fold-to-fold variability of cross-validation. This
includes unregularized OLS.
All our methods predict equally well (up to experimental precision), which is surprising. We
can rationalize the elastic net performing about as well as ridge regression on the grounds that the
former extends the latter by adding an L1 penalty, which might be unnecessary. Ridge regression
is also linked to our hierarchical small-area model via an approximation result (Appendix A.2).
However, such connections do not account for why all three forms of shrinkage perform about
the same as smoothed OLS or un-smoothed OLS.
We do find a partial explanation from the way we do whole-brain classification (section
3.5.4). Recall that we classify a pattern of activity as belonging to the stimulus whose predicted
activity pattern is closest, but weight each voxel in this distance calculation depending on its
individual classification accuracy. Thus, the weights are often dominated by a fairly small num7

Since results for both neighborhood- and ROI- based smoothing were nearly identical, we report only those for
smoothing over `2 balls.
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Figure 3.6: Normalized RSS for unsmoothed and smoothed estimators. The larger panels show voxelwise normalized residuals (RSS/σ 2 ) for OLS before smoothing (horizontal axis) and after (vertical),
showing the value of spatial smoothing for forward inference. The smaller panels consist of the same
comparison for ridge regression (top), the elastic net (middle) and the small-area model (bottom), showing
that combining smoothing and shrinkage is if anything worse than shrinkage alone. The axes for the
smaller panels have been omitted for clarity: they correspond to the larger panels axes.
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Figure 3.7: Whole-brain classification accuracy, averaging over subjects, for all combinations of estimators and smoothing. Regularization choice or the presence or absence of smoothing don’t affect
whole-brain classification accuracy.

ber of highly-discriminative voxels. These voxels tend to also be ones where the forward model
fits well, and cross-validation or Gibbs sampling selects little or no regularization for them. To
support these claims, we examine the effects of regularization on the parameter estimates and the
spatial patterns of regularization.
Regularization
Evidence of successful regularization In light of the surprising predictive equivalence of our
different methods with each other and with OLS, it is worth verifying that our regularlizers were
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in fact regularizing the estimation. From the standpoint of small-area estimation theory, the
crucial question is whether the parameter estimates are more precise than the “direct” estimates
of OLS. That is, do the new estimates show smaller standard errors, or smaller coefficients of
variation, than the direct estimates?
Results like Figure 3.8 are typical across the coefficients and the regularizers. After regularization, most parameter estimates for most voxels had significantly smaller standard errors,
sometimes much smaller. This was true even while using cross-validation to pick how much to
regularize each voxel. (See Appendix A.4 for additional documentation.)

density
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Figure 3.8: Left: Histograms of one regression coefficient’s standard errors, aggregating over all voxels,
for both OLS and SAE. The sharp peaking of the SAE histogram, to the left of the OLS histogram,
indicates that the typical parameter estimate has been made much more precise by the hierarchical model,
since the standard errors are much smaller than for OLS. Right: scatter-plot of the same standard errors for
OLS and the SEA, this time plotted for each voxel separately. Most of the points fall below the diagonal,
so most parameters are being estimated more precisely. Other coefficients and methods of regularization
behaved similarly.

Spatial patterns of regularization and their implications The strength of regularization chosen by cross-validation is not uniform or even random across the brain. It shows quite pronounced, and informative, spatial structure, closely connected to how well voxels predict without
regularization.
Fig. 3.9 depicts the relationship between the degree of regularization imposed by our methods, and several measures of predictive accuracy. For two horizontal slices of the brain, these
figures illustrate how classification accuracy varies, how strongly regularized each voxel is, and
how well the regression model does in and out of sample. (The accuracy plot is omitted for the
elastic net to show both penalty factors.) We show in the supplementary material the corresponding plots for the entire brain. The plots provided are for one subject. The other subjects present
a very similar pattern of correspondence between voxels with high performance and weak regularization.
As Figures 3.9a–3.9d show, there is an inverse relationship between predictive performance
(sub-figures A and D) and the degree of regularization (sub-figures B) that was chosen by crossvalidation. Thus, voxels with stronger signals (as reflected by higher accuracy) needed less
regularization. Voxels with high accuracy (3.9a, 3.9b and 3.9d, part A) and especially voxels
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Figure 3.9: Voxel-wise results for each method along one horizontal brain slice. Color schemes are
flipped so that red always represents “good” and blue, “bad”. Note the similar patterns of classification
accuracy in plots a-A, b-A and d-A. Also note how predictive performance (sub-figures A and D) is
inversely related to the degree of regularization in every case, whether that is the smoothing radius for
OLS (a), the λ penalty for ridge (b), the λ1 and λ2 penalties for the elastic net (c), or the small area model
(d), where low regularization corresponds to a high variance parameter, i.e., good voxels are allowed to
pick their parameters freely. (For the elastic net, good voxels have more lasso-like penalties, as they are
voxels sensitive to some of the stimulus features.) Smoothing acts as a regularizer for OLS, as seen by the
reduced prediction in the bad voxels from subfigure a-C to subfigure a-D. Finally, see that in many cases
the in- and out-of- sample errors for “good” voxels are nearly the same.
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with low prediction error (sub-figures D) are sparse and spatially clustered. Other voxels are by
comparison noisy and more heavily regularized (sub-figures B).
The correspondence between good classification accuracy and weak regularization explains
the single voxel accuracy results mentioned in section 3.5.5 and in appendix A.6. In good voxels,
classification accuracy is not significantly affected by regularization since the penalty parameter
is weak. In the bad voxels, the strong regularization forces the model to learn near-zero weights,
and the leftover noise has “random” effect on the single voxel classification accuracy, some times
resulting in slight improvement, and sometimes in slight decrease.
For all the subjects, the predictive voxels are clustered in the occipital cortex, which is wellknown to be heavily involved in visual processing [112].
Conclusions: Ridge and SAE
We have shown that different forms of regularization predict about equally well. Moreover, they
give similar parameter estimates, especially the SAE model of (3.10) and ridge regression. As
already explained in section 3.5.2, the marginal prior distribution of βv is an inverse-gamma
variance mixture of Gaussians, which is a t-distribution, where βv ∼ t. With even a moderate
number of degrees of freedom in the t, the marginal prior on βv is quite close to being Gaussian
(Appendix A.2). Similarly, the marginal prior on ui is also a t distribution. Since βv and uA(v)
are independent a priori, the prior on zv is approximately Gaussian. Since the posterior mode
under a Gaussian prior matches ridge regression, the zv estimated from (3.10) will be close to
the ridge regression estimates.8
When we simulate from the SAE model, estimating that model shows better forward prediction than OLS or even ridge regression (Appendix A.3.1). The difference between SAE and ridge
is small but systematic and significant. However, when the surrogate data from the simulations
is re-estimated with erroneous assignments of voxels to ROIs, the advantage of the SAE model
over ridge regression vanishes. It may be that this is the way in which the SAE is mis-specified,
suggesting that a better choice of ROIs would lead to superior prediction. However, we have not
been able to rule out other possible mis-specifications.
Conclusions: Computational costs
While our four methods perform very similarly statistically, their computational costs differ by
orders of magnitude (Table 3.1). Smoothed OLS and ridge stand out as the most attractive
methods, with ridge pulling ahead due to its better behaved out-of-sample residuals.
Our simple and generic HB model is mis-specified, not very firmly grounded in biology,
and, as Table 3.1 shows, computationally very costly. With considerable attention to the biology,
well-specified models and priors might be crafted for specific applications, though at even greater
computational expense. Due to this, we do not advocate the Bayesian approach, unless it could
be combined with some way of quickly approximating posterior distributions, e.g., variational
methods [11, 125] or consensus MCMC [87, 111].
8

We have not been able to find this approximation result in the literature, but suspect it is a rediscovery.
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cpu time per fold
per subject
<1s
55s
3120s

OLS
Ridge
Elastic
Net
Small
5540s
Area
Smoothing, 40s
nested CV

clock time per
fold per subject
<1s
4s
390s

total cpu time
(with nested CV)
<1min
7.5h
429h

740s

762h

20s

5.5h

Table 3.1: Running times of the various procedures, using 8 Intel Xenon CPU E5-2660 0 cores
(at 2.2 GHz), sharing 128GB of RAM. Gibbs sampling for the SAE model was parallelized over
the cores.
Consistency of results
While we show here the results on a trial based experiment, these results are very consistent when
we analyze naturalistic experiments recorded in a continuous manner. We provide in Appendix
A.7 the same results using the naturalistic experiment that we study in chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
The Spatial Representation of Language
Processes
Story understanding involves many perceptual and cognitive subprocesses, from perceiving individual words, to parsing sentences, to understanding the relationships among the story characters.
In this chapter, we apply our investigative Intermediate Feature Space (IFS) approach to a naturalistic experiment in which subjects read a chapter from a popular book (Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer’s Stone [106]). We present an integrated computational model of reading that incorporates these and additional subprocesses, simultaneously discovering their fMRI signatures. Our
model predicts the fMRI activity associated with reading arbitrary text passages, well enough to
distinguish which of two story segments is being read with 74% accuracy.
Reporting accuracy of the trained model predictions is however not the main contribution of
this chapter. We also use the brain activity encodings of different story features learned by the
trained model – including perceptual, syntactic, semantic, and discourse features – to provide
new insights into where and how these different types of information are encoded by brain activity. We align and contrast these results with several previously published studies of syntax,
semantics, and models of the mental states and social interactions with others. In this chapter,
we use the term “semantic features” to refer to the lexical semantic properties of the stimulus
words independent of the context in which they appear, and use “discourse features” to refer to
discourse semantics of the story. This work has been published in [127], and we made the data
freely available online1 .
Our approach is analogous to [79] that trained a computational model to predict fMRI neural
representations of single noun meanings. However, here we extend that approach from single
nouns and single fMRI images, to passages of text in a story, and the corresponding time series of
brain activity. This work is also analogous to recent work analyzing fMRI from human subjects
watching a series of short videos where a large set of objects were identified and annotated with
semantic features that were then mapped to brain locations [61], though that work was restricted
to semantic features and did not include language stimuli. Our approach is the first to provide
a generative, predictive model of the fMRI neural activity associated with language processing
involved in comprehending written stories.
1

Data is available at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜fmri/plosone.
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4.1

Experimental design
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Predic)ng+
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Hypothesis+
Tes)ng+

Represen)ng+
Text+Content+

Material
Participants read chapter 9 of Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone [106]. We chose this chapter
because it involves many characters and spans multiple locations and scenes. We chose a famous
book series because we hypothesized all subjects already had characteristic mental representations of the different characters and locations, and that at least a part of this representation would
remain constant throughout the reading of chapter 9. This assumption allows us to use data from
the entire chapter to look for the representation of the different characters, e.g. the protagonist
Harry Potter. In contrast, had we chosen an unfamiliar story in which we learn about the protagonist’s personality throughout the text, the mental representation of this protagonist will arguably
change more than Harry’s would.
Participants
fMRI data was collected from 9 subjects (5 females and 4 males) recruited through Carnegie
Mellon University, aged 18 to 40 years. The participants were all native English speakers and
right handed. They were chosen to be familiar with the material: we made sure they had read the
Harry Potter books or seen the movie series and were familiar with the characters and the story.
All the participants were screened for safety, signed the consent form and were compensated for
their participation. Data from one of the subjects was excluded from the analysis because of an
artifact that was not removed by our preprocessing procedure.
Design
The words of the story were presented in rapid serial visual format [12]. Words were presented
one by one at the center of the screen for 0.5 seconds each (see Fig. 4.1), with punctuation
appearing with the word it is collated to. The background was gray and the font was black. We
used MATLAB and the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions [9, 62, 96].
The chapter was divided into four runs, of approximately 11 minutes each. Subjects had
short breaks between runs. Each run started with a fixation period of 20 seconds in which the
subjects stared at a cross in the middle of the screen. The words presentation started after the
fixation period. The total length of the runs was 45 minutes, during which about 5200 words
were presented. Chapter 9 was presented in its entirety without modifications and each subject
read the chapter only once.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of our
fMRI experimental protocol.
Words from a story are presented serially
than

for 0.5 seconds each while recording brain activity with fMRI at a rate of one entire brain image each
2 seconds. Our goal is to model how fMRI neural activity during reading reflects the perceptual and
conceptual features of the story. Each fMRI activity volume is shown here in 36 horizontal slices. Going
right to left through the slices, then bottom-up, corresponds to looking at slices from the bottom of the
brain up. Within each slice, the top of the slice corresponds to the posterior of the brain, and the right side
of the slice corresponds to the left side of the brain. The images are on a scale from blue to red where blue
indicates negative deviation from baseline and red indicates positive deviations. A TR is the time needed
to record one brain volume, and is 2 seconds in our experiment.
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Before the experiment, we supplied the subjects with a summary of the events preceding
chapter 9 and a summary of the main characters and concepts in Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s
Stone to refresh their memory. We also instructed them to practice rapid serial presentation by
viewing a video that replicated the parameters of our design, but with another story (The Tale
of Peter Rabbit [100]). On the day of the experiment, the subjects were instructed to lay in the
scanner and read the chapter as naturally as possible while remaining alert.
fMRI procedure
Functional images were acquired on a Siemens Verio 3.0T scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) at the Scientific Imaging & Brain Imaging Center at Carnegie Mellon University, using a
T2* sensitive echo planar imaging pulse sequence with repetition time (TR)=2s, echo time=29
ms, flip angle=79◦ , 36 slices and 3 × 3 × 3mm voxels. Anatomical volumes were acquired with
a T1-weighted 3D-MPRAGE pulse sequence.
Data preprocessing
We used the MATLAB suite SPM8 [3] to preprocess the data. Each subject’s functional data
underwent realignment, slice timing correction and co-registration with the subject’s anatomical
scan, which was segmented into grey and white matter and cerebro-spinal fluid. The subject’s
scans were normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space and smoothed with a
6 × 6 × 6mm Gaussian kernel smoother.
Using the Python toolbox PyMVPA [49], we masked the functional data using the segmented
anatomical mask, discarding cerebrospinal-fluid voxels. The data was then detrended in MATLAB by running a high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.005Hz. Visual inspection of the
time course of a large number of voxels showed that this threshold was enough to get rid of large
block effects and slow trends in the data.
Finally, we selected voxels from each subject, keeping only voxels in 78 cortical Regions
Of Interest (ROIs), defined using the AAL brain atlas [122], excluding the cerebellum and white
matter. We ended up with an average of 29227 voxels per subject. The anatomical union (number
of MNI voxel locations for which at least one subject had a voxel) of these 6 subject’s brains was
a set of 41073 voxel locations.
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Representing the content of the story
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4.2.1

Formal theories of language

In order to build an IFS describing the content of the story, we first turn to how language is formally characterized. The study of language, or linguistics, revolves around the study of the units
that language is made of and the rules that determine how they are combined [1]. Linguistics
is divided amongst several core areas. Morphology is the study of the structure of words, while
phonology studies the structure of sounds in language. Syntax revolves around understanding
word categories, phrasal units and sentence structure, and semantics is the study of linguistic
meaning.
Other fields of linguistics relate to the fact that language is a dynamic, it’s acquired and used
by humans for specific purposes. Specifically, the area of pragmatics studies language in relation
to the world and how it’s used for communication and other functions: it is concerned with how
the context of language affects meaning, and extends from studying simple sentences to the study
of discourse. Other than pragmatics, linguists study how language is acquired, how it evolves in
populations and how it changes across time and populations. However, since the participants in
our experiment were all adult, native english speakers, and since the experiment was done at one
point in time (it was not a longitudinal study), the evolution of language and language learning
are not central to this work and we will omit their description. This subsection is all based on
[1].

Morphology and Phonology
Morphology deals with the study of the nature of words and of sub-word structure. Some words
are simple and cannot be divided into parts, while others are compound words. Morphemes,
the smallest units that can’t be subdivided, are either free or bound. Free morphemes constitute
a base and can appear by themselves (e.g. “dog”, “city”, “cold”) or as part of another word
(“hot-dog”, “city-center”, “coldness”). Bound morphemes cannot occur by themselves and can
be, among others, affixes (e.g.. “un-”) or suffixes (e.g.. “-s”). Morphemes (either free or bound)
can either be content morphemes expressing a certain meaning (e.g. apple, run) or function
morphemes serving a more structural role in the sentence (e.g. “that”, “and”, “the”, “-ful”,
“re-”, “-ed”). The rules for how morphemes are combined depends on many factors, such as
the grammatical category of the word (which we will discuss here under “Syntax”). How the
meaning of complex words is composed out of the meaning its morphemes is a complex question,
since compound words often have meanings that are different than or span more than the set of
the meaning of their parts. The meaning of word combinations can be the clear combination of
the meaning of its part (e.g. “sidewalk”) or different from the original meaning and having a new
meaning out of convention (e.g. “hot-dog”), or anywhere in between.
Phonology is the study of the structure and patterns of sounds in language, how to properly
describe them, and what is a proper general framework for them. Since we are studying reading
and not listening, phonemes, the units of sounds, are not going to be of high interest to us. However, reading is often accompanied by subvocalization, or silent speech, requiring the conversion
of the original letter string to phonemes, and therefore modeling the phonetic aspect of the text
might contribute to understanding the brain activity related to reading.
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Syntax
Syntax is the study of the structural units of language such as the grammatical category of individual words or noun phrases, as well as the rules that govern how they are combined together
and the relationships they have. Self-evidently, the structure of sentences is crucial to its meaning, with small variations sometimes changing the meaning completely (consider inverting the
subject and object of a sentence, e.g. “the dog bit the man” and “the man bit the dog”), and
sometimes, the structure of the sentence is ambiguous because it could be subdivided into subgroups in multiple ways (“The mother of the boy and the girl will arrive soon.”, taken from [1],
can either refer to one person or two people arriving soon). In order to study sentence structures,
linguists have developed methods to construct graph diagrams, most often tree structures, of sentences. These rely on the linear ordering of the words in a sentence, their categorization into
parts of speech (whether they are nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs etc.) and their grouping into
structural constants of the sentence (e.g. in the above sentence, we can have “[The mother of the
boy] and [the girl]” or “[The mother of [the boy and the girl]]” as groups).
There is a distinction between the grouping of words into structures, and the grammatical
role that these structures have in the sentence, i.e. a noun phrase can serve multiple roles in a
sentence, such as the subject of the verb or its object. Identifying the roles of different units
in the sentence is therefore a major art of constructing tree diagrams that annotate the structure
of sentences. These concepts have been formalized in proper theories, which also deal with
issues like structural ambiguity or complex grammatical dependencies that are interleaved in the
sentence. Such theories are typically very complex, and we are not trying to select between them
this approach. Some computational approaches are more theoretically neutral. For instance,
dependency grammar models the structure of sentences by focusing on the link between words
in the sentence. Starting with the verb as the root of the sentence, those links summarize the
existing relationships between pairs of words and can either be direct, or pass through other
words. Dependency parsers (such as the Stanford parser [19] or the MALT parser [92]) are
increasingly being used and are are built to handle most cases of structural ambiguities.
Semantics and Pragmatics
The study of semantics, or meaning, has not always had a prominent position in linguistics,
perhaps due to the difficulty of stating what exactly it is to “mean”. Various theories have been
put forth to explain meaning, such as the denotational theory of meaning in which the meaning
of a word is the object it refers to. This theory fails to account for the fact that you could use
multiple expressions to refer to the same object, and these expressions do not have to have the
exact same meaning (e.g. “the first man to walk on the moon” and “Neil Armstrong” refer to
the same person but however have different meanings [1]). Another theory sees meaning as
the ideas that are in the head of the listener, and has been modified into seeing meaning as the
mental images that are evoked, or the concepts that are associated with the word, all suffering
from the difficulty of expressing ideas, images and concepts in a manner consistent with how
we use the meaning of words, and how we combine the meaning of words into sentences. The
sense theory of meaning identifies the “sense” of an expression as different from what it refers to:
two expressions can refer to the same object, but their modes of presentation or their cognitive
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contents might differ. The use theory of meaning considers the meaning of an expression to be
the way in which it is used. There is no real convergence on a theory of meaning, with various
theories being more or less incomplete.
Many properties of the meaning of words can be interesting to study in the brain. The brain
might help us to understand what happens when a word is polysemous (has multiple meanings)
and its meaning can be inferred from the context it falls in. Words have meaning relations: they
can be synonymous or antonymous, or they can be included in the meaning of other words,
for example, a “dog” is an “animal”. When words are grouped together into sentences, their
meanings are composed in multiple ways that are not yet accounted for by a complete theory
of meaning composition. Sentences can be declarative, interrogative, exclamative or imperative,
which brings us to the role that language has when it’s being used, and the study of the meaning
of language in a context.
Pragmatics studies the function and meaning of language when used in a specific context. For
instance, some words like “hello” and “goodbye” are used mainly for the purpose of greeting or
bidding farewell, whereas other words might have a literal meaning and another meaning when
used as an injunction (e.g the word “brother” when used as “my brother” or in the injunction “oh
brother!” [1]). In the message model of communication, a speaker wants to communicate an idea
to the listener, he choses a linguistic utterance to express his thoughts and a communication is
successful when the listener correctly understands the original idea. The problem with this model
is that it fails to explain much of the complexity of linguistic communication. For example, it
doesn’t explain how disambiguation, non-literal meaning, or speaker intention are accounted for
(e.g. when a speaker sarcastically says “That went well!” after a bad turn of events, he means
something different than the literal meaning of what he has uttered). The inferential model of
communication states that the communication is successful when the listener correctly interprets
the speaker’s intention. This would rely on a set of shared presumptions and inferential strategies.
Amongst others, the listener is presumed to have enough knowledge to infer the intention of the
speaker, and the speaker’s words are taken to their literal meaning unless there is reason to
interpret them otherwise. Indeed, non-literal meaning is a large part of language as evidenced
by the frequency of metaphors. Some metaphors are well established and commonly used, while
others are novel and created by the speaker to illustrate expressively a concept, and there is
interesting fMRI evidence that the brain process these two types differently [73].
We are interested in studying the mental representation of stories. Pragmatics includes the
study of discourse, which is any linguistic body that is longer than a few sentences. Sentences
in discourse occur in a specific context that contributes to their meaning and to understanding
their intent. Discourse can occur in many forms: conversations, letters, speeches, narration, etc.
We are interested in studying narrative discourse, which consists in topics sometimes studied in
literature, including for example the presence of characters (typically a protagonist with allies
and enemies), how the reader identifies with them, of whether the story was told in the first or
third person. Narrative discourse revolves around events that usually have a certain chronology
and evolve in a certain space, and typically starts with an exposition that is soon interrupted by a
conflict or a change, then followed by a climax that is eventually resolved (and sometimes not),
providing a certain denouement or conclusion to the story.
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4.2.2

Choice of Intermediate Feature Spaces

Now that we have presented the main building parts of language, we can describe and motivate
the IFSs that we have used to study story processing. This is the first iteration of an experiment
designed to construct a reading map, and therefore, we didn’t include all the features that we
could have possibly extracted, but mainly the ones that spanned different levels of processing
usually studied in the context of reading, as well as the ones that were the most justified, were
possible to generate using available NLP tools or by hand and were able to be detected given the
experimental design.
We represented our story features as a multivariate discrete time series. We used one TR as a
unit of time. This enables us to have the same time scale for the features and the data time series.
We compute the value of a feature at any TR by aggregating the features of the four words that
were read during that TR (see table 4.2).
The list of all the 195 features we used is provided in table 4.1. This table includes the
features that were finally used in the model: a few of our features had too few occurrences
and we ended up disregarding them. We also include in table 4.2 as illustration a subset of the
feature values for the two segments of the story included in Fig. 4.2(B). Finally, we provide
at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜fmri/plosone all these feature annotations (along with
the complete fMRI data for our 8 subjects).
Visual features
While designing features for the words in the story, we decided against including morphological
and phonological features for several reasons. We didn’t have the timing at which each sub-word
structure was perceived by the brain since the only measure we have about reading each word
is that it’s presented for 500ms. We could have used an eye-tracker to measure when each morpheme was being read, however, we know from eye tracking studies of reading that text is usually
processed at the level of words or multiple morphemes [105], since readers fixate typically in the
space between words. Furthermore, remember that we are using fMRI and acquiring data at a
speed of 2s per image, during which 4 words are presented. FMRI is also a slowly varying signal. Even if we could time the perception of different sub-words structures accurately, it would
be hard to distinguish their effect on the brain activity. We therefore felt that studying the subword structure (morphology and phonology) would be hard in this paradigm that has not been
designed with this specific aim in mind. However we did include features aimed at measuring
the initial low level processing of words: when reading, the visual signal is first detected by the
primary visual cortex, and there is a lot of evidence that the visual input is then processed in the
“Visual Word Form Area” [15], making it a key structure in the identification of letters and word
forms. To show the implications of these regions in that process, and as a sort of sanity check
(we thought these features would be the easiest to detect) we computed simple visual features:
- Average Word Length: We compute the average word length in every TR.
- Word Length Variance: We compute the variance of word length in every TR.
Syntactic features
Next, we computed syntactic features. As we just saw in section 4.2.1, the structure of a sentence is determined by the structure and grammatical categories of its components, as well as
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their grammatical relationships. Typical studies of syntax in the brain typically only use simple
measure such as sentence complexity (that can be determined by the complexity of the sentence
tree, such as in [10]). We however chose to have rich syntax features that aim to express much
more of the structure of the sentence by explicitly describing the structure of words and their
grammatical roles.
As mentioned in section 4.2.1, many models of syntactic representation have been proposed
that make many different theoretical assumptions, and can include very complex representational
structures to encode even simple concepts like “subject”. It is hard to distinguish amongst these
models and find which of them is closest to the truth. We chose simplicity as a heuristic. To
represent word category we used parts of speech, which are simple to find and mostly uncontroversial. For sentence structure, we opted for the use of dependency parsing. This approach is also
rather simple and theoretically neutral, is commonly accepted and used in NLP and results in a
limited set of possible grammatical roles, making it suitable as an IFS because of its manageable
dimensionality.
Using the MALT automated parser [92] we determined the part of speech of every word in
the story and obtained the dependency role of every word from the parse tree of the sentences.
We obtained a set of 28 unique parts of speech and 17 unique dependency relationships,
for a total of 45 syntactic binary features that indicate if a given part of speech or a dependency
relationship occurred within a TR. We also included an additional feature that records the position
of a word in the sentence, i.e. its number starting from the beginning of the sentence. This value
is averaged for the four words in a TR.
Semantic features
We saw in section 4.2.1 that it is very difficult to describe the meanings of words in an uncontroversial/definitive fashion. Fortunately however, statistical approaches have made it possible
to computationally construct vectors encoding those meanings. These distributional semantics
approaches rely on the assumption that words with similar meanings are used similarly [107].
An approximation of the meaning of a word can be obtained by the pattern of its occurrence with
other words. For example, “apple” is likely to occur with other food items or the verb “eat”,
but not so likely to occur with building materials or power tools. Word co-occurrences statistics
are learned from massive web corpora. These statistics are very large in dimension; one should
apply a dimensionality reduction method to make them more manageable.
One one hand, distributional semantics does make some significant simplifying assumptions
that might lead to some inappropriate representations (e.g. multiple senses of a word can be
merged together). On the other hand however, these methods these methods have a number
of advantages. Not only are they of popular use in NLP (where they were show to improve
performance in a variety of tasks) and in in computational neurolinguistics [85], but they also
make a relatively small number of theoretical assumptions. For instance, there are multiple large
lexical databases that are available such as WordNet [78]. These databases have been carefully
built by hand. However, because of this, they suffer from requiring a large number of assumptions
(and therefore risking various biases), as well as from being incomplete and hard to update.
The distributional semantics approach we use is NNSE (Non-Negative Sparse Embedding)
[83], which produces low dimensional representations for word meanings. These representations
are enforced to be sparse and non-negative, which makes them more interpretable and cognitively
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plausible. The intuition is that, when asked to name the semantic properties of an object, one
would list the few salient positive properties (e.g. an apple is a round, usually red, edible object)
instead of naming negative properties (e.g. an apple is not a tool), see [83] for more detail.
To obtain these NNSE semantic features, sentences in the corpus are first dependency parsed.
Then the co-occurence statistics of words in specific grammatical roles with other words are
computed. These co-occurence statistics are then factorized using NNSE.
For every word in our story, we therefore obtain 1000 NNSE features of which we keep the
top 100 (these 100 features are picked from the 1000 based on the set of words in the story
by choosing the dimensions with the highest average magnitude for these words, whereas the
original 1000 were picked by the NNSE model based on the set of all words in the corpora). We
sum the features of the four words within each TR.
Discourse features
Because of the difficulty of the problem of modeling the meaning of phrases computationally, we
skipped for now the creation of IFSs that relate to sentence structure. We omitted IFSs related
to non-literal meanings for the same reason. We also omit the description of “story grammar”,
i.e. annotating the beginning, conflict, climax of conflict and resolution of conflict, specifically
because these each occur only once since only one story is read, and therefore it is not statistically
feasible to dissociate their contribution to the signal from other confounding factors.
Because of how chapter 9 is structured, we decided to capture the narrative structure by using
features that identify the different story characters and features that characterize the events they
participate in: physical motions they perform, non-motion actions they perform and the emotions
they experience. This chapter also contains frequent instances of directly quoted speech, and
therefore we used the presence of dialog as a feature. Other narrative elements such as location
did not vary or occur frequently in the chapter and therefore we excluded them. We made the
following annotations manually by going through the story text:
- Characters: We resolve all pronouns to the character to whom they refer, and make binary
features to signal which of the 10 characters are mentioned.
- Motions: We identified a set of motions that occurred frequently in the chapter (e.g. fly,
manipulate, collide physically, etc.). Because the actions happen in the course of a sentence, we
created two story features for: a punctual feature and a ”sticky” feature. The punctual feature
represented when the verb of the motion was mentioned, and the sticky feature is on for the
duration of the motion (i.e. the sentence). We disregarded some of the punctual motion features
because they had very few occurrences.
- Speech: We indicated the parts of the story that corresponded to direct speech between the
characters. We have a punctual feature that indicates the verb that announces which character is
speaking (e.g. “said Harry”), and a sticky feature that indicates ongoing speech.
- Emotions: We identified a set of emotions that were felt by the characters in the chapter
(e.g. annoyance, nervousness, pride, etc.). We had punctual features for when the emotion was
explicitly mentioned, and sticky features when it was being felt by the characters.
- Verbs: (non-motion) We identified a set of actions that occurred frequently in the chapter
that were distinct from motion (e.g. hear, know, see, etc.). These typically spanned a shorter time
than motions and we only used punctual features to represent them.
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Semantics
Speech
Motion

Emotion

Verbs

Characters

Visual

1...100
101 speak - sticky
102 speak - punctual
103 fly - sticky
104 manipulate - sticky
105 move - sticky
106 collide physically - sticky
107 fly - punctual
108 manipulate - punctual
109 move - punctual
110 annoyed - punctual
111 commanding - punctual
112 dislike - punctual
113 fear - punctual
114 like - punctual
115 nervousness - punctual
116 questioning - punctual
117 wonder - punctual
118 annoyed - sticky
119 commanding - sticky
120 cynical - sticky
121 dislike - sticky
122 fear - sticky
123 mental hurting - sticky
124 physical hurting - sticky
125 like - sticky
126 nervousness - sticky
127 pleading - sticky
128 praising - sticky
129 pride - sticky
130 questioning - sticky
131 relief - sticky
132 wonder - sticky
133 be
134 hear
135 know
136 see
137 tell
138 Draco
139 Filch
140 Harry
141 Hermione
142 Mrs. Hooch
143 Mrs. McGonagall
144 Neville
145 Peeves
146 Ron
147 Wood
148 Average Word Length
149 Variance of Word Length

Syntax
-parts of speech

-dependency roles

150 Sentence Length
151 ,
152 .
153 :
154 Coordinating conjunction
155 Cardinal number
156 Determiner
157 Preposition / sub. conjunction
158 Adjective
159 Modal
160 Noun, singular or mass
161 Noun, plural
162 Proper noun, singular
163 Proper noun, plural
164 Personal pronoun
165 Possessive pronoun
166 Adverb
167 Particle
168 to
169 Interjection
170 Verb, base form
171 Verb, past tense
172 Verb, gerund or present part.
173 Verb, past part.
174 Verb, non-3rd person sing. present
175 Verb, 3rd person sing. present
176 Wh-determiner
177 Wh-pronoun
178 Wh-adverb
179 Unclassified adverbial
180 Modifier or adjective or adverb
181 Coordination
182 Coordination
183 Other dependent (default label)
184 Indirect object
185 Modifier of noun
186 Object
187 Punctuation
188 Modifier of preposition
189 Predicative complement
190 Parenthetical
191 Particle
192 Root
193 Subject
194 Verb chain
195 Modifier of verb

Table 4.1: List of all the textual features.
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0.13 0.11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4.25
6
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

saying that some of

and George Weasley complain

...

Harry had heard Fred

McGonagall, who could spot

0.12
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
6
5.75
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

about the school brooms,

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0

fight Malfoy, but Professor

for a reason to

They were half hoping
Semantic 1
0
speak - sticky
0
fly - sticky
0
manipulate - sticky
0
move - sticky
0
collide physically - sticky 0
hear
0
Draco
0
Filch
0
Harry
1
Hermione
0
Mrs. Hooch
0
Mrs. McGonagall
0
Average Word Length
4.5
Personal pronoun
1
Possessive pronoun
0
Object
0
Verb chain
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5.25
0
0
0
0

0.01
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0

Table 4.2: Example of the time course of the different types of story features for two story passages.
Stories have to be represented in a feature space that allows for learning the brain response to individual
features. The neural response to a novel part of the story can then be predicted as the combination of the
responses associated with its features.
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story features:

a)

Harry

had never believed he

would meet

a

boy

he

hated more

than Dudley, but

that

was before

he

met

Draco Malfoy.

harry

discourse

draco

visual

Word Length

a#
1)

Proper Noun

syntactic

Subject
PC 1

semantic

PC 6

the model assumes a signature
0.5 s
response of feature “harry” at
voxel v1 (to be estimated)

×
2

Magnitude

×

2
4
6
8
Time after feature onset (s)

4

6

×

8

…#

contribution of the
feature “harry” at time
t-6 to activity of voxel
v1 at time t

…#
…#

Σ

the model
assumes the
total activity of
v1 is the sum of
contributions of
all features from
previous times

2

4

…#
…#
…#

Σ

6

8

different
voxels have
different
signature
responses
for the same
feature

v1

2)
b#

v2

c#
3)
)
time(s)

1TR = 2s

t-6

b)

story passages

predicted segment of fMRI activity

1)
2)

… Harry had heard Fred
and George Weasley
complain about the
school brooms, saying
that some of…

Use)ONLY)one)type)of)
feature)to)annotate)text)
and)built)predic?ve)model)

Syntax)
features)

distance)1)

distance)2)

Run)the)above)classiﬁca?on)
using)ONLY)a)subset)of)the)
voxels))(5x5x5)voxel)cube)))
centered)at)MNI)
[L54,L28,2])

t

real held out 4 TRs fMRI segment

(4 TRs = 16 words)
… They were half
hoping for a reason to
fight Malfoy, but
Professor McGonagall,
who could spot …

c)

t-2

t-4

if distance 1 < distance 2
predict real passage = 1
else predict real passage = 2

note:)we)use)Euclidean)distances)

If)classiﬁca?on)accuracy)is)signiﬁcantly)higher)
than)chance:)there)is)a)rela?onship)between)
the)voxel)loca?on)and)the)feature)set)
If)classiﬁca?on)accuracy)signiﬁcantly)>)chance)
then)associate)[L54,L28,2])with)syntax)
(color)the)loca?on)accordingly)on)brain)map))))

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the model and the classification task. a- (1) Diagram showing 7 of the 195
story features used to annotate a typical story passage. The size of each square indicates the magnitude
of the feature. (2) Diagram of our generative model. The model assumes that the fMRI neural activity at
each voxel at time t depends potentially on the values of every story feature for every word read during the
preceding 8s. Parameters learned during training determine which features actually exert which influence
on which voxels’ activity at which times. A rectangle around 4 consecutive feature values indicates these
values correspond to one time point and their magnitudes were summed. (3) Time course of fMRI volumes
acquired from one subject while they read this specific story passage. Only 6 slices are shown per volume.
b- Classification task. We test the predictive model by its ability to determine which of two candidate
story passages is being read, given a time series of real fMRI activity held out during training. The trained
model first predicts the fMRI time series segments for both of the candidate story passages. Then it selects
the candidate story passage whose predicted time series is most similar (in Euclidean distance) to the held
out real fMRI time series. c- Diagram of how we discover what type of information is processed by
different regions. We repeat this procedure for every feature set and every location and we use the results
to build representation maps.
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4.3

Computational model and classification approach
Naturalis)c+
Brain+
Recordings+

Predic)ng+
Brain+Ac)vity+
from+Content+

Classiﬁca)on++

Hypothesis+
Tes)ng+

Represen)ng+
Text+Content+

We trained a computational model to predict the observed sequence of fMRI brain activity
while the subjects read chapter 9 of Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone [106]. This is a
continuous fMRI modeling approach, as described in chapter 3. To characterize the input time
series of text (of which each word was shown for 0.5s), a vector time series was created with 195
story features whose values change every 0.5s.
As described in the previous section, because one fMRI image is acquired every 2s, the
model collapses the 0.5s time series of story feature vectors by summing the story feature vectors
associated with the four consecutive words presented in each 2s interval. The result is a story
features time series with values every 2s, aligned to the timing of the fMRI data acquisition.
The model predicts the neural activity at each voxel independently. It assumes that each time
a particular story feature x(j) occurs, it will generate the same response signature in voxel v,
weighted by that feature’s value. Since changes in the fMRI signal persist for approximately
8s after neural activity and the signal is sampled with a period of 2s, the model estimates this
1(j)
2(j)
3(j)
4(j)
response signature for feature xj as a series of points {βv , βv , βv , βv } corresponding
respectively to times {2, 4, 6, 8} seconds after feature onset. The signal in a voxel v at time t is
therefore modeled as:
yvt =

4
X

x>
t−k βv,k + vt .

k=1

The activity at voxel v is the sum of the contributions of the F story features. Each feature xj ’s contribution is the convolution of its magnitude over time with its temporal response
signature at voxel v. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 and more details are listed in chapter 3.
Every voxel’s activity at time t is thus a linear combination of all story features at the four
preceding time points, where the specific linear combination is determined by the set of learned
k(j)
βv parameters. `2 -regularized linear regression was used to learn the very large set of parameters2 . The model is trained independently for each subject in the study. Note the parameters
1:4(j)
βv
that represent a single time signature response are learned with no assumption on the
shape of the response function, observed in fMRI time series. On average, we obtain for some
types of features concave time series shapes that resemble the characteristic shape of the typical
2

we pick the `2 -penalty parameter independently for every voxel. We use generalized cross validation [36] to
estimate the average leave one out cross validation error for each possible value of the penalty parameter.
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fMRI hemodynamic response (Appendix B). However, our model also allows for the possibility
that certain story features evoke very complex time series of neural activity whose fMRI signatures vary greatly from the standard hemodynamic response to a single isolated impulse of neural
activity. Consequently, for some types of features, we learn more complex impulse responses.
We have tried using more time points to estimate the response (5 and 6 instead of 4), however
we did not find any region in which the model improved significantly in performance. Because
we already have a large number of covariates (195 features × number of time windows) and a
fixed number of samples, we chose to use 4 time points. Fig. 4.2(a) shows a summary of the
predictive model.

Whole Brain Classification
To evaluate the model’s accuracy, a cross-validation approach was used in which the model was
repeatedly trained and tested. In each cross-validation fold, only 90% of the story time series and
associated fMRI data were used for training the model, while the remaining 10% were held-out
as test data. We divided the held-out story times series and the associated fMRI data into nonoverlapping time-series segments of length 20 TRs. Fig. 4.2(b) summarizes how the accuracy
of model predictions was assessed (in that figure, the segments are of length 4TRs for simplicity
but the concept is the same). We go through the held out 20 TRs fMRI time series; for each one
of the time-series, we perform a classification task that aims to identify the correct 20 TR story
passage out of two possible choices (the corresponding 20 TRs passage and another one chosen
at random). The classification is done in two steps. (1) The model predicts the fMRI time series
for each of these two passages, for each of the human subjects in the study (recall that a different
model is trained for each human subject). The predicted fMRI time series for all 8 subjects are
then concatenated to form a predicted group fMRI time series covering all subjects in the study.
(2) The held out group fMRI time series (which also corresponds to the concatenation of the 8
subjects’ time-series) is then compared to the two predicted group time series and the model is
required to determine which of the two passages was being read when the observed group fMRI
data was collected. To answer this two-choice classification task, the model chooses the passage
whose predicted group fMRI time series is closest (in Euclidean distance) to the observed group
fMRI time series.
Note that the chance-level performance in this two-way classification of text passages over
the held-out data is 50%. Also note that both the learning and classification steps were done
without averaging data over subjects or making assumptions on their brain alignment. Further
details are provided in chapter 3. Finally, note that we repeat the classification of each fMRI
segment a large number of times with different alternative choices to minimize the variance of
the results. The boundaries of the passages we choose are arbitrary since the selection is made
automatically and all of the story passages are constrained to be of the same size, i.e. the two test
passages do not correspond to defined paragraphs or sections of the text. Because we pair each
true passage with many other passages in different classification tasks and average the accuracy
over all the tasks, we minimize confounds that might occur because two specific passages are
extremely different in some way that is tangent to the information content we are studying.
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Uncovering Different Patterns of Representation
We wished to explore which story features mapped to which locations in the brain. To find this
mapping the above classification approach was followed, but using only one type of story feature at a time to annotate the text passage (e.g. only the semantic features). Fig. 4.2(c) describes
this approach. We also limited the predictions to a small subset of the voxels in a Searchlightlike [65] manner that we call concatenated Searchlight. This concatenated Searchlight uses a
15 × 15 × 15mm cube centered at one voxel location (corresponding to 5 × 5 × 5 voxels). After
normalizing the subjects to the MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) space, we include in each
cube the set of voxels from all subjects whose coordinates fall into the cube (subjects may differ
in how many voxels they contribute to a particular cube because of the disparity in the size of
their ventricles or the shape of the surface of their brain).
Our concatenated Searchlight is not equivalent to spatial or cross-participant smoothing because, again, the voxels associated with each subject are treated independently. The difference
is discussed in Appendix D. Because the voxel cube used is larger than one voxel (5 × 5 × 5
voxels), this method searches for regions with high accuracy across subjects while allowing for
small anatomical variations among their brains.
By successively testing every type of feature j at every cube location r, we determine in
which brain regions each type of feature yields high classification accuracy. Our assumption is
that, if using feature set j in location r yields a high classification accuracy, then the activity in
region r is modulated by feature set j, i.e. region r represents feature j. For example, if using
part of speech features allows us to classify very accurately a region in the temporal pole, then
this suggests that this region of the temporal pole is representing part of speech information.
To assess the significance of the classification accuracies an empirical distribution of chance
level performance was estimated. We then corrected for multiple comparisons (using the method
described in chapter 3). From the classification results, we therefore obtain accuracy maps that
allow us to determine where each type of information is represented by fMRI activity.

4.4

Results and Discussion

Whole Brain Classification Results
We compute the average classification accuracy of our model when predicting fMRI time series associated with text passages that were not observed during training. The model is able to
classify which of two novel passages of the story is being read with an accuracy of 74%. This
is significantly higher than chance accuracy, which is 50% in this balanced task (p < 10−8 ),
indicating that the model can indeed distinguish between the literary content of two novel text
passages based on neural activity while these passages are being read.
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Figure 4.3: Accuracy maps revealing different patterns of representation of different reading processes. (Left) Voxels with significantly higher than chance classification accuracy when using different
types of story elements as features, shown in different colors corresponding to the type of story elements.
The brain used here is a superset of the brain of the 8 subjects, i.e. the union of all the voxel locations
in the 8 brains. The slices are drawn such that they increase in the Z MNI-coordinate when going right
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the union of voxels from all subjects whose coordinates are in that cube are used. (Right) Voxels with
significantly higher than chance classification accuracy when using different types of discourse elements
as features, shown in different colors corresponding to the type of discourse elements.
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The successful classification results we obtain indicate that, despite the low temporal resolution, it is possible to investigate the fast dynamic process of reading at a close-to-normal pace
using fMRI, and to train a computational model of story comprehension that can successfully
predict the time series of neural fMRI activity generated by reading novel passages of text. This
model tracks multiple levels of processing of the story and links them to different brain areas. Our
approach combines data from multiple subjects while allowing for subject-to-subject anatomical
variability, makes minimal assumptions about the shape of the time series response to different
story features in different brain regions, and learns the shape of these responses from observed
data. As an extra advantage, authentic stories provide engaging experimental stimuli which helps
subjects to remain alert.
We set out next to investigate how the different types of cognitive processes that underlie
story reading are represented in the brain. For that purpose we ran the concatenated Searchlight
approach, described in the methods section, using different input features and we constructed
representation maps, which we discuss next.
Different Patterns of Representation
Fig. 4.3(Left) shows the map of statistically significant classification accuracy (controlled at a
false discovery rate of α = 0.05) for the four categories of story features: semantics, syntactic,
discourse features and visual features. Fig. 4.3(Right) offers a closer look at the different categories of discourse features. Fig. 4.4(b) shows the learned map on the surface of a brain template.
We did not find regions with significantly higher than chance accuracy along the medial wall and
therefore we don’t show it in Fig. 4.4(b). We discuss the different regions in this section.
Word Length We find that the regions from which we can decode using the word length properties are in the occipital cortex, spanning the visual cortex (V1-4,VO1-2). This result is highly
expected, and serves as an initial sanity check since the regions with high classification accuracy
are mainly in the visual cortex. The visual regions are larger in the left hemisphere, spreading to
the left fusiform cortex. This is most probably due to the activity of the Visual Word Form Area
[15] that is being modulated by word length.
Syntax and Structure Our results indicate that multiple areas in the brain represent language
structure and syntax. Some of these regions are expected while others are somewhat surprising. Our syntax and structure features were composed of features related to part of speech and
punctuation, grammatical role of a word in a sentence and the ordinal number of the word in
the sentence. These features therefore capture a rich array of information: they are not only a
measure of syntactic complexity but they also capture the different grammatical structures of the
sentences in the text.
Fig. C.1 in Appendix C shows the breakdown of the syntax regions along our three types of
features. In [95] the authors identified a network of regions where neural activity was correlated
with the length of linguistic constituents. Using the sentence length feature, we were able to
recover only the left temporo-parietal region that is reported (when using non-smoothed data see Appendix C - we are also able to recover the left posterior superior temporal sulcus region
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that is reported). Interestingly, we find many more regions in the right temporo-parietal cortex
that are related to sentence length. These regions are also modulated by the other syntactic
features as well as by the presence of dialog. This indicates that these regions are modulated by
the complexity and length of sentences. The right parietotemporal cortex has been implicated
previously in verbal working memory processes [104] and has been shown to be more activated
for good readers than for poor readers [75].
The strong right temporal representation of syntax that we found was not expected. Indeed
we did not find papers that report the large right hemisphere representation of sentence structure
or syntax that we obtain. One reason might be that our syntax features are unique: whereas
most experiments have approximated syntactic information in terms of processing load (length
of constituents, hard vs easy phrase structure etc.) we model syntax and structure using a much
more detailed set of features. Specifically, our model learns distinct neural encodings for each of
46 detailed syntax features including individual parts of speech, (adjectives, determiners, nouns,
etc.) specific substructures in dependency parses (noun modifiers, verb subjects, etc.), and punctuation. Earlier studies considering only increases or decreases in activity due to single contrasts
in syntactic properties could not detect detailed neural encodings of this type. We hypothesize
that these regions have been previously overlooked.
The regions we find in the bilateral temporal cortices are related to both dependency role
and part of speech features, indicating that they might be involved in both integration of the
successive words and the representation of the incoming words. regions that are slightly more
posterior represent part of speech features (features of the incoming words) and the ones that are
slightly more anterior represent dependency roles (i.e. are implicated in word integration and
sentence structure building). Regions in the bilateral temporal poles and the right IFG are representing dependency roles, indicating more high level processing, while the left IFG represents
both dependency roles and parts of speech.
Lexical Semantics Our model also found parts of the brain that represent semantics of individual words. Some of these areas such as the left superior and middle temporal gyrii and the left
IFG have frequently been reported by others to represent semantics during language processing
[45]. We found a right middle temporal representation of semantics. This is consistent with a
theory of coarse semantic representation in the right hemisphere [74]. We also found semantic representation in the medial frontal cortex as well as the bilateral angular gyrii and the left
pre-central gyrus.
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Dissociation of Syntax and Semantics The question whether the semantics and syntactic
properties are represented in different location has been partially answered by our results. There
seems to be a large overlap in the areas in which both syntax and semantics are represented.
This is partially in alignment with what [22] found. The authors found that all the regions responsive to language stimulus were responsive to both syntax and semantics information. They
were however able to distinguish between pure semantic information (word lists) and pure syntactic information (Jaberwocky) in some of the regions, leading them to conclude that in some
of the regions syntactic and semantic information were not very closely represented and could
be distinguished by voxel activity. They also found the lexical semantic information to be more
strongly represented than the syntactic information. Using our natural story reading paradigm,
we have found partially similar results: many regions in the bilateral temporal cortices seem to
be coding both semantic and syntactic meaning, leading to one of two conclusions: either these
brain regions process a meaning that is common to semantic and syntactic properties of words
that are closely linked together, or our features are themselves representing information at the
intersection of semantics and syntax that is related to the activity in that region. Furthermore,
we find (1) regions that are selectively processing syntax and semantics and (2) that syntactic
information is more widely and strongly represented. The difference could be due to the richness of our syntactic features and the additional fact that they indirectly measure verbal working
memory and effort, which would recruit general purpose areas that exceed the language network.
Discourse and narrative features Our results reveal a variety of brain regions that encode different information about story characters. Physical motions of story characters were represented
in the posterior temporal cortex/angular gyrus, a region implicated in the perception of biological motion [44]. It has been shown that imagined biological motion also activates this area [44].
Processing the motions of the characters also modulated the activity of a region in the superior
temporal sulcus, as well as in the left inferior frontal gyrus.
Presence of dialog among story characters was found to modulate activity in many regions
in the bilateral temporal and inferior frontal cortices; one plausible hypothesis is that dialog
requires additional processing in the language regions. More interestingly, it seems like presence
of dialog activates the right temporo-parietal junction, a key theory of mind region [109]. This
observation raises an exciting hypothesis to pursue: that the presence of dialog increases the
demands for perspective interpretation and recruits theory of mind regions.
The identities of different story characters can be distinguished based on neural activity in the
right posterior superior/middle temporal region. In [74] a “protagonist’s perspective interpreter
network” is outlined, based on a review of multiple studies. It encompasses among others the
right posterior superior temporal gyrus. This region is also a classical theory of mind area [109],
and has been found to encode facial identity [34].
Differentiation of areas and stability of results
We therefore find a different representation for each type of features, with somewhat little specificity of the individual language regions. We suspect that these results, while revealing if considered at a coarse spatial scale, are however dependent on the analysis approach when the exact
voxel locations are desired. To illustrate this point, we show in Fig. C.2 and C.3 in Appendix C
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the results from running the same model as ours, with the change that the data was not smoothed
spatially beforehand. There is a large variation in the boundaries of the regions, while the main
general locations have some consistency.
The reason for the difference in the results is that our classification method relies on ridge regression and learns a different penalty parameter for each voxel. This leads to learning very high
penalty parameters for noisy voxels, and very small ones for good voxels, effectively resulting
in an automatic voxel selection (chapter 3). When the data is spatially smoothed, this disturbs
the voxel selection, reduces the selection effect and brings down accuracy slightly, resulting in
a smoother thresholding and more interpretable map such as the one in Fig. 4.4 and C.1. It is
however not straightforward to decide which method leads to more accurate spatial localization
results. This observation really reveals the fickleness of brain imaging results, which are a general problem in the field, and their high dependence on even the analysis methods, which lead to
different conclusions, especially when dealing with questions like specificity of regions. Analysis methods vary considerably between experiments, and it’s not always clear which approach is
more appropriate since multiple approaches can be statistically sound. This points to the urgency
for establishing better standards and better methods that would be robust to such changes. We
are currently working towards this goal.
An additional concern when looking at the regions identified for different features is that
significance thresholding doesn’t take into account that these different types of features have
different statistical properties that influence their performance, and comparing them on the same
metric introduces some arbitrariness. We discuss these issues in Appendix C, tables C.1 and C.2,
and we show in Fig. C.4 a map in which we color the top 1000 voxels per feature in terms of
accuracy, instead of coloring the voxels that exceed the significance threshold.
A comprehensive study of language processing
We have used our model to shed new light on what information is encoded by neural activity in
different regions of the brain during story comprehension. Whereas previous research has shown
which brain regions exhibit increased brain activity associated with different aspects of language
processing, our results reveal in addition which brain regions encode specific information such
as the identity of specific story characters. In recent research [22], a network of regions involved
in language processing is obtained. It includes regions from the left angular gyrus to the left
temporal pole, multiple left IFG regions, and multiple right temporal regions. That network is
show in Fig. 4.4(a). Our own analysis, shown in Fig. 4.4(b), largely agrees with these findings, in
terms of which regions exhibit language-related activity. However, as shown in Fig. 4.4(b), our
analysis also reveals which of that neural activity is modulated by (and may therefore encode)
specific perceptual, syntactic, semantic and discourse story features. Whereas previous work
has studied some of these correspondences in isolation, the results presented here are the first to
examine neural encodings of diverse story information at such a scale and across the brain in a
realistic, story reading setting.
As illustrated in the above discussion, the model of reading introduced here can be used to
study many aspects of reading simultaneously, without needing to vary just one dimension of
the experimental stimulus at a time. This departure from the classical experimental setting has
many advantages. We can use natural texts as stimuli, and study close-to-normal reading with
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its natural diversity of language constructs and attendant neural subprocesses. This model is
also very flexible – given a rich enough stimulus, one can add additional stimulus features that
one wishes to study. As suggested by [84], one could analyze an experiment with a new set of
features without needing to collect new brain image data for each phenomenon of interest.
The rise of brain image decoding has already made the neuroimaging field aware of the difference between (a) approaches that use the presence/absence of a stimulus and (b) approaches
that use the presence of different instantiations of the stimulus. For example[88] distinguishes
between regions that identify the presence of faces and regions that process the characteristics
of faces. Out of the regions that are modulated by the presence of a face, the authors determine
which regions can be used by a classifier to decode face identity. Using different instantiations
of a stimulus (e.g. of a face) therefore allows us to find regions that encode the properties of the
stimulus in consideration. In our experiment, we take this approach to the next level: there is
only one stimulus (text) that is always being presented, and it is instantiated with a very large diversity (variations along a large number of dimension). More work is needed to understand more
deeply how the different approaches of studying language tie together; and to understand how to
combine what we can learn from experiments that rely on modeling the features of the stimuli
(such as ours) versus experiments that contrast different types of information load (for example
comparing stories to scrambled sentences and scrambled words such as in [59]). A compelling
question that we have yet to answer is how much can we rely on modeling experiments, and how
much can we stray from using controlled experiments. The similarity between our results and
the literature we cited, and the fact that we reproduced many of these results using one modeling
experiment only, are an encouraging first answer.
Furthermore, under the uncontrolled setting of our experiment, more work is needed in order
to discount the effect of the correlation between the features sets. We obtain many regions that
are related to multiple types of features, and it is crucial for our modeling approach to determine
which of these associations are only due to the correlations between the feature sets. We are
currently working on this problem and on expanding the computational methods we described
here to give a clearer picture of the relationship between types of features and brain regions.
While the above discussion focuses on a map of group-wide language processing obtained
from multiple subjects, it is also possible to use this approach to produce subject-specific reading
maps. We suggest that our approach may be useful in the future to investigate language processing in a way that was not possible before. For example, one might test a hypothesis about how
aphasic patients develop alternative processing routes by discovering the information encoded in
each region for participants with aphasia and comparing the resulting distributions to controls.
Similarly, subject-specific reading maps might be used to understand the cause of an individual’s
reading difficulties, and to better understand individual differences in reading processes. A further potential use is for pre-surgical mapping: this approach might help to identify, in parallel
and with great precision, the patient-specific network of regions involved in language processing.
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Chapter 5
The Timeline of Meaning Construction
Language processing is a fast dynamic process. Adults read words at a speed of 3 words a
second on average, and at this fast rate, individual words are perceived and they are combined
together to understand the meanings and structure of sentences. This complex process happens
much faster than the slow acquisition time of fMRI1 . In this chapter, we therefore turn to Magnetoencephalography (MEG), which offers a direct measure of neural activity that has very high
time sensitivity. We will use this method to investigate how the brain perceives and understands
the properties of consecutive words while reading and how it combines the words together and
maintains a representation of this evolving context.
We follow here the Intermediate Feature Space (IFS) approach introduced in chapter 3. To
study how the context of previous words and the properties of next word are represented, we need
a numerical vector representation of the context created by consecutive words and the properties
of individual words. In order to obtain such a representation, we noticed a parallelism between
the brain and Recurrent Neural Network Language Models (RNNLM, proposed by [77]). An
RNNLM is used to predict the next word given the previous series of words in a passage. To
perform this task, this neural network has 3 key constituents: a context vector that summarizes
the history of the previous words, a properties vector that summarizes the (constant) properties
of a given word and finally the output probability of a word given the context. We use these
vectors as IFSs in order to detect in the MEG data the brain processes that we are interested in,
i.e. respectively: the brain representation for the context relating to the previous words, the
progressive perception of the incoming word and the integration process of this word with
the previous words.
This chapter is based on work we published in [128], in which we compare the RNNLM
- which uses the entire history of words to model context - with Neural Probabilistic Language
Models (NPLM) - which use limited context constrained to the recent words (3 grams or 5 grams)
- and we find that both these models perform similarly at predicting brain activity. The vectors
we obtain from these models allow us to find brain signatures for the corresponding processes of
interest. In order to perform these experiments, we trained these models on a large Harry Potter
fan fiction corpus and we then used them to predict the words of chapter 9 of Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer’s Stone [106]. In parallel, we ran an MEG experiment, which we extend here from the
1

Remember fMRI has a sampling rate of a few seconds and is recording a slowly varying, indirect consequence
of neural activity.
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word in [128] to include 9 participants. These participants read the words of chapter 9 one by one
while their brain activity was recorded using MEG. We then looked for the alignment between
the word-by-word vectors produced by the neural networks and the word-by-word neural activity
recorded by MEG.
We showcase here the alignment we were able to obtain between the RNNLM vectors and
MEG activity. It allowed us to uncover a potential spatio-temporal course for context and new
word representation in the brain. We also extend our IFS analysis from chapter 3 into a method
that aims to test for the conditional independence of brain activity in region r and IFS j, given the
other IFSs. We present these details in section 5.5. Different IFSs can be correlated, therefore if
we find using our traditional method a relationship between brain area and r an IFA j, it might be
exclusively due to the correlation between j and another IFS k, which happens to be the correct
IFS that is related to brain area r. Our conditional independence test tries to find areas that has a
relationship with IFS j that is not explained by the other IFSs in our set.
Using our test, we single out the contribution to brain activity of the current word, from
the contribution of the previous words. Our results suggest each new word generates additional
neural activity that encodes information about this word, flowing generally from visual posterior
to left temporal, and to increasingly anterior/frontal brain regions. We use different IFSs we
presented in chapter 4 in order to offer some first answers on what type of information (visual,
syntactic or semantic) is being processed in various location during this progression.

5.1

Neural processes involved in reading

Reading requires us to perceive incoming words and gradually integrate them into a representation of the meaning. As words are read, it takes 100ms for the visual input to reach the visual
cortex. 50ms later, the visual input is processed as letter strings in a specialized region of the left
visual cortex [108]. Between 200-600ms, the word’s semantic properties are processed. Less is
understood about the cortical dynamics of word integration, as multiple theories exist [26, 46].
As we mentioned in chapter 2, magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a brain-imaging tool that
is well suited for studying language. MEG records the change in the magnetic field on the surface
of the head that is caused by a large set of aligned neurons that are changing their firing patterns
in synchrony in response to a stimulus. Because of the nature of the signal, MEG recordings
are directly related to neural activity and have no latency. They are sampled at a high frequency
(typically 1kHz) that is ideal for tracking the fast dynamics of language processing.
In this chapter, we are interested in the mechanism of human text understanding as the meaning of incoming words is fetched from memory and integrated with the context. As mentioned
previously, this is analogous to neural network models of language that are used to predict the
incoming word. The mental representation of the previous context is analogous to the latent layer
of the neural network which summarizes the relevant context before seeing the word. The representation of the meaning of a word is analogous to the property vectors that the neural network
learns in training and then uses. Finally, one common hypotheses is that the brain integrates the
word with inversely proportional effort to the surprisal of a word2 [25]. There is a well studied
2

i.e. how surprising the word is from the previous context, as measured by its conditional probability of occurring
given the previous words.
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response known
Leila'Wehbe'as the N400: it is an increase of
3' the activity in the temporal cortex due to semantically incongruous stimulus. It has lately been shown that the N400 is not an all or none process
that appears only in incongruous case, but that it is graded by the amount of surprisal of the
incoming word given the context3 . This is analogous to the output probability of the incoming
word from the neural network.
Fig. 5.1 shows a hypothetical activity in an MEG sensor as a subject reads a story in our
experiment, in which words are presented one at a time for 500ms each. We conjecture that the
activity in time window a, i.e. before word t is understood, is mostly related to the previous
context before seeing word t. We also conjecture that the activity in time window b is related
to understanding word t and integrating it into the context, leading to a new representation of
context in window c.
Using three types of features from a recurrent neural network language model (context rep3

In [25], the amount of surprisal that a word has given its context is used to predict the intensity of the N400
response. This is the closest study we could find to our approach. This study was concerned with analyzing the
brain processes related only to surprisal while we propose a more integral account of the processes in the brain.
The study also didn’t address the contribution we propose here, which is to shed light on the inner constituents of
language models using brain imaging. This study, as is mostly done when analyzing the N400 response, only focus
on the N400 response for target words typically at the end of sentences. However, we model the surprisal effect for
all words in a naturalistic text.
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resentation, output probabilities and word properties), we therefore set to predict the activity in
the brain in different time windows. We want to align the brain data with the various model constituents to understand where and when different types of processes are computed in the brain.
An interesting extension in the future would be to use the brain data to improve the learning of
neural network models and shed light on what their uninterpretable vectors are representing.

5.2

Recurrent Neural Network Language Model
Naturalis)c+
Brain+
Recordings+

Predic)ng+
Brain+Ac)vity+
from+Content+

Classiﬁca)on++

Hypothesis+
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Similar to standard language models, neural language models also learn probability distributions over words given their previous context. However, unlike standard language models,
words are represented as real-valued vectors in a high dimensional space. We refer to these word
vectors as properties vector (they are also sometimes referred to as word embeddings) and are
learned from training data. Thus, although at training and test time, the input and output to the
neural language models are one-hot4 representation of words, it is their properties vector that are
used to compute word probability distributions. After training the properties vectors are fixed
and it is these vectors that we will use later on to predict MEG data. To predict MEG data, we
will also use the latent vector representations of context that these neural networks produce, as
well as the probability of the current word given the context. In this section, we will describe
how RNNLMs compute word probabilities. We have also used feedforward NPLM models from
[123] to predict MEG activity. However, because the results were very similar, we omit them
from this document. These results are described extensively in [128].
Because we have applied the RNNLM exactly as is was introduced by [77], and using the
toolkit provided by the authors, we only include here the high level description of this model.
For more details, the reader is requested to refer to the original paper describing the model.
Unlike standard feedforward neural language models that only look at a fixed number of past
words, recurrent neural network language models use all the previous history from position 1 to
t − 1 to predict the word at time t. This is typically achieved by feedback connections, where
the hidden context layer activations used for predicting the word in position t − 1 are fed back
into the network to compute the hidden context layer activations for predicting the next word.
The hidden layer thus stores the history of all previous words. We use the RNNLM architecture
as described in [76], shown in Figure 5.2. The input to the RNNLM at position t is the one-hot
representation of the current word, w(t), and the activations from the hidden layer at time t − 1,
s(t − 1). The value of the hidden layer units at time t − 1 is
4

Indicator vector of the size of the vocabulary with all entries equal to 0, except the one corresponding to the
word, which is equal to 1.
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Figure 5.2: Recurrent neural network language model.

s(t) = φ (Dw(t) + Ws(t − 1)) ,
where D is the matrix of input word properties, W is a matrix that transforms the activations
1
from the hidden layer in position t − 1, and φ is a sigmoid function, defined as φ(x) = 1+exp(−x)
,
that is applied elementwise. The network is trained to compute the probability of the next word
w(t + 1) given the hidden state s(t). For fast estimation of output word probabilities, [76]
divides the computation into two stages: First, the probability distribution over word classes is
computed, after which the probability distribution over the subset of words belonging to the class
is computed. The number of classes is fixed in advance and the words are automatically assigned
to classes based on their unigram frequencies, to make sure frequent words are evenly divided
among classes. The probability of a particular class with index m at position t is computed as:
exp (s(t)Xvm )
,
P (cm (t) | s(t)) = PC
c=1 (exp (s(t)Xvc ))

where X is a matrix of class properties and vm is a one-hot vector representing the class with
index m. The normalization constant is computed over all classes C. Each class specifies a subset
V 0 of words, potentially smaller than the entire vocabulary V . The probability of an output word
l at position t + 1 given that its class is m is defined as:
exp (s(t)D0 vl )
P (yl (t + 1) | cm (t), s(t)) = PV 0
,
0 v ))
(exp
(s(t)D
k
k=1

where D0 is a matrix of output word properties and vl is a one hot vector representing the word
with index l. The probability of the word w(t + 1) given its class ci can now be computed as:
P (w(t + 1) | s(t)) = P (w(t + 1) | ci , s(t))P (ci | s(t)).
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Training the Neural Network
We used the freely available training tools provided by [76]5 to train our RNNLM model used in
our brain data classification experiments. Our training data comprised around 67.5 million words
for training and 100 thousand words for validation from the Harry Potter fan fiction database
(http://harrypotterfanfiction.com). We restricted the vocabulary to the top 100 thousand words
which covered all but 4 words from Chapter 9 of Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone.
We trained models with different hidden layers and learning rates and found the RNNLM
with 250 hidden units to perform best on the validation set. We extracted our word properties
from the input matrix D (Fig. 5.2). We used the default settings for all other hyperparameters.

5.3

Approach

We describe in this section our approach. In summary, we trained the neural network models
on a Harry Potter fan fiction database. We then ran these models on chapter 9 of Harry Potter
and the Sorcerer’s Stone [106] and computed the context and propertied vectors and the output
probability for each word. In parallel, 8 subjects read the same chapter in an MEG scanner.
We build models that predict the MEG data for each word as a function of the different neural
network constituents. We then test these models with a classification task that we explain below.
We detect correspondences between the neural network components and the brain processes that
underlie reading in the following fashion. If using a neural network vector (e.g. the RNNLM
properties vector) allows us to classify significantly better than chance in a given region of the
brain at a given time (e.g. the visual cortex at time 100-125ms), then we can hypothesize a
relationship between that neural network constituent and the time/location of the analogous brain
process.
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5.3.1

MEG paradigm

We recorded MEG data for 9 subjects (5 female and 4 male) while they read chapter 9 of Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone [106] (one subject’s data had very strong noise and artifact and
we did not use it, leaving 8 subjects). The participants were native English speakers and right
handed. They were chosen to be familiar with the material: we made sure they had read the
Harry Potter books or seen the movies series and were familiar with the characters and the story.
5

http://rnnlm.org/
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All the participants signed the consent form, which was approved by the University of Pittsburgh
Institutional Review Board, and were compensated for their participation.
The words of the story were presented in rapid serial visual format [12]: words were presented one by one at the center of the screen for 0.5 seconds each. The text was shown in 4
experimental blocks of ∼11 minutes. In total, 5176 words were presented. Chapter 9 was presented in its entirety without modifications and each subject read the chapter only once6 .
One can think of an MEG machine as a large helmet, with sensors located on the helmet
that record the magnetic activity. Our MEG recordings were acquired on an Elekta Neuromag
device at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center Presbyterian Hospital. This machine has
306 sensors distributed into 102 locations on the surface of the subject’s head. Each location
groups 3 sensors or two types: one magnometer that records the intensity of the magnetic field
and two planar gradiometers that record the change in the magnetic field along two orthogonal
planes7 .
Our sampling frequency was 1kHz. For preprocessing, we used Signal Space Separation
method (SSS, [120]), followed by its temporal extension (tSSS, [119]).
For each subject, the experiment data consists therefore of a 306 dimensional time series
of length ∼45 minutes. We averaged the signal in every sensor into 25ms non-overlapping
time bins. Since words were presented for 500ms each, we therefore obtain for every word
p = 306 × 20 values corresponding to 306 vectors of 20 points.
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5.3.2

Decoding experiment

To find which parts of brain activity are related to the three sets of word features derived from the
neural network (the RNNLM context vector, the word properties vector or the probability of each
word), we use the IFS approach described in chapter 3. We run a prediction and classification
experiment in a 10-fold cross-validated fashion. At every fold, we train a linear model to predict
MEG data as a function of one of the three IFS, using 90% of the data. On the remaining 10%
of the data, we run a classification experiment.
Annotation of the stimulus text We have 3 sets of IFS annotations for the words of the experiment. Each set j can be described as a matrix Fj in which each row t corresponds to the vector
6

For four of these subjects, we also acquired data for chapter 10, however, we have not yet used this data or
analyzed it.
7
In this chapter, we treat these three different sensors as three different dimensions without further exploiting
their physical properties.
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of annotations of word t of type j. As mentioned above, our three types of word annotations are
derived from the RNNLM:
• the representation of the context before word t, i.e. s(t − 1)
• the output probability of word t, i.e. P (w(t)|s(t − 1))
• the fixed properties for word t, i.e. w(t).

MEG data is very noisy. Therefore, classifying single word waveforms yields a low accuracy,
peaking at 60%, which might lead to false negatives when looking for correspondences between
neural network features and brain data. To reveal informative features, one can boost signal by
either having several repetitions of the stimuli in the experiment and then averaging [117] or by
combining the words into larger chunks [127]. We chose the latter because the former sacrifices
word and feature diversity.
At testing, we divide the consecutive words into non-overlapping segments of 20 words. For
every data segment, we repeat the following: we use as possible labels the real word segment
and an incorrect word segment, for all incorrect word segments (this results in 600 comparisons
per fold). Since every fold of the data was used 9 times in the training phase and once in the
testing phase, and since we use a high number of comparisons, this averages out biases in the
accuracy estimation. Classifying sets of 20 words improves the classification accuracy greatly
while lowering its variance and makes it dissociable from chance performance.
After averaging out the results of multiple folds, we end up with average accuracies that
reveal how related one of the models’ constituents (e.g. the RNNLM context vector) is to brain
data.
Classification
In order to align the brain processes and the different constituents of the different models, we
use a classification task. The task is to classify the word a subject is reading out of two possible
choices from its MEG recording. The classifier uses one IFS in an intermediate classification
step. For example, the classifier learns to predict the MEG activity for any setting of the RNNLM
context vector. Given an unseen MEG recording for an unknown word t and two possible story
words t0 and t00 (one of which being the true word t), the classifier predicts the MEG activity when
reading t0 and t00 from their context vectors. It then assigns the label t0 or t00 to the word recording
t depending on which prediction is the closest to the recording. The following are the detailed
steps of this complex classification task. However, as for the previous experiments detailed in
this thesis, the most useful point to keep in mind is that the main purpose of the classification is
to find a correspondence between the brain data and a given IFS j.
1. Normalize the columns of M (i.e. make M have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of
1), where M is the data matrix, with each row corresponding to the MEG image of one
word8 . Pick feature set Fj and normalize its columns to a minimum of 0 and a maximum
of 1.
8

Remember for every word we have a p = 306 × 20 dimensional image: we have 306 sensor locations, and for
each we have 20 time point, each corresponding to the average of 25ms non-overlapping bins between 0 and 500
ms after word onset.
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2. Divide the data into 10 folds, for each fold b:
9
(a) Isolate Mb and Fbj as test data. The remainder M−b and F−b
j will be used for training .

(b) Subtract the mean of the columns of M−b from Mb and M−b and the mean of the
−b
b
columns of F−b
j from Fj and Fj
(c) Use ridge regression to estimate the parameters of the predictive model:
2
2
B̂ = argminB kM−b − F−b
j × Bk2 + λkBk2 .
by tuning the λ penalty to every one of the p output dimensions independently. λ is
chosen via generalized cross validation [36].
(d) Perform a binary classification. Divide the words in b into non-overlapping sets of 20
consecutive words. For every pair of sets c and d:
i. predict the MEG data for c and d as: Pc = Fcj × Γbj and Pd = Fdj × Γbj
ii. assign to Mc the label c or d depending on which of Pc or Pd is closest (Euclidean distance).
iii. assign to Md the label c or d depending on which of Pc or Pd is closest (Euclidean distance).
3. Compute the average accuracy.
Concatenation of subject’s data
Keeping with the methods we outlined in section 3.4.2, we concatenate the data from multiple
subjects in order to take advantage of the fact that, while we don’t have any repetitions, we do
have independent samples of 8 brains reading the text with the same timings. This concatenation
doesn’t affect the training step since the weights for every dimension are obtained separately.
Just as outlined in section 3.4.2, the combination step happens when the distance is computed
between the two predictions and the real data frame, and it aims to reduce the classification error.
Restricting the analysis spatially: a searchlight equivalent
We adapt the searchlight method [65] to MEG. The searchlight is a discovery procedure used
in fMRI in which a cube is slid over the brain and an analysis is performed in each location
separately. It allows to find regions in the brain where a specific phenomenon is occurring. In
the MEG sensor space, for every one of the 102 sensor locations `, we assign a group of sensors
g` . For every location `, we identify the locations that immediately surround it in any direction
(Anterior, Right Anterior, Right etc...) when looking at the 2D flat representation of the location
of the sensors in the MEG helmet (see Fig. 5.5 for an illustration of the 2D helmet). g` therefore
contains the 3 sensors at location ` and at the neighboring locations. While we have tried using a
varying radius of locations, we report in this chapter the results of including in each g` only the
three sensors at location `. While this reduces accuracy, it however improves localization of the
(already spatially smooth) MEG data.
9

The rows from M−b and F−b
j that correspond to the five words before or after the test set are ignored in order
to make the test set independent.
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We also use a concatenated searchlight approach in this chapter, combining the data in one
region from all the subjects. Similarly to fMRI, the subjects MEG sensor recordings do not align
neatly because of the difference in the shape and size of the subjects brain. To address this, we
can consider, just as we did for fMRI, using a radius for the searchlight that is wider than one
location, i.e. to include more than three sensors. However, since the MEG recording is spatially
smooth as mentioned above, it seems from our results that one could combine multiple subjects
brains spatially using only one location at a time, i.e. it seems the spatial smoothness make MEG
more forgiving than fMRI in terms of subject spatial alignment.
Restricting the analysis temporally
In addition to using the entire time course of the word, we also use each of the corresponding
25ms time windows separately. Obtaining a high classification accuracy using one of the time
windows and feature set j means that the analogous type of information is encoded at that time.
Classification accuracy by time and region
Steps 1-3 above compute whole brain accuracy using all the time series. In order to perform
a more precise spatio-temporal analysis, one can use only one time window m and one set of
locations ` for the classification. This can answer the question of when and where different
information is represented by brain activity. For every location, we will use only the columns
corresponding to the time point m for the sensors belonging to the group `. Step (d) of the
classification procedure is changed as such:
(d) Perform a binary classification. Divide the words in b into non-overlapping sets of 20 consecutive words. For every pair of sets c and d, and for every setting of {m, `}:
i. predict the MEG data for c and d as: Pc{m,`} = Fcj × Γbj,{m,`} and
Pd{m,`} = Fdj × Γbj,{m,`}

ii. assign to Mc{m,`} the label c or d depending on which of Pc{m,`} or Pd{m,`} is closest
(Euclidean distance).
iii. assign to Md{m,`} the label c or d depending on which of Pc{m,`} or Pd{m,`} is closest
(Euclidean distance).
Statistical significance testing
One way to determine the distribution of classification accuracy under the null is to run a shift
test similar to the one described in chapters 3 and 4. After the p-value for each accuracy value is
computed, correction for multiple comparisons should be performed because the classification is
repeated at every time and location {m, `}. Because of the strong spatio-temporal smoothness in
the data (nearby points in space and time being close together), the correction would benefit from
taking into account space and time to avoid grainy spatio-temporal maps. This can be achieved
using cluster permutation testing [58], where the size of the largest cluster under chance performance is determined empirically, and clusters that are larger than the α quantile are rejected.
However, this only allows us to reject the null hypothesis in a “weak” manner, i.e. on a cluster
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basis, it doesn’t allow us to state specific hypotheses about the individual sensors for which the
null hypothesis is rejected (this requires “strong” control of multiple hypotheses), see [58]. We
will address this in future work, however, for the time being, we present the un-thresholded results. These continuous gradings have the advantage of being more interpretable. The reader is
asked to consider these results as a first approach, they are not intended to be conclusive.

5.4

Results

classification accuracy

We present in Fig. 5.3 the accuracy using all the time windows and sensors. In Fig. 5.4 we
present the classification accuracy when running the classification at every time window exclusively. In Fig. 5.5 we present the accuracy when running the classification using different time
windows and groups of sensors centered at every one of the 102 locations.
It is important to lay down some conventions to understand the complex results in these plots.
To recap, we are trying to find parallels between model constituents and brain processes. We use:
• a subset of the data {m, `}, corresponding to time window m and the group ` of sensor
locations (for example the time window 100-125ms and all the sensors).
• one type of feature j (for example the context layer)
and we obtain a classification accuracy ajm` . If ajm` is low, there is probably no relationship
between the feature set and the subset of data. If A is high, it hints to an association between the
subset of data and the mental process analogous to the feature set. For example, when using all
the sensors and time window 100-125ms, along with the context layer, we obtain an accuracy of
0.92 (see Fig. 5.4). Since the context layer summarizes the context of the story before seeing
word t, this suggests that the brain is still processing the context of word t between 100-125ms.
context t−1

properties t

probability t

1
0.8
0.6
word t−2 word t−1

word t

word t+1 word t+2

Figure 5.3: Classification for different feature types, using the entire word brain image (all time points
and all sensors). The context vector at time t, the properties of word t and the probability of word t are
used to predict at classify the activity for word t, but also the previous words t − 2 and t − 1, and the
subsequent words t + 1 and t + 2.

Fig. 5.3 shows the accuracy for different types of features when using all time points and
sensors to classify a word. We perform the classification of word t not only using the brain image
of word t, but also using separately the brain images of words t − 2, t − 1, t + 1 and t + 2. The
context layer features are the most powerful for classification until the word t appears. When the
word t is on the screen, the context features are very good for decoding (almost 100% accuracy),
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Figure 5.4: Classification accuracy over all sensors by time window when using the context vector,
the properties vector and the probability of word t. Panel 5.4a shows the accuracy when combining
all subjects, while panels 5.4b to 5.4d show the accuracy both for the combination of subjects and for
individual subjects, for the three feature types. Word t’s onset (time 0) and offset (time 500ms) are
marked with vertical lines.

and seemingly just as good as word t’s properties at capturing the information contained in the
brain data, suggesting that a lot of the brain activity is encoding the previous context.
The properties of the word t lead to high accuracy before and after the word is on the screen,
which might have multiple explanations. There might be correlations between the properties of
consecutive words, causing the property vector at time t to predict the activity of surrounding
words. The brain might be predicting the properties of the next word at time t − 1, causing the
brain activity at time t − 1 to be correlated with the properties of word t, and therefore driving
the accuracy up. A third hypothesis is that the brain keeps processing the properties of word t
when word t + 1 is on the screen, which makes the properties at time t able to well predict the
activity at time t + 1. We address these three hypotheses in the next part of this chapter.
Finally, output probability has the smallest accuracies. This makes sense considering that
it captures much less information than the other two high dimensional descriptive vectors, as it
does not represent the complex properties of the words, only a numerical assessment of their
likelihood. Unexpectedly, the output probability of word t is able to predict the activity of words
t − 1 and t + 1. Since intuitively unexpected words can only affect brain activity after they occur,
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Figure 5.5: Classification accuracy by sensor and time window when using the context vector, the properties vector and the probability of word t. The accuracy, originally computed for each 25ms window,
is averaged into bins of 100ms for space concerns. The contour plots are obtained by interpolating the
accuracy across the sensor locations.

Figure 5.6: Classification accuracy by sensor and time window when using the properties vector of
word t. We provide here all the time points so the reader can see the gradual progression of the decoded
representation from the posterior visual regions ( around 100ms), to the posterior left temporal cortex
(around 200 ms), to more anterior parts of the left temporal cortex (around 250).
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it seems likely that the probability vector is confounded with some other variables.
Fig. 5.4a shows the accuracy when using different windows of time exclusively, for the
25ms time windows starting at −1000, −975 . . . 1475ms (where 0 is the onset of word t). To
understand the time dynamics of the context vector accuracy we need to see a larger time scale
than the word itself. The context vector captures the context before word t is seen. Therefore it
seems reasonable that the context vector is not only related to the activity when the word is on
the screen, but also related to the activity before the word is presented, which is the time when
the brain is integrating the previous words to build that context. On the other hand, as the word
t and subsequent words are integrated, the context starts diverging from the context of word t
(computed before seeing word t). We see the behavior we predicted in the results: the context
before seeing word t becomes gradually more useful for classification until word t is seen, and
then it gradually decreases until it is no longer useful since the context has changed.
The accuracy of the properties of word t start increasing before the word t is on the screen.
As hypothesized above, this might be due to the brain predicting word t at time t − 1, or simply
to correlations between the properties of word t and the properties of word t − 1. The properties
of word t are able to predict the signal well after word t is off the screen. Interestingly, the
properties waveform at times 0-1000ms are very similar to the context waveform at times -500500ms, which hints strongly that the context vector is highly related to the properties of word
t − 1 (we know that the context vector is obtained by combing the properties of word t − 1 with
the context vector at t − 2). The next section will address this issue. Finally, the probability
vector predicts brain activity before and after the word is on the screen, highlighting the need for
a deeper approach to figure out what is happening under the hood.
To show the consistency of our results, we show in panels 5.4b-5.4d the accuracy in time for
the combination of subjects and per subject, for the three feature sets. The patterns seem very
consistent, indicating the phenomena we described is robust and can be detected at the subject
level. This similarity of results is remarkable for (1) MEG and (2) an experiment with zero
repetitions. The second interesting point in panels 5.4b-5.4d is the considerable improvement we
obtain by concatenating the subjects.
We now move on to the spatial decomposition of the analysis. When the visual input enters
the brain, it first reaches the visual cortex at the back of the head, and then moves anteriorly
towards the left and right temporal cortices and eventually the frontal cortex. As it flows through
these areas, it is processed to higher levels of interpretations. In Fig. 5.5, we plot the accuracy
for different regions of the brain and different time windows for the three feature sets. There is a
similarity between the patterns for the three feature sets that invites us to investigate further the
possibility of spurious correlations, and we perform this analysis in the next section.
In Fig. 5.6 we plot the progression of the accuracy for the properties of word t in detail,
for every 25ms. We see that in the back of the head, in the visual cortex, the word properties
have an accuracy that peaks very early on (around 100ms). At around 200ms the activity in the
posterior temporal cortex starts being related to the properties vector, reflecting the delay it takes
for the information to reach this part of the brain. This relationship moves even more anteriorly
and by 250ms it reaches the anterior temporal cortex. Because of its ability to correctly predict
the signal in such a long stretch of the brain, seemingly highlighting the entire process of word
perception after word onset, the properties vector seems to encompass a lot of the features of the
words at different levels of abstraction (e.g. syntax, semantics etc.). We analyze this in section
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5.6. In the next section, we will see that this pattern successfully survives our attempt to control
for correlations.

5.5

A classification test for conditional independence

Our previous decoding experiment showed a very strong relationship between the properties of
word t and the brain activity during word t + 1. We are interested in finding out whether this
activity is due to the brain still processing word t at time t + 1, or if this is due to some spurious
correlations between the properties of consecutive words. Does the brain process word t and
word t + 1 simultaneously? Are these processed in the same regions?
In order to answer that question, we need a conditional independence test. We need to find if
the features of word t still explain brain activity even after we take into account the contribution
of word t + 1 to the brain activity, and vice versa. As we discussed in chapter 6, conditional independence tests are hard in settings with continuous, multivariate variables, and we are currently
working on adapting existing methods to the complex setting of IFS analysis. We propose to run
the following test as a measure of conditional independence. Given brain activity vm` in region
` at time offset m and feature sets f1 , f2 , ...fF , we test if fj is related to vm` given {fi }i6=j in the
following way:
1. Perform the IFS classification as outlined above with vm` and s = [f1 , f2 , ...fF ] to obtain
the accuracy am` (s is the concatenation of all the feature vectors of interest).
2. Perform the IFS classification as outlined above with vm` and s−j = [f1 , ...fj−1 , fj+1 , ...fF ]
−j
to obtain the accuracy a−j
is the concatenation of all the feature vectors of interest
m` (s
except for fj ).
3. Use cjm` = am` − a−j
m` , the improvement in accuracy due to feature fj , as a statistic to test
if fj is related to vm` given the other feature sets. Test for significance appropriately.
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Figure 5.7: Increase in classification accuracy due to the inclusion of a feature set (context, properties
or probabilities). The plots show cjm , the increase in accuracy per time window between performing the
classification with (1) context, properties and probabilities and (2) with only two of these sets with the
third omitted (indicated by color). This statistic is a tool to assess if if there is a part of MEG activity that
is related to feature j that is not accounted for by the other features.
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Figure 5.8: Increase in classification accuracy due to the inclusion of a feature set (properties of word

t − 2, t − 1, t, t + 1 and t + 2). The plots show cjm , the increase in accuracy per time window between
performing the classification with (1) the set of properties of all words t − 2 to t + 2 and (2) the set of
properties of words t − 2 to t + 2 excluding the properties for one of these words (indicated by plot color).

5.5.1

Distinction between current word properties and context

In figure 5.7 we show the results of the classification test. We plot cmCONTEXT (t-1) , cmPROP. (t) and
cmPROB. (t) , i.e. respectively the increase in accuracy when adding the context at t−1, the properties
of t or the probability of t (to the other two features sets). We see that during word t, the
properties of word t can improve upon the accuracy using the context t − 1 and the probability
of t. cmPROP. (t) , during the time when word t + 1 is on the screen, seems like it has not been
appropriately “controlled”: it is even higher than when the word t itself is on the screen. In other
words, it seems like the context vector at time t − 1 predicts a considerable portion of the MEG
data at time t, which the properties of t vector also predicts, however, during word t + 1, there
is a decrease in the ability of the context vector to predict the activity. This seems to be why the
properties t can improve the accuracy to a greater extent during t + 1 than during t. In order
to account for this, we will now run the analysis while explicitly controlling for the features of
words t, t + 1 and t + 2, as well as the previous words t − 2 and t − 1.

5.5.2

Word processing even after the next word appears

In figure 5.8 we show the improvement in classification accuracy when the property vector at
time t0 (such that −2 ≤ t0 ≤ 2) is added to the set {t − 2, t − 1, t, t + 1, t + 2} − {t0 }, i.e.
cmPROP. (t’) . We can see each property vector vector t0 is useful for classification when the word
t0 is on the screen, and continues on for a few hundreds of milliseconds after the next word
appears. The peak for feature set t − 2 is higher than the other words because we don’t include
previous words to t − 2 that would “control” its marginal accuracy. Otherwise, the accuracies for
these consecutive property vectors should be translated curves (the feature sets themselves are
translations of each other). We illustrate this point as well in the spatio-temporal analysis in Fig.
5.9. This figure shows the spatio-temporal increase in activity for properties t0 , which also peaks
when the word t0 is on the screen and lasts for a few hundreds of milliseconds after the next word
appears. We can also see a similar pattern to figure 5.6 where the accuracy starts increasing in
the visual cortex, and then moves anteriorly, mainly in the left temporal cortex.
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Figure 5.9: Increase in classification accuracy due to the inclusion of a feature set (properties of word
t − 2, t − 1, t, t + 1 and t + 2) for different regions and time points. Word t appears at time 0. The accuracy
is averaged into bins of 100ms for space concerns. The brain activity seems to be related “specifically” to
the features of word t starting when word t is on the screen and lasting until 700-800ms later. The word
is replaced at 500ms, which suggests the brain is still processing word t when it is perceiving word t + 1.
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We highlight the change in the spatio-temporal pattern of improved accuracy in figure 5.10,
which displays the 25ms changes across the brain when using the properties of word t. The
improvement is computed after adding the properties of word t to the set of properties t − 2,
t − 1, t + 1 and t + 2. We can see a very similar pattern to 5.6, confirming that the properties
derived from the neural networks are allowing us to uncover the progressive perception of the
word starting from the visual system to regions that are more implicated in language like the left
anterior temporal cortex. Again, these properties seem to be encoding a lot of the features of the
words along multiple levels of processing. The next section will address this question and try to
find what exact type of information each of the regions is processing.

Figure 5.10: Increase in classification accuracy by sensor and time window when including the properties vector of word t. The increase we plot is specific to adding the properties of word t to the set of
properties of words t − 2, t − 1, t + 1 and t + 2. We see a similar pattern of progression of representation
than figure 5.6, which adds evidence to the general pattern we observed in that “uncontrolled” setting.
The representation moves from the posterior visual regions ( around 100ms), to the posterior left temporal
cortex (around 200 ms), to more anterior parts of the left temporal cortex (around 250) and is processed
in the left temporal cortex for a while (until around 450ms).
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5.6

Accessing different word properties

Figure 5.11: Increase in classification accuracy by sensor and time window when including a feature
vector. The total set of features being considered is: context, semantics, part of speech, dependency
roles and word length, i.e. the results being plotted are increases after the context of the word and three
other feature sets have been accounted for.
In order to find when and where different word properties are processed by the brain, we
replace the uninterpretable RNNLM properties vector with word specific features similar to the
features we chose in chapter 4. Specifically, we use in conjunction with the context vector:
1. Corpus based (single-word) semantic vectors obtained by counting concurrence frequencies of words (within a window of size 4 on either side of the word) and reducing dimensionality using PCA to 300 dimensions. We used the features obtained by and described in
[85] (we use the feature set referred to as ”Word-Form”).
2. The same part of speech features as in chapter 4.
3. The same dependency role features as in chapter 4 (i.e. the grammatical role of each word
in its sentence).
4. The length of every word (in number of letters).
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(a) Semantic features

(b) Part of Speech

(c) Word Length

Figure 5.12: Increase in classification accuracy by sensor and time window when including a feature
vector. The total set of features being considered is: context, semantics, part of speech, dependency
roles and word length.
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Fig. 5.11 shows the increase in accuracy in different regions and at different times when
using the different types of word features. The first feature to have an improvement in accuracy
is the word length feature, starting to peak before 100ms and lasting only until 300ms mostly in
the visual cortex. After the visual properties peak, the semantic features and the part of speech
features start improving accuracy. The semantic features initially peak very posteriorly, in what
looks like the visual cortex. We are currently working a source localized version of these experiments in order to assess what region is exactly responsible for semantic representation in or
around the visual cortex. The peak in increase of accuracy due to the semantic features then
moves after 200ms to the posterior temporal cortex. As for part of speech, the improvement in
accuracy seems more anterior than semantics, and has a small right hemisphere representation in
parallel with the left. The dependency features do not seem to have a substantial improvement in
accuracy (however, see the disclaimer in section 5.7).
Figures 5.12a to 5.12c show in detail the 25ms spatio-temporal progression for the semantic
features, the part of speech features and the word length features, so that the interested reader
can judge them more easily.

5.7

Perspective

Disclaimer
Our classification test for conditional independence aims to find regions and times where a portion of the activity is uniquely explained by feature set j. However, that does not mean that j is
not expressed in the brain at other regions and times. j might be simultaneously processed with
another feature set j 0 by a region that is responsible for the common core between j and j 0 . For
example, let’s assume that being a noun is both a semantic and a syntactic attribute. Then a region
which process the fact of being a noun might be overlooked by our conditional independence test,
however, it is processing “semantics” and “syntax (under the above assumption).
Based on this, we will attempt an explanation to the contradictory results in the literature
about the representation of syntax and semantics. For example, in [22], the authors do not find
a region in the language system that is responsive uniquely to syntax or semantics. There might
that the parts of the language system are processing multiple language processes (which leads to
common discrepancies in results between studies), but however, these differ in how much they
are involved in each process. An expressive modeling approach such as ours might be key to
solving this problem.

Novel brain data exploration
We present here a novel and revealing approach to shed light on the brain processes involved in
reading. This is a departure from the classical approach of controlling for a few variables in the
text (e.g. showing a sentence with an expected target word versus an unexpected one). We are
able to extract from the data many more details about what is being resented, where and when,
and offer a much richer interpretation than is possible with artificially constrained stimuli.
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Comparing two models of language
We showed that it might be possible to use brain data to understand, interpret and illustrate
what exactly is being encoded by the obscure vectors that neural networks compute, by drawing
parallels between the models constituents and brain processes. This is just a start, but the field
of computational neuroscience of language and the field of natural language processing which
aims to automate language comprehension and production are trying to solve different facets
of the same problem. We should draw example on the close collaborations done between the
fields of computational neuroscience of vision and computer vision, and group the two language
processing fields under the same investigation philosophy.
A research direction we are interested in is using brain data to improve statistical language
models. The brain recordings of subjects performing the same task an algorithm is trying to
achieve can be thought of as noisy “clues”. These clues are given by a computational system
that knows how to perform the task: the brain. Constraining language models with brain activity
recordings of people reading might therefore bias the learning of these models in the correct
direction.

Future work
The work described here is our first attempt along the promising endeavor of matching complex
computational models of language with brain processes using brain recordings. We plan to extend our efforts by (1) building a model that jointly predict the next word and the next word’s
brain activity and (2) make the brain data help us with training better statistical language models
by using it to determine whether the models are expressive enough or have reached a sufficient
degree of convergence.

Unexpected achievements
We have been able to get notable achievements that are for the most part unprecedented. We
used MEG (notorious for its low signal to noise ratio) in a single trial setting with no repetitions
(which is very rarely done) in order to process a very complex, naturalistic paradigm (naturalistic
tasks are also rarely done, although they are becoming more popular).
We were able to obtain very consistent results among subjects, and we were able to boost the
classification accuracy considerably by applying our technique of concatenating MEG data from
multiple subjects. Perhaps the most surprising is that we were able to get such a clear spatial
differentiation between the different features sets, while working in sensor space10 .

10

Admittedly, this might be due to the fact that classification independence test looks for regions where the
performance of a feature set is different from others
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Chapter 6
One Step Hypothesis Testing
This thesis has so thus consisted in approaches to analyze naturalistic neuroimaging experiments, which are presently rather uncommon. We have seen that unlike traditional controlled
experiments which are only designed to isolate and study one process, naturalistic experiments
allow us to study the interaction of various brain processes, but that they however are considerably more difficult to analyze, requiring from the analyst many choices of complex multistep
methods. These estimation (regression/classification) based procedures may cause a lack of reproducibility of results; their non-robustness may be caused by biases from unmet parametric
assumptions or model misspecification.
We propose in this chapter a unified statistical framework that encompasses both naturalistic experiments, posing them as independence tests, and controlled experiments, posing them as
two-sample tests. For both setups, we advocate the direct use of single-step model-free nonparametric hypothesis tests that require much weaker assumptions than estimation based methods.
With this new, simple and direct framework at hand, one can now reliably analyze naturalistic
experiments to complement (but not replace) controlled experiments. Instead of the complex
setup of naturalistic experiment analysis we introduced and used in the previous chapters, this
framework results in a clear formulation of the problem as a simple independence test, which can
be easily extended to account for temporal delays in the signal. This will allow the problem and
solution to be more accessible to researchers across disciplines. We illustrate our framework by
analyzing the naturalistic reading experiment from chapter 4, identifying dependencies between
the text properties and the activity of brain regions at different latencies.
Brain imaging data is rich and complex, even for simpler controlled experiments. Brain
images are noisy and high dimensional (fMRI images have in the order of 30,000 voxels, or
“volume pixels”) and have a rich spatial structure. This has made brain data appealing to machine learning researchers, causing a cross-fertilization of fields like cognitive neuroscience and
applied statistics. Intricate and innovative methods have been applied to it, as evidenced by a
multitude of recent papers in various fields; as an example see the recent ML conference papers
[71, 103, 129]. For naturalistic experiments, the problem becomes even more complex. Naturalistic stimuli vary along a very large number of dimensions, e.g. videos can be described by a
great number of visual and motion features, as well as semantic features describing their scenes.
At the same time, due to the measurement’s nature, and the fact that the stimulus is shown continuously, the recorded data is a time series which has rich temporal structure. Furthermore, a
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typical experiment does not last more than 1-2 hours, leading to a small number of brain images
with respect to the dimensionality (in fMRI, less than 2000 samples are typically collected). For
these reasons, the analysis of naturalistic brain data is an interesting problem of learning relationships in a small data setting; it promises many opportunities and challenges to the ML researcher
who is interesting in coming to the rescue.
Before exploring the space of models that can be applied to this problem, caution should be
exercised. Naturalistic brain imaging introduces many statistical challenges to the problem of inferring cognitive processes from brain activity because the different processes are not controlled,
i.e. the discovered brain signature of one process can be confounded by spurious correlations
with another. If one temporarily gives up a search for causal relationships between the input
stimulus and brain activity, and the new goal is to find interesting dependencies that can be later
investigated in controlled experiments, a new peril awaits. The temptation of creating new models which can explain the data well has led to a slew of different kinds of methods over the
years. There are no clear guidelines which method is the best to follow. Therefore the multitude
of these methods results in variability and lack of reproducibility of results, which sometimes
causes negative publicity in popular press and concern in academic circles. We suggest to formulate the problem in a framework that would (1) minimize the number of model assumptions and
parameter choices that are required, or even avoid a model entirely and (2) express the problem
in simple statistical terms that would pave the way for future work to account for confounding
variables even when the experiment is not controlled.
We present in this chapter a unified, simple statistical framework for studying both naturalistic and controlled experiments. Firstly, this framework encompasses techniques that are most
commonly used to analyze controlled experiments, and are described in statistical literature as
two-sample tests. Once this (maybe obvious in hindsight) observation is made, it allows us to
advocate the use of a nonparametric kernel test from the recent ML literature. This test makes
no assumptions on the distribution of the signal variables in consideration, as well as no assumptions about the noise, about a generative model or about how signal variables may differ, etc.
Secondly, we frame the problem of analyzing naturalistic experiments as an independence test,
and once again this observation allows us to advocate the use of a nonparametric kernel test.
This test requires no modeling or distributional assumptions, or assumptions on the nature of
the relationship between variables, etc. Furthermore, we use a shift-test, allowing us to easily
account for the natural lags in brain responses relative to stimulus presentation, thus completing
our framework for analyzing naturalistic experiments.
Not every single use of controlled and naturalistic experiments falls under these categories.
For example, in controlled experiments one may want to estimate (not just test) the difference
in brain activity in the two settings; for naturalistic settings, one may want to estimate (not just
test) the strength of a relationship between stimulus and activity. Nevertheless, ours is a useful
abstraction that encapsulates a variety of existing controlled experiments, and more importantly,
it provides an intuitive way to handle and understand the complexity of naturalistic experiments.
This is the first attempt at unifying how we understand controlled and naturalistic experiments
under a single, statistically well-studied, umbrella and suggesting a framework for analyzing
naturalistic experiments.
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6.1

A"uniﬁed"framework"for"controlled"and"naturalis4c"experiments"
Two-sample
testing

In this chapter, we focus on fMRI experiments, alcontrolled"experiment:""“two%sample,test”"
though
the examples can be applied to other funccontrolled"experiment:""
tional neuroimaging tools as well, such as Magne“two%sample,test”"
X:"ac4vity"in"region"r"at"4me"t"
toencephalography
(MEG). We will use a capital,
X:"ac4vity"in"region""r""for"condi4on"1""
non-bold letter to refer to a multivariate random
variableY:"s4mulus"features"at"4me"t"(e.g."seman4cs)"
(e.g. X), and, in keeping with the nota""Y:"ac4vity"in"region""r""for"condi4on"2""
tion
in
this
thesis, a lowercase bold letter to refer to
,
an instantiation of this variable (e.g. xi ) and a capital bold letter to refer to the set of all instantiations
UA:"ﬁt"
MVPA:"train"
of this variable during one experiment (e.g. X is
regression""
classiﬁer"
the set of xi s).
The most common method for analyzing fMRI
T"or"F"
Classiﬁca4on" MMD"
data is classical univariate analysisH(UA).
The aim
0 :X ?Y
sta4s4c"
Accuracy"
is to find regions of the brain that represent a conagainst
dition of interest, by analyzing the activity of each
H1 : X 6? Y .
voxel independently. Recently, multi-voxel
pattern
Tes4ng""(closed"form"/"permuta4on)"
analysis (MVPA) has emerged as an alternative.
MVPA
looks at the signal over brain regions, and
“independence,test”"
H0 : µ X = µ Y
H 0 : PX = P Y
can therefore detect brain representations
that man4"of"8"
against
against
: µX = µdifferences
Y , ⌃X = ⌃Y over a group of voxels,
ifest H
as0 subtle
H 0 : PX = P Y
H1 : µX 6= µY
H1 : PX 6= PY
which mightagainst
be overlooked by
UA.
against
HIn
µX 6=the
µY activity
or ⌃X 6=of
⌃Ya single
1 :UA,
voxel is modeled
H
:
P
1
X 6= PY
as a function of the few experiment conditions1 , to find if voxel responds to a condition A significantly more than rest, or if it responds to A significantly more than another condition B. This
is tested by checking if the regression parameters for each condition are significantly different
from zero (using a T-statistic) or significantly different from each other (using an F-statistic).
Brain decoding [80], or MVPA [93], consists of training a classifier to distinguish the brain
state of a the subject (e.g. whether they see a face or a house) from their brain image. In
other words, the decoder takes as input the brain activity, and is able to predict the label of the
corresponding stimulus. Many classifiers differing in complexity have been used to distinguish
between a large variety of conditions [71, 103].
Both UA and MVPA are effectively performing, in statistical terminology, two-sample tests,
even if they are not always stated this way. Given sets of samples from two distributions
(x1 , ..., xm ∼ PX and y1 , ..., yn ∼ PY ), a two-sample test tries to detect if the two distributions are different (PX 6= PY ). In our setup, the two sample test consist of finding if a voxel
r (or brain region r) processes condition A differently from B. In other words, under this test,
the null hypothesis is that the fMRI responses in r have the same distribution under conditions
A and B, i.e. r doesn’t respond systematically differently for the two conditions. The alternative
hypothesis is that the fMRI responses have different distributions under A and B.
Both UA and MVPA perform the two-sample test in an indirect fashion that requires the
1

Typically each voxel’s activity is regressed on a design matrix indicating the occurrence of the conditions.
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intermediate estimation of a model. In UA, the statistic of interest is usually a T- or F-statistic,
and the p-value can be estimated parametrically in closed form. In MVPA, the statistic is usually
the average classification accuracy, and the p-value is estimated by a permutation test (discussed
below).
When the ultimate goal is to perform a two-sample test, these indirect measures - that require
the assumption of a model class and the selection of a model - are unnecessary. Our first argument
against these indirect hypothesis tests is the intuition that they are solving a harder problem than
what is required: estimating a vector (i.e. in regression or classification) versus testing (which
has a single binary output). The estimation problem might constitute a bottleneck to the simpler
detection problem. Other practical arguments can be made. Training and testing a classifier
requires several parameter and setup choices, and it is not clear which have the most power.
Fitting a regression in UA also relies on a model assumption (usually linearity). UA is also
restricted by being univariate.
We therefore need a test that (1) does not require the intermediate estimation of a model,
and (2) makes no assumptions on the underlying distributions of X and Y (i.e. it would be
able to detect differences between these distribution without being constrained to differences in
specific parameters like the mean). We need this test to (3) be multivariate so it can be applied
directly to our high dimensional brain vectors, without having to estimate a model to produce
a single statistic and then submit it for testing. The Maximum-Mean Discrepancy (MMD) is a
test statistic that has been developed precisely to have these properties [41]. It is non-parametric,
does not need to estimate an intermediate model or assume an underlying distribution, and is
adaptive to non-linear settings where the distributions differ in higher moments than the mean.
Additionally, it is multivariate. The MMD measures the distance between the mean functions of
PX and PY in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (for more details, the reader is asked to refer
to [41]). The MMD is used to test:
H0 : PX = PY against H1 : PX 6= PY .
This statistic is defined such that the population MMD2 [X, Y ] = 0 if and only if PX = PY .
In practice, the following empirical estimator is used for m samples xi and n samples yj :

MMD2u [X, Y

m,n
m
n
X
X
1
2 X
1
]=
k(xi , xj ) −
k(xi , yj ) +
k(yi , yj )
m(m − 1) i6=j=1
mn i,j=1
n(n − 1) i6=j=1

We consider here the Gaussian kernel k(xi , xj ) = exp(−||xi − xj ||2 )/2σ 2 (any characteristic
kernel can be chosen, for details see [43]). A typical method of choosing the bandwidth 2σ 2 is
the median heuristic [113]. 2σ 2 is set to the median of the square distances ||zi − zj ||2 between
different samples Z = X ∪ Y. This has been shown to work well for testing, however, the
Gaussian MMD test is consistent for any bandwidth choice [43], i.e. given enough samples from
PX and PY , this test will be able to detect any difference between PX and PY . A linear twosample test can differentiate between PX and PY when they differ in their means. However, the
Gaussian-MMD can differentiate between PX and PY when they differ in their means, variances
or higher order moments.
We declare the null to be true whenever MMD2u [X, Y ] is “close” to zero in finite samples,
smaller than some threshold. A permutation test is used to empirically estimate the threshold by
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simulating the null hypothesis. The samples of X and Y are permuted: the samples Z = X ∪ Y
are randomly assigned to two sets of size m and n. This effectively simulating the case where
the X and Y samples are interchangeable, i.e. they are drawn from the same distributions. The
permutation is repeated a large number of times and MMD2u is computed for each time. These
permuted statistics are used to estimate the p-value for the real, unpermuted MMD2u , i.e. we
compute the fraction of times a value at least this extreme is obtained with the permuted samples.
The permutation test is known to be exact, but because one never goes through all permutations,
a small approximation error is introduced (which is typically small enough if one does about
500-1000 permutations).
It is unclear what the power of classification accuracy is when used as a two-sample test
statistic, even for kernelized classifiers like kernel-SVM. Since theoretical advancement is still
far from solving this problem, we used a simulation experiment to compare the power of (Gaussian) kernel-SVM and Gaussian-MMD at distinguishing between PX and PY when they are
sampled from two different multivariate Gaussian distributions (Fig. 6.1). We vary the sample
size, the dimensionality, and the extent to which the distributions differ. In all the experiments
we tried, we see that MMD never performs worse than SVM and very often beats it.
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Figure 6.1: Power of MMD and an RBF SVM classifier at detecting the alternate hypothesis of Px 6= Py .

We simulate x and y ∈ Rp such that Px = N (µx , Σx ), and Py = N (µy , Σy ). Σx and Σy are diagonal
matrices, i.e. Σx = diag(σx ), and Σy = diag(σy ) . 0p and 1p are p-dimentional 0 and 1 vectors. For
every parameter setting, the following experiment is repeated 200 times. X and Y are drawn and MMD
and classification accuracy are computed. The empirical null distribution for MMD and classification
accuracy is obtained with a permutation test of 500 permutations, and used to reject the null with α = 0.05.
The median heuristic is used with the MMD test, and the width of the SVM kernel is selected by crossvalidation. [Top Row] Px and Py vary in their means. [Bottom Row] Px and Py varry in their standard
deviation. [Left] Power for different values of the sample size n. [Middle] Power for different values
of p (Px and Py vary along only 5 dimensions to avoid trivial rejection). [Right] Power for different
parameters of the distribution.

These results are far from being a proof, as one might be able to construct a more complex
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classifier that would beat MMD in power. However, this is precisely our point. Because the truth
is not known, it is difficult to optimize the power of a test, as there is a very large search space
to go over with no clear indication of how to proceed. A much simpler alternative is to use the
MMD, which has theoretical foundation and has been proven to be consistent for two sample
testing [43].

6.2

Independence testing

When experimental stimuli do not fit neatly into conditions and are of a complex nature (e.g. pictures
naturalis4c"experiment:""
or words), it is not useful to perform a two-sample
“independence,test”"
test, and people use encoding (or predictive) models
X:"ac4vity"in"region""r""at"4me"t"
[81, 86]. While decoding models express the label
of the stimulus as a function of the underlying activ""Y:"IFS"of"s4mulus"at"4me"t"
ity, encoding models express the brain activity as a
(e.g."seman4c"features"of"s4mulus)"
function of the stimulus. This is done through an in,
termediate feature space (IFS) of the stimulus (e.g., if
the stimulus is an image, an IFS can be a vector repEncoding"model"
resenting some visual properties of the image). The
next step is to predict the brain activity as a function
of the different elements of the IFS just as we showed
Classiﬁca4on"
in chapter 3. As we discussed in chapter 2, the IFS
Task"
approach is very useful for studying brain representations: using the intermediate feature representation of
Classiﬁca4on" Explained" HSIC"
stimuli, a predictive model is able to generalize from
Accuracy" Variance"
a finite set of examples and predict the activity for
unseen stimuli. Whereas the decoder from the previous section can only distinguish between classes seen
Tes4ng""(permuta4on"/"shiR)"
in training, an IFS approach allows the experimenter
to abstract the stimuli into a more general and much
H0 : X 6= f (Y )
H0 : X ? Y
more expressive space.
against
against
There are multiple ways to judge the encoding
H1 : X = f (Y )
H1 : X 6? Y
model’s predictive performance. Encoding models
can be used for decoding like we did in chapters 3,
4 and 5: a classifier is asked to guess which of the stimuli a and b corresponds to a given brain
image v. Using the IFS, it predicts the activity for the two stimuli: va and vb . It assigns to v the
label a or b depending on which of va and vb is closest. Average classification accuracy is tested
for significance with a permutation test. There are other statistics for testing the encoding model,
such as computing the percentage of variance explained on held-out data [86].
Let’s rephrase the main operating strategy behind IFS analysis, which we have been using
throughout this thesis: IFS analysis can be used to identify where in the brain the properties of
the stimuli are represented. One can use multiple IFSs to represent the same stimuli (for example,
use an IFS that represents the visual properties of images and another IFS that represents their
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semantic content). An encoding model can then be used to find regions in the brain that are
related to each IFS. The working assumption is that, if a region in the brain is not representing
a given type of feature (for example semantic properties), then the encoding model will fail at
predicting brain activity correctly and the classification accuracy will not be significantly higher
than chance. On the other hand, if the classification accuracy is higher than chance in a region r
using an IFS j (e.g. visual IFS), then this suggests that region r is processing the corresponding
type of properties (e.g. visual information).
A major observation of this chapter is that IFS analysis is an indirect independence test.
Given a set of paired observations xi and yi , an independence test tries to find if PXY 6= PX ×
PY . In our case, given a set of paired observations of some properties of a stimulus fij and brain
activity vir , we would like to know if region r is representing the properties of type j. In order
to evaluate that, we test if the activity in region r and the properties of type j are related, i.e. we
want to know if PF j V r 6= PF j × PV r .
The encoding approach we described previously in this thesis is quite complex. It necessitate
first the estimation of regression function, and then a classification task. Regression is known
to suffer from the curse of dimensionality and is not reliable for high dimensional variables in a
small sample setting. As in Section 6.1, we might suffer an estimation bottleneck while we only
need a test. Additionally, the classification task necessitates multiple decisions, such as the ones
made for the cross-validation setup.
We propose to perform the independence test directly. We need a non-parametric test that
does not require prior assumption of the form to the joint and marginal distributions PXY , PX
and PY . We need this method to be multivariate, to test for independence of multi-dimensional
variables that differ in their size. The Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC) [38], is
a kernel independence test statistic that has been developed for these purposes. The population
HSIC is equal to 0 if and only if X and Y are independent (for details refer to [38]). The HSIC
tests:
H0 : PXY = PX PY against H1 : PXY 6= PX PY .
Given characteristic kernels k and l, the matrices K and L are the n × n sample kernel matrices defined such that Kij = k(xi , xj ) and Lij = k(yi , yj ). H = In − n1 1n 1>
n is a normalizing
matrix and K̃ = HKH and L̃ = HLH are normalized kernel matrices. The sample HSIC is
computed as
HSICn =

n
n
1
1 XX
tr(
K̃
L̃)
=
K̃i,j L̃i,j ,
n2
n2 i=1 j=1

In practice, we reject the null hypothesis if HSICn is “close” to 0. We estimate the threshold
with a permutation task. This permutation task simulates the null hypothesis by permuting the
samples of X into X0 , making the samples x0i and yi unrelated. This is done a large number of
times and HSICn is computed. These samples are then used to reject with level α the unpermuted
HSICn statistic.
Notice how simple the setup of the HSIC test is in comparison with training an encoding
model and then performing classification. After constructing and normalizing the kernel matrices, a simple element-wise product is performed, followed by computing the average of all the
resulting matrix elements. The permuted statistics are also easy to compute since one doesn’t
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need to estimate another kernel matrix, but only has to permute K̃ appropriately. In our experiments, we choose k and l to be Gaussian kernels, and we pick the parameter 2σ 2 for each kernel
using the median heuristic [113], i.e. 2σ 2 is set to the median of the square distances ||xi − xj ||2
and ||yi − yj ||2 respectively, for i 6= j. While linear correlation only checks for linear dependence, the Gaussian-HSIC is consistent (for any choice of bandwidth), i.e. given enough paired
samples xi and yi , this test will detect any differences in PXY and PX × PY .
Another approach to studying fMRI representations, called Representation Similarity Analysis (RSA) [66], has quickly gained popularity [64]. RSA is the closest fMRI method to a clear
independence test for brain and feature representations (although RSA is not explicitly referred
to as a statistical independence test). The RSA relies on the assumption that brain regions and
features that encode the same type of information should have a similar structure of inter-stimuli
distances. RSA uses dissimilarity matrices, which correspond to 1 minus the correlation matrix of the sample set2 . Dissimilarity matrices are computed using different IFSs, as well as
using the activity in different brain regions. A dissimilarity matrix encodes the similarity of object representations in different spaces. Dissimilarity matrices for IFS j and brain region r are
compared3 . Brain regions and features that encode the same type of information should have
a similar structure of inter-stimuli distances. The significance of this measure is assessed via a
with a permutation test.
The computations behind RSA resembles enormously the HSIC test. However, unlike HSIC,
RSA doesn’t have theoretical guarantees of consistency and can reveal only linear similarities.
Nonetheless, RSA gives us an intuitive explanation to why HSIC is a measure of dependence –
the matrix K̃ measures how similar the xi s are to each other (same for L̃ and yi s); if K̃ and L̃
have similar structure (large matrix dot-product, as captured by HSICn ), then X and Y must be
“similarly similar” and hence dependent.

6.3

Accounting for naturalistic experiments with continuous
recording

The HSIC permutation test simulates the null distribution under the assumption that the pairs
(x1 , y1 )...(xn , yn ) are independent and identically distributed (IID). However, when a naturalistic experiment consists in stimuli that are not neatly divided into trials and the recording is
continuous (e.g. when the subjects watch a movie or read a story such as in this thesis), the resulting data is a time series, and the samples obtained are not IID. If x1 ...xn and y1 ...yn are times
series, running a permutation test under-estimates the breadth of the null distribution, which can
result in a high rate of false positives4 . In [14], a new test is proposed that empirically estimates
the null distribution by circularly shifting X by c time points for a ≤ c ≤ b before computing
HSIC, where a is chosen large enough so that the dependence between Yt+a and Xt is negligible,
2

This quantity is dubbed “correlation distance”, not be confused with “distance correlation” [118].
Pairs of matrices are compared by looking at the Spearman rank correlation of their upper halves.
4
To see this, consider that when both variables Xt and Yt are random processes with successive samples that
are correlated, i.e. both their sample kernel matrices will have a clear structure around the diagonal because nearby
points are similar. Therefore, the element wise product will be high, and HSIC will be higher for the unpermuted
sample than for the permuted sample, even when there is no real dependency between Xt and Yt .
3
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Figure 6.2: [Left] A typical hypothetical hemodynamic response. The brain activity response is delayed
with respect to stimulus presentation. [Right] Independence testing strategy. The test is repeated at various
delays of the brain activity to detect lags in dependence due to the slow dynamics of brain activity.

Our procedure (1) takes into account the inherent lag in the fMRI signal and (2) might lead to
interesting findings if different feature types affect the fMRI activity with different latencies. In
our experiments, we pick k ∗ = 6, which corresponds to a lag of 12 second. Remark: if we are
not interested in figuring out the exact latency, we can alternatively combine the ftj samples and
0
0
j
j
create ftj = [ft−T
, ..., ft−1
, ftj ], and test the independence of Ftj and Vtr , similar to the analysis
we did in chapter 4 and in [127].

6.4

Real data experiment

We replicate here the experiment in chapter 4. Remember, 8 subjects read a chapter of Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone while words were presented one at a time. The story consisted in
5176 words presented in 4 experimental blocks. The total presentation time is 45 minutes and the
available data consists of 1355 volumes of fMRI activity for each of the 8 subjects, each scanned
with the same timeline of stimulus presentation. The subjects brain contain 30,000-40,000 voxels, of size 3×3×3mm3 , which are all normalized to the same coordinate space. The intersection
of the locations of all the voxels across subjects consists of 41,073 unique locations. We used for
this experiment the non spatially-smoothed version of the data5 , that we then preprocessed with
all the later steps used in chapter 46 . Additionally, we threw out the first and last 20 TRs from
5
6

Remember the data is available at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜fmri/plosone
All the results in chapter 4 are also provided for this non-smoothed dataset in Appendix C.
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each blocks so that the starts and ends of blocks don’t introduce spurious relationships between
the IFS and the data.
We use here the semantic IFS annotations from chapter 4. We also use the concatenated
searchlight procedure from chapters 3 and 4: the searchlight procedure from [65] is modified to
include data from all participants. At every iteration, a cube of voxels is selected (we use 5×5×5
voxel cubes, i.e. cubes of 1.5 × 1.5 × 1.5cm3 ). This cube is moved over the entire brain, so that
it’s centered at every possible voxel location. For each cube location, we include the voxels from
all the subjects that belong to this cube. As argued previously, this procedure pools data together
from all the subjects without requiring their brain to align perfectly to each other.

Classification Accuracy Statistic:
Naturalis)c+
Brain+
Recordings+

Predic)ng+
Brain+Ac)vity+
from+Content+

Classiﬁca)on++

Hypothesis+
Tes)ng+

Represen)ng+
Text+Content+

Figure 6.3: Previous IFS analysis pipeline.
We replicate here the investigation pipeline from chapters 3 and 4. We will summarize here
these steps again for ease of comparison with the other method we propose. Mainly, this analysis
consists in a 10-fold cross-validation of the following steps. For every voxel location r, we
consider the vector of brain activity vr formed of the voxels in cube r:
r
a. Using 90% of the data, fit a predictive model of vt+k
as a function of the semantic IFS ft . We
use ridge regression with a penalty chosen by nested cross-validation for each voxel independently.

b. Divide the test samples into non-overlapping 40s segments. For each 40s segment:
i. Predict the activity for the corresponding 40s feature segment, and an incorrect 40s segment.
ii. Compute the Euclidean distance between the two predicted segments and the real segment over the voxels included in the cube r. Pick the label of the closest passage.
c. Repeat for all folds and compute average classification accuracy.
In the original approach, we accounted for the delay in the hemodynamic response by delaying and combining the feature vectors into ft 0 = [ft−4 , ft−3 , ft−2 , ft−1 ]. Here, we test the
dependencies between fMRI data at time t + k and the text features at time t, independently for
each k = {0...6}.
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HSIC Statistic:
Naturalis)c+
Brain+
Recordings+

Predic)ng+
Hypothesis+
Brain+Ac)vity+
Tes)ng+
from+Content+

Represen)ng+
Text+Content+
Figure 6.4: Proposed simpler pipeline.
We contrast this complex classification procedure with an HSIC test. For each delay k, we
r
compute the HSIC of the samples ft and the brain activity vt+k
of searchlight cube r.

Shift test
To assess a p-value for one of our statistics U (HSIC or classification accuracy), we compute an
empirical chance distribution for the null distribution using a shift test. The null hypothesis is
that the brain activity in a searchlight cube r and the semantic features are independent.
- We delay vr by {150, 151, 152...1149} TRs, totaling 1000 delays. 150 is a large enough lag
that the brain activity and the semantic features should be unrelated. We compute the statistics
0
null
{Ur,d
0 , 150 ≤ d ≤ 1149} that approximate the null distribution.

- For every location r, we have 7 statistics of interest: {Ur,d , 0 ≤ d ≤ 6}, corresponding to
times {0s, 2s, ...12s} after stimulus onset. We compute the p-value pr,d , i.e. the proportion of
null
0
{Ur,d
0 , 150 ≤ d ≤ 1149} that is at least as extreme as Ur,d , for 0 ≤ d ≤ 6 .

- We use the Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate procedure [6] to control for multiple
comparison involving all r and d. It is important to state that for both the HSIC and the
classification accuracy test, the false discovery rate is controlled at q (we use q = 0.05).

Results
Fig. 6.5 shows the results for the two tests, and is meant as a demonstration of the similarity of
the two procedures, although the HSIC test is considerably simpler. The pattern revealed by the
HSIC test appear to be smoother, but it’s difficult to ascertain which pattern is closer to the truth.
However notice how the voxels that are detected by the HSIC method are mostly “on” for 4 to
8 seconds, i.e. when we expect the hemodynamic response to the semantic features presentation
to take place. In comparison, the voxels identified by the classification accuracy method are not
as consistent in time.
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Figure 6.5: Dependencies between the fMRI signal of voxel cubes centered at different locations and
the semantic features of words in the stimulus text, at various delays after the features are presented, as
revealed using the HSIC or the classification accuracy tests. The locations of the centers of the cubes with
dependent signals are show in red after controlling the false discovery rate at q = 0.05.

6.5

Discussion

Our framework encompasses the analysis of controlled and naturalistic experiments under the
umbrellas of two-sample and independence testing. We advocate the use of direct, non-parametric
kernel hypothesis tests that adapt readily to multivariate fMRI data and IFS representations. Our
experimental results suggest that the power of direct kernel hypothesis tests is as least as good as
performing an indirect test where a regression or classification model is trained on the data and
then used to generate a test statistic.
The variety and flexibility of regression and classification techniques are, in our view, more
of a bane than a boon for such high-dimensional, low-sample size experiments with high degrees
of freedom, causing experiment results to vary based on many details like which regression
or classification technique was used, what regularization penalty or model selection procedure
was used (like cross validation, AIC, BIC, etc), etc. In addition, they are also solving a harder
problem (estimation) as an intermediate step to the desired goal (testing), and often form test
statistics after estimation based on classification accuracy, prediction errors, etc. In contrast, our
direct tests require (almost) no parameter choices, don’t rely on the choice of any generative
model, or on assumptions like a linear model or Gaussianity on the signal/noise, etc.
By advancing a clear framework for neuroimage analysis problems and stating them as hypothesis tests, we believe this chapter also contributes in making naturalistic brain image analysis
more accessible to both neuroscientists and machine learners. The reading experiment in chapter
4 is a complex experiment consisting of complex stimulus that varies along an infinity of dimensions (semantic properties, syntax, narrative structure, etc.). It is also a single trial experiment,
which is a very rare experimental design (it is preferred to have many repetitions of the stimulus
to increase signal to noise ratio by averaging). Nevertheless, we were able to clearly state the
original complex problem presented in 4 and [127] as an independence test between different
voxel locations and the IFS of the text. By incorporating the effect of the hemodynamic response
as a delayed dependence between the brain activity and the stimulus features, we were able to
easily incorporate in our framework naturalistic experiments with continuous fMRI recordings
that are not neatly divided into trials.
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Future Work: The tests we advocate for are consistent for any choice of bandwidth of the
Gaussian kernel, or any other characteristic kernel, although different choices will affect the
test power. The few choices left to be made are therefore important, but since the framework is
simplified, most of the experimentalist’s effort can be concentrated on finding appropriate kernels
for brain images and stimulus features, as well as kernel parameters that maximize the power of
the associated test. Meanwhile, the Gaussian kernel with the median heuristic (see Section 6.2)
serves as a natural and popular default choice. As an example, one interesting way to learn a
good kernel is to use a subset of the experiment for “calibration”: in that subset, stimuli are
repeated and the kernel is optimized to give high similarity to brain activity from presentations
of the same stimulus.
This chapter lays the ground for crucial future work. In naturalistic experiments, the different
IFSs of the stimuli might be correlated. The marginal dependency between a region and an IFS
might therefore be due to spurious correlations with another IFS. As we saw in chapter 5 (were
we tried to offer an estimation-based test for conditional independence) functional neuroimaging
will benefit enormously from non-parametric and multivariate conditional independence tests.
Such direct tests exist [31] for limited settings, and problems exist in using them for non-IID,
high-dimensional, real-valued variables, especially (but not only) when it comes to performing
a correct permutation test. Therefore, progress on statistically correct conditional independence
tests for non-IID processes will be of utmost importance for functional neuroimaging.
In Appendix E, we include the results from a paper in which we found that using Stein Shrinkage when estimating HSIC may improve the power of the independence test. We propose two
shrunk HSIC estimators. These estimators might be useful in analyzing functional neuroimaging
recordings.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
This thesis presented an integrated approach to study reading and language processing in the
brain using naturalistic experiments, and offered a hypothesis of what processes are computed
in different regions of the brain, by modeling the content of the text using semantic vector space
models, syntactic information, hand labelled narrative structure annotation and vectors derived
from neural network models. This thesis was a methodological effort accompanied by novel
results, and we revisit here the disciplines to which it has contributed.

7.1

Cognitive neuroscience of language

We have presented and advocated for a naturalistic approach to study language processing. We
used a single fMRI study to replicate multiple results from the language processing literature
(where each result typically required a separate experiment). These results provide a solid proofof-concept for our claim of studying brain activity using a complex natural task. Furthermore, we
used Magnetoencephalography (MEG) in order to uncover the rapid dynamic processes involved
in perceiving the properties of consecutive words and representing their continuously updated
context. Our novel results suggested a spatiotemporal map of the progressive perception of a
word in the brain, which can be consolidated and refined in future work.

7.1.1

Cognitive neuroscience methodology contributions:
a naturalistic imaging task with no repetitions

We have shown that it is possible to analyze data from a naturalistic experiment in which the text
was not controlled, using a slow imaging technique like fMRI, and a noisy, low spatial resolution
technique like MEG. We were able to build a model of the complex task of processing of natural
text, as a function of the properties of the text.
Our methods did not require having repetitions of stimuli. Most fMRI and MEG experiments
repeat stimuli and average the repetitions to improve signal to noise ratio. Since the length of
experiments is usually limited, this reduces significantly the variability of the stimulus that can
be presented. Having no repetitions allows more varied stimulus, and we have shown that we
can overcome the lack of repetitions as long as the language features of interest occur with some
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frequency in the text, and with enough variability across features that their contributions to the
signal can be disentangled.
We believe that freely sharing data online is a great way to encourage replication of results. It
is also a great way of building our common knowledge of the brain faster by “crowdsourcing” the
efforts of multiple investigators worldwide, as the problem we are solving is very complex and
has lots of room for investigation. We have made the data from the fMRI experiment available
online1 , and will make the MEG data available soon. The language features we use are also made
available on the same website. Any researcher is thus welcome to download the data to test our
language features, test their own language features, or contrast different theories of language.
While this thesis studies language processing, our approach does not have any core requirements that prevents it from being used to study other cognitive tasks. The central idea is to
represent the processes at hand in an intermediate feature space (IFS). In [91], the stimulus is
natural videos and the IFS is a set of motion features from this video. In [61], the IFS for these
videos consists in semantic annotations of the objects that appear in the different scenes. Therefore, we know that approaches similar to ours can be used when studying vision. We suggest that
this approach can be used to study many high-level cognitive tasks. The idea is that for any cognitive task of interest that you perform in a naturalistic manner (e.g. maintaining a conversation,
writing, listening to music, various cognitive tests) once it is determined that you can establish
an IFS of the tasks being performed, finding their relationship with the brain activity of different
regions seems like an achievable next step. Think of the majority of current fMRI experiments:
to study a cognitive task α (e.g. music perception), an experiment consists of a small number
of conditions (e.g. pleasing consonant music vs. displeasing dissonant music, see [63]), and the
effect of each condition on the brain is measured to see where in the brain a condition’s effect is
different from baseline, or two conditions have different effects. As we saw in chapter 6, this is
a two-sample problem. With our approach, we are proposing to do a naturalistic experiment that
would constitute the independence test that is analogous to that two-sample test, in order to study
the same task α. The hope is that this approach will be able to uncover rich brain representations
as we saw in the reading case, and offer new directions for close investigation with additional
controlled experiments.
For some cognitive tasks, the difficulty might be in building such an IFS. It might be difficult
when studying tasks like retrieval from memory, complex decision making or problem solving to
pinpoint the actual timings of the different underlying mental processes. However, this has not
stopped researchers from attempting to find the signatures of these processes in an unsupervised
manner. In [7] the authors uncover, from the properties of EEG activity, three different stages that
are related to an associative recollection task, during which the subjects were asked to recognize
if they had seen a word pair in a previous study phase. These identified stages have variable
durations and are characterized by learned distributions. In [60], the onset of different processes
involved in a question answering task was also estimated from data. In general, an important line
of investigation is to learn from the data the different relevant IFSs in an unsupervised way. This
would help in the case of tasks that are hard to model with an IFS because the exact processes
of interest are unknown, but also in cases where multiple IFSs can be built such as our reading
problem. In such cases, we do not know the appropriate IFSs that we should use, and uncovering
1

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜fmri/plosone/
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them automatically would offer a less biased illustration of the underlying mental processes.

7.1.2

Results: the start of a spatio-temporal reading map

The fMRI experiment has allowed us to build brain representation maps that distinguish different
brain areas based on what type of activity they are processing. The MEG experiment completed
the picture by drawing a rich spatio-temporal progression of the representation of different features in the brain. It also revealed how the processing of a word lasts after the next word is on
the screen, and where and when the representation of the previous context is stored in the brain.
We are not including in this section the actual list of regions we have identified and their precise
location, because we see the work we have presented in this thesis as a stepping stone to a long
series of investigations and refinements. The use of more expressive NLP tools that provide a
more appropriate IFS, denoting for example sentence meaning (instead of single word meaning),
will lead to more complete results, and so will future models of single word semantics, syntax
etc. The analytical tools of the future might also be more powerful for dealing with noise, for detecting real dependencies from spurious correlations or for modeling subject specific variations
in a more comprehensive and useful manner. For these reasons the representation maps we have
provided are far from complete. Moreover, we see the construction of these map as necessitating
a back and forth between controlled experiments and naturalistic experiments to reinforce and
test its different parts.
We have seen in chapter 2 multiple models of sentence processing, such as Friederici’s cortical language circuit. In [27], Friederici proposes a timeline for each of the steps involved in
auditory sentence comprehension, including the occurrence of semantic processing and syntactic
processing in parallel between 300-500ms after word onset, and syntax and semantic integration
around 600ms. Our results suggest however that semantic features activate well before 300ms.
There might be many reasons for this disparity, especially since we are comparing different tasks
(reading and auditory comprehension). However, rather than a difference in the modality that
language is perceived in, the fact that we find semantic features to be represented earlier might
be due to the core of our philosophical approach. Instead of “breaking” a language process, such
as presenting a semantically incongruous word or syntactically unexpected word (which is the
investigation strategy used to construct the model in [27] and most other models of language),
we instead study the brain as it perceives language normally, by modeling the content of what it
is perceiving. The perception of a word has to occur before the process that determines if this
word is congruous or not. By using a semantic incongruity task to judge semantic perception,
one might therefore suffer from a timing bias. In general, when using an approach that breaks
normal language processing in order to study normal language processing, we might introduce
timing biases as well as others biases. Naturalistic experiments escape this risk, and should be
seriously considered as a powerful investigation method.

7.2

Statistical Machine Learning

To study natural reading, this thesis relies on finding relationships between the brain activity at
different locations and timings and the different properties of the rich stimulus text being read.
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We have seen that this is a challenging statistical problem. On one hand, brain data has a very
large number of dimensions, has rich spatiotemporal structure, has a low signal to noise ratio and
is typically acquired in 1-2 hour experimental sessions, leading to a small number of samples
when compared to the large dimensionality. On the other hand, natural text varies along a very
large number of dimensions, and these dimensions are highly likely to be correlated (especially in
a small sample setting), which creates a risk for the relationships we find between brain activity
and a text dimension being confounded with other dimensions. In this thesis we have tried
to build some appropriate computational methods. We have presented a complex investigation
pipeline that we used to provide unprecedentedly rich spatiotemporal brain maps of language
processes. We have continuously and closely inspected our methods to enforce robustness of
results, and we consider that this investigation pipeline will always be a subject of continuous
research.
For instance, towards the end of this thesis, we have even proposed an alternate, simpler
pipeline to our entire computational approach, as well as important directions for future work to
extend it. In that chapter (chapter 6), we looked at commonly used techniques like brain decoding, encoding models and representation similarity analysis from the perspective of hypothesis
testing. We introduced different tests to be used and have shown experimentally that they seem
to work at least as well as the more complicated current alternatives. Many of the current alternatives require a model assumption and estimation, while the existing kernel hypothesis tests we
suggest to use are non-parametric, i.e. they will not suffer from an incorrect model assumption
or estimation.
No-repetition imaging: As we mentioned previously, we have shown in this thesis that it
is possible to use a no-repetition paradigm, which the IFS approach makes possible, as well as
various procedures we used to improve the signal to noise ratio. For instance in the classification
task in sections 3, 4 and 5, we improve the low signal to noise ratio by grouping words together
in testing, and by concatenating the brain images of subjects that are processing the stimulus at
the same time. We showed in chapter 5 that this improves accuracy significantly. In chapter 6,
we also use the concatenation of data from multiple subjects in the aim of increasing the power
of our tests.
The clear expression of our approach as an independence test in chapter 6 allows the problem to be more directly and quickly accessible for researchers from various disciplines, and will
hopefully motivate the development of new computational methods that are statistically sound.
However, one should always exercise caution when dealing with a statistically challenging problem such as ours: it is not always clear how to correctly formulate the null hypothesis or how to
deal with correlations. Moreover, one should always be careful when engaging in statistical testing, since if one keeps testing various hypotheses on the same dataset, one hypothesis is bound
to appear true by chance. Replicating the findings with new stimuli and new data is required to
add confidence to results.

7.3

Natural Language Processing

This thesis does not present new work in NLP, however, it offers a new way of testing and
comparing different NLP algorithms and language models. We have shown how we use various
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NLP models to find a numerical representation of the semantic features of individual words,
their syntactic properties, the context of the previous words etc., and then use these numerical
representations as an IFS to study brain activity. We chose these specific models because we
considered them appropriate, but the approach we presented in this thesis is agnostic to the
model that is chosen. Because NLP models are not yet able to capture the entire complexity of
language, a specific model we use in our approach will always be an interim model that can be
changed for another, better model that proves to be more accurate at predicting brain activity.
Our approach can be applied to any model of language as long as features can be extracted
from that model. This means, after the experimental data is collected with a rich text, the experimenter can go back and analyze it again with a new model of language processing, without
having to perform another experiment (again, care should be taken not to fall into cherry picking
fallacies and confirmation biases; this could be achieved for instance by partitioning the dataset
into a training set and a untouched test set on which models are finally compared2 ). In the future, the brain recordings of subjects reading natural text could therefore present a new method
for deciding which of several models is more appropriate (as measured by its similarity to brain
computations). These recordings might even be an additional source of data for the training of
NLP algorithms, so that they arrive at more cognitively plausible language representations.

7.4

Future Work

We present in this section different ways this thesis can be extended:
Conditional independence testing: We are working on replacing the classification test that
we presented in 5 with a conditional independence test that can be shown to be consistent.
Source localization of the MEG dataset: We are currently working on source localizing the
MEG dataset in order to investigate more closely the location of the different reading processes
we obtained. This would allow us to better compare the results with the results of the fMRI
experiment.
Combining fMRI and MEG: The next logical step in our investigation seems to be using
fMRI and MEG together to benefit from both the high spatial resolution and the high temporal
resolution they offer respectively. We are currently working on a model that estimates the latent
space of neural activity from both datasets jointly. We take the fMRI and MEG recordings of the
same person reading the same text with the same presentation timings. Both of these datasets are
distorted and smoothed versions of the underlying activity (which has high resolution in space
and time). We express fMRI and MEG recordings as functions of the underlying activity and we
jointly estimate these functions and the underlying neural activity. The hope is that this approach
will allow us to better localize brain processes in space and time.
Joint learning of statistical language models and brain activity predictors: Another extension we are currently working on is to build neural network models of language that, after an
initial training on a corpus, are trained to predict both the MEG activity and the incoming word.
2

Since most of the time the data would have already been used in its entirety, the validation of findings about the
brain is going to eventually require a new dataset. However, if multiple experimenters use this kind of naturalistic
paradigms and share their data, more and more data will be available for such purposes. Data from such experiments
will not be constrained by a specific task and it will be possible to use it to test various models about language.
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There are various interesting setups of models that we can try, which may or may not include the
brain activity from the previous word as input to the model. A very interesting outcome of such
approaches is to eventually be able to build statistical language models that perform better at
NLP tasks (and not just brain prediction tasks) after the inclusion of brain data in training. This
however seems like a hard problem because of the limited sample size of brain imaging data, especially when compared to the size of the corpora that statistical language models typically need
in training. However, this research direction has a very nice intellectual appeal: the statistical
language model is trying to perform a task that the brain is able to perform, and therefore a better
knowledge of how the brain works might lead to better language models3 .
Studying individual differences: It would be very interesting to study the variability of the
spatio-temporal maps across different individuals. An extension of our work that might have
useful practical application is to develop methods to characterize what is common to the brain
maps of readers in the same population (for example good readers, or readers with a specific
type of dyslexia), and what varies between populations. This would be a challenging statistical
problem and would require rigorous statistical methods to distinguish individual variations from
noise or spurious correlations. However, the potential of this approach might be very useful for
better understanding reading disabilities: representation maps might help us understand individual differences in behavior. For example, we might be able to diagnose the different types of
dyslexia from a brain scan. We might understand better the differences between the brains of
good readers and the brain of a student with a reading problem, and propose individually tailored
educational strategies.

3

As we saw in chapter 2, [32] does a first, encouraging step in this direction.
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Appendix A
Methods for learning brain responses
A.1

Small Area model and Gibbs sampler

Here, we specify the details of the Gibbs sampler for the hierarchical Bayesian small-area model
described in section 3.5.2. Recall that A(v) is the area which voxel v resides in, and the V (a) the
set of all voxels in area a.
The joint distribution can be written as

P (Y, U, β, α2 , ν 2 , σ 2 ) =
×

Y
a

N (ua |0, αa2 I) ×

Y

Y

a

IG(αa2 |c, d) ×

v

N (zv |0, νv2 I) ×

Y

v

IG(νv2 |e, f ) ×

YY
v

t

Y
v

IG(σv2 |a, b)

N (yvt |(uA(v) + zv )> xt , σv2 ).

We now derive the full conditionals from the joint distribution above.

P (zv |...) ∝ N (zv |0, νv2 I) ×

Σ zv
µzv

Y
t

N (yvt |(uA(v) + zv )> xt , σv2 )

= N (zv |µzv , Σzv ),
1
1 > −1
=
I
+
X X
νv2
σv2
(X> yv − X> XuA(v) )
= Σ zv ×
.
σv2
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Figure A.1: Maximum autocorrelation plots after burn-in and thinning. We used a thinning of 10
and a burn-in of 100 resulting in 150 samples.
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A.2

The Marginal Prior of the SAE Model

1.2

The small-area model has a Gaussian prior distribution zv |νv2 ∼ N (0, νv2 I) for the regression
coefficients specific to voxel v. The voxel-specific variance has an inverse gamma prior distribution, where νv2 ∼ IG(e, f ). As mentioned in section 3.5.5, this implies that the marginal prior
distribution of zv is a scaled t distribution, where zv /(f /e) ∼ t2e (see Gelman et al. 33, section
3.3). This t distribution approaches a Gaussian rather quickly as the number of degrees of freedom grows. Figure A.2 shows the density obtained from 104 draws from the hierarchical prior
when e = 3 (so that there are 6 degrees of freedom), along with the theoretical t distribution,
and the approximating Gaussian.
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Figure A.2: The SAE model’s marginal prior distribution for regression coefficients, when the
hyper-parameter e = 3. The black line shows 104 draws from the hierarchical prior, the blue the
theoretical t distribution (with 6 degrees of freedom), and the green the matching Gaussian.
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A.3

Model Checking

The most important assumption of our models is the linearity of expected voxel activity as a
function of stimulus features. If this holds, actual and predicted activities should themselves be
linearly related. Figure A.3 shows that this holds tolerably. In the absence of a neurobiologicallygrounded alternative, or enough data to make nonparametric estimates practical, we thus stay
with the reasonable, and computationally cheap, linear model.

Figure A.3: Scatter plots of true activity versus predicted activity using ridge regression for insample data (left) and out-of-sample data (right) for 1000 voxels picked at random from the set
of voxels with good classification accuracy (greater than 60%).
With the HB model, one must both check the behavior of the posterior distribution (as approximated by the output of the Gibbs sampler), and check the prior itself. The Gibbs sampler
showed little change in either parameter estimates or predictive performance when varying the
hyper-parameters α and β over an order of magnitude. Posterior predictive simulations (Appendix A.3.1) indicated that if the SAE model was well specified it should out-predict ridge.
Since this is not the case with the data, this suggests model misspecification.

A.3.1

Simulation of the SAE Model

App. A.2 suggest that ridge regression and the SAE model should lead to very similar parameter
estimates and hence to similar predictions. However, in our data we found the two to be virtually
indistinguishable. Here, we show that this should not be the case if the SAE model were properly
specified, and investigate what sort of mis-specification might account for it.
In these simulations, we simulate from the small-area model of section 3.5.2, drawing parameters from the prior. For speed and simplicity, we limit ourselves to 500 voxels, divided into
5 ROIs of 100 voxels each. The stimuli x were fixed to those employed in E2, and values of yv (t)
draw conditional on x and the randomly-generated parameters. The surrogate values from this
simulation were then fit to three models: ridge regression; the small-area model with the correct
assignment of voxels to ROIs; and the small-area model with 100 voxels assigned to 5 ROIs at
random.
Figures A.4 and A.5 show that the properly-specified small-area model has a modest, but systematic and significant, advantage in forward prediction over ridge regression. This disappears,
however, when the small-area model is mis-specified because it gets the assignment of voxels to
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areas wrong. As this predictive equivalence is more or less what we see in the data from both
experiments, the left-hand panels of the figures lets us conclude that that the HB model is misspecified somehow. The right-hand panels suggest, but do not prove, that the mis-specification
arises from using the wrong division of voxels into regions.
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Figure A.4: Voxel-wise RSS for the small-area model (vertical axis) versus that for ridge regression (horizontal), fit to simulations of the small-area model, with the assignment of voxels
to ROIs being either correct (left) or incorrect (right). The small area estimates outperforms
the ridge estimates when the true underlying model is a small area model and the small area
estimator is correctly specified.
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Figure A.5: Same as in Figure A.4, but increasing the extend to which shared area parameters
vary between areas. Again, the small area estimates outperforms the ridge estimates when the
true underlying model is a small area model and the small area estimator is correctly specified.
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A.4

Regularization Reduces Variability

Figure A.6 shows how regularization, either by the ridge penalty or the prior of the SAE model,
reduces standard errors in parameter estimates, compared to OLS. This indicates that the problem
is one of small-area estimation in the technical sense, and needs some form of regularization.
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Figure A.6: Standard errors of voxel-wise ridge-regression estimates (left column) and of SAEs
(right), versus the standard errors of direct OLS estimates. Regularization (either with Ridge or
SAE) reduces the standard errors of the estimates, indicating that the parameters need some form
of regularization.
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A.5

Replication of the experiment
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We repeat the analysis described in chapter 3 with the same data and experimental design from
chapter 4. We use non-smoothed fMRI data, and the visual features (average word length and
standard deviation of word length) as an IFS. We repeat the analysis with OLS, ridge regression,
elastic net and the small area bayesian model. We call this experiment E2. We call the trial based
experiment used in chapter 3 from [79] E1. E1 and E2 extremely different. Common findings
about the properties and performance of statistical methods across such different settings are very
unlikely to be artifacts of a particular experiment. We present here the figures that are analogous
to figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.9 and that show remarkably similar patterns.
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Figure A.7: Effect of regularization on out-of-sample normalized RSS (RSS/σ 2 ). For each of
the plots, the OLS RSS/σ 2 (horizontal axis) is contrasted with the modified RSS/σ 2 after OLS
smoothing for ridge, elastic net or small area shrinkage (vertical axis). The four methods result
in smaller RSS/σ 2 on average. Furthermore, for all the methods, the predicted activity in the
bad voxels (i.e. voxels where RSS/σ 2 is larger than 1) is pushed toward zero. This is visible
by the RSS/σ 2 values being reduced toward 1. In other words, shrinkage and smoothing are
forcing the estimated parameters to be almost zero if the voxel is noisy and there is nothing that
can be predicted.
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Figure A.8: Normalized RSS for unsmoothed and smoothed estimators. The larger panels show
voxel-wise normalized residuals (RSS/σ 2 ) for OLS before smoothing (horizontal axis) and after
(vertical), showing the value of spatial smoothing for forward inference. The smaller panels
consist of the same comparison for ridge regression (top), the elastic net (middle) and the smallarea model (bottom), showing that combining smoothing and shrinkage is if anything worse than
shrinkage alone. The axes for the smaller panels have been omitted for clarity: they correspond
to the larger panels axes.
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Figure A.9: Whole-brain classification accuracy, averaging over subjects, for all combinations of
estimators and smoothing. Regularization choice or the presence or absence of smoothing don’t
affect whole-brain classification accuracy.
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(a) OLS: A, classification accuracy; B, smoothing radius; C, (b) Ridge: A, classification accuracy; B, λ parameter; C, D,
D, normalized out-of-sample RSS pre- and post- smoothing
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(c) Elastic Net: A, λ1 (lasso penalty); B, λ2 (ridge penalty); (d)
C, D, normalized RSS in- and out-of- sample

Small Area: A, classification accuracy; B, posterior

mean variance of zv ; C, D, normalized RSS in- and out-ofsample

Figure A.10: Voxel-wise results for each method along one horizontal brain slice. Color schemes are
flipped so that red always represents “good” and blue, “bad”. Note the similar patterns of classification
accuracy in plots a-A, b-A and d-A. Also note how predictive performance (sub-figures A and D) is
inversely related to the degree of regularization in every case, whether that is the smoothing radius for
OLS (a), the λ penalty for ridge (b), the λ1 and λ2 penalties for the elastic net (c), or the small area model
(d), where low regularization corresponds to a high variance parameter, i.e., good voxels are allowed to
pick their parameters freely. (For the elastic net, good voxels have more lasso-like penalties, as they are
voxels sensitive to some of the stimulus features.) Smoothing acts as a regularizer for OLS, as seen by the
reduced prediction in the bad voxels from subfigure a-C to subfigure a-D. Finally, see that in many cases
the in- and out-of- sample errors for “good” voxels are nearly the same.
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A.6

What is the effect of smoothing and regularization?
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To see the effect of smoothing and regularization on OLS we compared the held out normalized
RSS before and after smoothing, and with and without regularization in section 3.5.5. Here, we
show the effect on the single voxel accuracies for both experiments. As seen in section 3.5.5,
smoothing seems to reduce the forward prediction error in the worst voxels, but its effects on
classification accuracy are at best ambiguous (Figure A.12). Much the same is true of shrinkage
(Figure A.11).
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Figure A.11: Effect of smoothing or shrinkage on voxel-wise classification accuracy for E1 (top)
and E2 (bottom). For each of the plots, the OLS accuracy (horizontal axis) is contrasted with
the modified accuracy after OLS smoothing or ridge, elastic net or small area shrinkage (vertical
axis). For both experiments, is it hard to discern any systematic effect of smoothing or shrinkage
in this reverse inference task.
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Figure A.12: Effect of smoothing on voxel-wise classification accuracy for E1 (top) and E2
(bottom). For each of the plots, the unsmoothed OLS, ridge, elastic net or small area estimators
(horizontal axis) are contrasted with their smoothed version (vertical axis). For both experiments,
is it hard to discern any systematic effect of smoothing or shrinkage in this reverse inference task.
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A.7

Full Brain results

A.7.1

Experiment 1 (E1)

This section has 4 plots, which summarize our findings for the four methods of OLS, ridge
regression, elastic net and the small area model for the first experiment (E1) described in 3.
Color schemes are flipped so that red always represents “good” and blue, “bad”. The images are
best viewed on a computer screen with high resolution.
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Figure A.13: E1: OLS classification accuracy (A), smoothing radius (B) and normalized out-ofsample RSS before (C) and after smoothing (D). Note how predictive performance (sub-figures
A and D) is inversely related to the degree of regularization, which in this case is the is the
smoothing radius for OLS. Note the improvement of the normalized out-of-sample RSS in the
bad voxels after smoothing (indicated by less blue voxels in subplot D than subplot C).
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Figure A.14: E1: ridge regression classification accuracy (A), λ (B) and normalized RSS in
(C) and out of sample (D). Note how predictive performance (sub-figures A and D) is inversely
related to the degree of regularization which in this case is the λ penalty for ridge. Low regularization corresponds to accurate voxels, i.e., these “good” voxels are allowed to pick their
parameters more freely. The in- and out-of- sample errors for “good” voxels are nearly the same.
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Figure A.15: E1: Elastic net λ1 (lasso penalty) (A), λ2 (ridge penalty) (B) and normalized RSS
in (C) and out of sample (D). Note how predictive performance (sub-figure D) is inversely related
to the degree of regularization, which in this case is the λ1 and λ2 penalties for the elastic net.
Good voxels have more lasso-like penalties, as they are voxels sensitive to some of the stimulus
features. The in- and out-of- sample errors for “good” voxels are nearly the same.
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Figure A.16: E1: small-area model classification accuracy (A), posterior mean of the variance
of βv per voxel (B) and normalized RSS in (C) and out of sample (D). Note how predictive
performance (sub-figures A and D) is inversely related to the degree of regularization of the
small area model: low regularization corresponds to a high variance parameter, i.e., good voxels
are allowed to pick their parameters freely. The in- and out-of- sample errors for “good” voxels
are nearly the same.
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A.7.2

Experiment 2 (E2)

This section has 4 plots, which summarize our findings for the four methods of OLS, ridge
regression, elastic net and the small area model for the second experiment (E2) described in
chapter 3. Color schemes are flipped so that red always represents “good” and blue, “bad”. The
images are best viewed on a computer screen with high resolution.
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Figure A.17: E2: OLS classification accuracy (A), smoothing radius (B) and normalized out-ofsample RSS before (C) and after smoothing (D). Note how predictive performance (sub-figures
A and D) is inversely related to the degree of regularization, which in this case is the is the
smoothing radius for OLS. Note the improvement of the normalized out-of-sample RSS in the
bad voxels after smoothing (indicated by less blue voxels in subplot D than subplot C).
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Figure A.18: E2: ridge regression classification accuracy (A), λ (B) and normalized RSS in
(C) and out of sample (D). Note how predictive performance (sub-figures A and D) is inversely
related to the degree of regularization which in this case is the λ penalty for ridge. Low regularization corresponds to accurate voxels, i.e., these “good” voxels are allowed to pick their
parameters more freely. The in- and out-of- sample errors for “good” voxels are nearly the same.
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Figure A.19: E2: Elastic net λ1 (lasso penalty) (A), λ2 (ridge penalty) (B) and normalized RSS
in (C) and out of sample (D). Note how predictive performance (sub-figure D) is inversely related
to the degree of regularization, which in this case is the λ1 and λ2 penalties for the elastic net.
Good voxels have more lasso-like penalties, as they are voxels sensitive to some of the stimulus
features. The in- and out-of- sample errors for “good” voxels are nearly the same.
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Figure A.20: E2: small-area model classification accuracy (A), posterior mean of the variance
of βv per voxel (B) and normalized RSS in (C) and out of sample (D). Note how predictive
performance (sub-figures A and D) is inversely related to the degree of regularization of the
small area model: low regularization corresponds to a high variance parameter, i.e., good voxels
are allowed to pick their parameters freely. The in- and out-of- sample errors for “good” voxels
are nearly the same.
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Appendix B
Examples of Estimated Parameters
After learning the set of parameters, we look at the four points we learned for a feature j at
a voxel v and examine their relative shape. We find that the responses learned are very noisy.
However when only looking at the average response for a given feature type at the regions that
represent this feature type (we obtain these regions via the classification task explained in detail
in the next section), we end up with 4 points that can usually be fitted on a concave waveform
that resemble the characteristic shape of the hemodynamic response. We present the average
waveforms we learned in Fig. 6. It should be noted that these plots are the averages by feature
set, for one of the subjects, of parameters learned across the voxels whose accuracy is in the top
95% percentile, and therefore they are only provided as an illustration.
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Figure B.1: Global averages of the parameters learned for each feature type.
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Appendix C
Additional Results for Chapter 4
We present here the 3D map we obtain for syntactic features exclusively, divided into the contribution from our three types of syntactic features: sentence length, part of speech and dependency
roles.

Sentence"
Length"

Part"of"
Speech"

Dependency"
role"

Figure C.1: Results obtained by our generative model for different syntax features, showing
where sentence length, part of speech, and dependency roles are encoded by neural activity. Each
voxel location represents the classification when using a cube of 5 × 5 × 5 voxel coordinates,
centered at that location, such that the union of voxels from all subjects whose coordinates are
in that cube are used. Voxel locations are colored according to the feature set that can be used to
yield significantly higher than chance accuracy.
We have also ran the entire experiment with the same setup, using however the data without
spatial smoothing. The results vary to a considerable degree in the boundaries of each region,
while the main location of each feature representation stays the same. Figures C.2 and C.3 show
the resulting maps.
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Not$smoothed$
Q=0.01$
Fig. 5. Top: A probabilistic overlap map showing in each voxel how many of the 25 individual subjects show a significant (at p < .05, FDR-corrected) effect for the Sentences > Nonwords contrast. Bottom: The main functional parcels derived from the probabilistic overlap map using an image parcellation (watershed) algorithm, as described
in more detail in Fedorenko et al. (2010).

b"

nonword-list a memory probe was presented (a word in the sentences and word-list
conditions, and a nonword in the jabberwocky and nonword-list conditions), and
participants had to decide whether the probe was present in the preceding stimulus.
As discussed in Fedorenko et al. (2010), the two versions of the task (passive reading
vs. reading with a memory probe at the end) produced similar activation patterns;
we therefore collapsed across the two subsets of the subjects in our analyses in that
paper and we do the same here. Each participant completed between 6 and 8 runs
(i.e., between 24 and 32 blocks per condition; see Fedorenko et al., 2010, for details
of the timing).
In Section 3, we report the results of: (a) region-of-interest-based (ROI-based)
MVPA analyses on a set of key language-sensitive regions and (b) whole-brain
searchlight-style analyses (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006).
2.1. ROI-based analyses
We chose to use as ROIs for our MVPA analyses the thirteen group-level functional parcels6 (Fig. 5, bottom) that were derived from the probabilistic overlap
map for the Sentences > Nonword-lists activations7 (Fig. 5, top), as described in
Fedorenko et al. (2010). These group-based ROIs represent the locations where
individual activations tend to be found most consistently across subjects. So, for
any given subject, a parcel will include some voxels that respond reliably more
strongly to Sentences than Nonwords, and some voxels that do not show this property. We chose to use these group-level parcels instead of subject-specific functional
ROIs in these analyses for two reasons. First, it has been previously demonstrated

(Haxby et al., 2001; Kriegeskorte et al., 2006) that even voxels that do not show a
particular functional signature relevant to the to-be-discriminated conditions can
contribute to classification accuracy. For example, Haxby et al. (2001) showed that
removing voxels from the ventral visual regions that respond most strongly to some
visual category does not strongly affect the ability to discriminate that category
from other categories. Consequently, voxels in the vicinity of language-sensitive
regions in each individual subject may contain information about various aspects
of linguistic knowledge even though they do not show the functional signature of
language-sensitive voxels. And second, because we wanted to examine neural activity patterns across all four conditions, we could not use any of the conditions for
defining subject-specific fROIs. (However, in addition to these whole-parcel-based
analyses, we did conduct one analysis where we looked at the ability of subjectspecific functional ROIs (fROIs), defined by the Sentences > Nonword-lists contrast,
to discriminate between word lists and jabberwocky sentences. The results of this
analysis are reported in Appendix A.)
For each condition we divided the data into odd-numbered and even-numbered
runs (each subject performed between 6 and 8 runs total). Then, for each subject
and for each ROI, and across the two independent halves of the data, we computed
the within- vs. between-condition spatial correlations for each pair of conditions (as
schematically shown in Fig. 4 above), considering all the voxels within the parcel.
For example, to see how well the pattern of activity for the Sentences condition is
discriminated from the pattern of activity for the Word-lists condition, we computed
(i) a within-condition correlation value for the Sentences condition by comparing the
pattern of activity for the Sentences condition in the odd vs. even runs (all the r values
are Fisher-transformed); (ii) a within-condition correlation value for the Word-lists
condition by comparing the pattern of activity for the Word-lists condition in the
odd vs. even runs; and (iii) a between-condition correlation value by comparing the
pattern of activation for the Sentences condition in the odd/even runs and for the
Word-lists condition in the even/odd runs (these two values are averaged to create
one between-condition value). Finally, for each ROI we performed an F-test on the
within vs. between-condition correlation values across subjects to see whether the
within-condition values are reliably higher than the between-condition values. If
so, this would suggest that the distinction between the two conditions in question
is represented in the relevant ROI.
We deviated from Haxby’s analysis strategies in one way. In particular, Haxby
applied centering to his data by subtracting the mean level of activation of a voxel
from the activation level for each of the conditions. This is equivalent to considering
the activation from each condition with respect to a baseline activation level computed as the average activation across all conditions, instead of using an independent
fixation baseline as we used in our analyses. The centering procedure potentially
increases sensitivity of the MVPAs by removing one source of variance from across
the voxels and leaving only between-condition differences in play. However, centering also introduces between-condition dependencies in the estimation of the
within-condition similarity measures, which complicates their interpretation.
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Figure C.2: Same as figure 4 with non-smoothed data (at FDR α = 0.01).
6
These parcels were created in order to systematize and automate the procedure for defining subject-specific functional ROIs (fROIs): in particular, for any given
region, an individual subject’s fROI is defined by intersecting the relevant parcel with
the subject’s thresholded activation map. In other words, these functional parcels
serve as spatial constraints on the selection of subject-specific voxels, akin to using
borders of anatomical regions (see Julian, Fedorenko, & Kanwisher, submitted, for
an extension of this method to ventral visual regions).
7
Although these group-level functional parcels were created from the 25 subjects
whose data we examine here, non-independence issues (Vul & Kanwisher, 2009) do
not arise in examining the discriminability between word lists and jabberwocky
sentences because the data from those conditions were not used in creating the
parcels. Some non-independence is present when we examine the discriminability
among all four conditions (Section 3.1). This non-independence should be taken into
consideration when interpreting the results from the ROI-based analyses. However,
the fact that the results of the whole-brain searchlight analyses, which do not suffer from such non-independence problems, look similar to those of the ROI-based
analyses largely alleviates the concerns.
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Figure C.3: Same as figure C.1 with non-smoothed data.
Our results do not only depend on processing methods, but they also require the significance
thresholding of different classification tasks which might not be of equal difficulty. For instance,
different features might lead to high or low classification because of the statistical properties of
the features and not the way they are represented in the brain. We present below the comparison
of the whole brain classification when different types of features are used. We compare these
accuracies with the entropy of each feature set. We want to see if the difference in classification
accuracy is due to differences in the entropy of each feature: it is harder to learn a model with
features that change rarely in a story (low entropy), than it is to learn a model with features that
occur very frequently. In our feature creation phase, we did explicitly exclude features with low
entropy (for example, the location of scenes didn’t vary much and we didn’t include it). However,
the features we did keep still vary in their frequency and we wanted to compare their entropies
to their accuracies.
For each feature set we compute the entropy of each feature, and then use the maximum
entropy. The results are shown in the first row of tables C.1 and C.2. In the following rows, we
show classification accuracy by feature set. For the smoothed data, the accuracy was initially low
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and was boosted by voxel selection as explained in chapter 3.
NNSE
entropy
1.84
accuracy (smoothed)
0.58
boosted accuracy (smoothed) 0.63
accuracy (unsmoothed)
0.75

Average WL
4.01
0.69
0.87
0.71

Variance WL
5.22
0.57
0.80
0.71

Sentence Length
5.46
0.53
0.62
0.67

Table C.1: Non-binary features.
speak
entropy
0.69
accuracy (smoothed)
0.55
boosted accuracy (smoothed) 0.66
accuracy (unsmoothed)
0.69

move
0.50
0.51
0.61
0.61

emotions
0.25
0.50
0.50
0.48

verbs
0.28
0.51
0.65
0.65

characters
0.28
0.56
0.52
0.56

POS
0.62
0.61
0.71
0.84

dependency
0.78
0.62
0.71
0.83

Table C.2: Binary features.
There seems to be a modest relationship between the entropy of the features and how accurate
classification is, in which feature sets with higher entropy lead to a higher accuracy. There might
be other factors also affecting how easy the classification with different feature sets are. To
avoid comparing the results of classification tasks that vary in difficulty, and as a way of leveling
the playing field, we plot in Fig. C.4 the top 1000 voxels when using each of the feature sets.
The voxels that are colored do not therefore necessarily have a higher than chance classification
accuracy.
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Figure C.4: Top 1000 voxels for each feature type (smoothed data). Instead of picking the
significantly higher than chance voxels, we chose to color the 1000 voxels with the highest
(normalized) accuracy for each feature type. The accuracies were normalized using the empirical
null distribution as explained in Appendix F. In the lower, right figure, the brain is sliced to reveal
in the medial frontal cortex a cluster of voxels that in which emotions lead to relatively high
accuracy.
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Appendix D
Combining Subjects Spatially
Our concatenated Searchlight is not equivalent to spatial or cross-participant smoothing because,
again, the voxels associated with each subject are treated independently. The only requirement
is that the subjects are all normalized to the MNI space; we do not co-register the subjects and
we learn the response of every voxel independently.
Assume we are interested in an area A that is distributed around a certain mean location
(x, y, z) in all subjects. Then despite the subjects’ anatomical variability and given an adequate
model and an appropriate cube-size, the cube centered at (x, y, z) will contain in it the voxels
from area A of all subjects. Running the classification at this cube should then hypothetically
yield the best accuracy. This would be possible because, inside the cube, the voxels from all
subjects are concatenated and they contribute independently to the Euclidean distance we compute in classification. The voxels’ precise alignment is irrelevant at this step, it only matters that
they are all taken into consideration. Therefore, this method identifies regions of a given size (in
this case 15mm × 15mm × 15mm) in which the subjects are processing the same information.
It avoids the problem usually encountered in averaging multiple subjects, which is that the only
regions that are identified are the regions in which the subjects highly overlap. This problem is
widely debated in the literature [21].
Furthermore, despite the linearity of the model, this approach does not yield the same results
as spatially smoothing the data in the cubes, because we have a multivariate input (the different story features) and while nearby voxels might be processing the same type of information
(e.g. story characters), they are hypothetically coding different instances of this information (e.g.
different story characters) with different patterns of activity for each instance.
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Appendix E
Nonparametric Independence Testing for
Small Sample Sizes
This chapter deals with the problem of nonparametric independence testing, a fundamental
decision-theoretic problem that asks if two arbitrary (possibly multivariate) random variables
X, Y are independent or not, a question that comes up in many fields like causality and neuroscience. While quantities like correlation of X, Y only test for (univariate) linear independence,
natural alternatives like mutual information of X, Y are hard to estimate due to a serious curse of
dimensionality. A recent approach, avoiding both issues, estimates norms of an operator in Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHSs). Our main contribution is strong empirical evidence
that by employing shrunk operators when the sample size is small, one can attain an improvement in power at low false positive rates. We analyze the effects of Stein shrinkage on a popular
test statistic called HSIC (Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion). Our observations provide
insights into two recently proposed shrinkage estimators, SCOSE and FCOSE - we prove that
SCOSE is (essentially) the optimal linear shrinkage method for estimating the true operator; however, the non-linearly shrunk FCOSE usually achieves greater improvements in test power. This
work is important for more powerful nonparametric detection of subtle nonlinear dependencies
for small samples.

E.1

Stein shrinkage for improved power

The problem of nonparametric independence testing deals with ascertaining if two random variables are independent or not, making no parametric assumptions about their underlying distributions. Formally, given n samples (xi , yi ) for i ∈ {1, ..., n} where xi ∈ Rp , yi ∈ Rq , that are
drawn from a joint distribution PXY supported on X × Y ⊆ Rp+q , we want to decide between
the null and alternate hypotheses
H0 : PXY = PX × PY vs. H1 : PXY 6= PX × PY
where PX , PY are the marginals of PXY w.r.t. X, Y . A test is a function from the data to
{0, 1}. Tests aim to have high power (probability of detecting dependence, when it exists) at a
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prespecified allowable type-1 error rate α (probability of detecting dependence when there isn’t
any).
Independence testing is often a precursor to further analysis. Consider for instance conditional independence testing for inferring causality, say by the PC algorithm [115], whose first
step is (unconditional) independence testing. It is also useful for scientific discovery like in
neuroscience, to see if a stimulus X (say an image) is independent of the brain activity Y (say
fMRI) in a relevant part of the brain. Since detecting nonlinear correlations is much easier than
estimating a nonparametric regression function (of Y onto X), it can be done at smaller sample
sizes, with further samples collected for estimation only if an effect is detected by the hypothesis
test. For such situations, correlation only tests for univariate linear independence, while other
statistics like mutual information that do characterize multivariate independence are hard to estimate from data, suffering from a serious curse of dimensionality. A recent popular approach for
this problem (and a related two-sample testing problem) involve the use of quantities defined in
reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHSs) - see [37, 39, 40, 50].
This chapter will concern itself with increasing the statistical power at small samples of
a popular kernel statistic called HSIC, by using shrunk empirical estimators of the unknown
population quantity (introduced below).

E.1.1

Hilbert Schmidt Independence Criterion

Due to limited space, familiarity with RKHS terminology is assumed - see [110] for an introduction. Let k : X × X → R and l : Y × Y → R be two positive-definite reproducing kernels that correspond to RKHSs Hk and Hl respectively with inner-products h·, ·ik and
h·, ·il . Let k, l arise from (implicit) feature maps φ : X → Hk and ψ : Y → Hl . In other
words, φ, ψ are not functions, but mappings to the Hilbert space. i.e. φ(x) ∈ Hk , ψ(y) ∈ Hl
respectively. These functions, when evaluated at points in the original spaces, must satisfy
φ(x)(x0 ) = hφ(x), φ(x0 )ik = k(x, x0 ) and ψ(y)(y 0 ) = hψ(y), ψ(y 0 )il = l(y, y 0 ).
The mean embedding of PX and PY are defined as µP
and µY :=
X := Ex∼PX φ(x) ∈ Hk P
n
1
1
bY := n ni=1 ψ(yi ).
Ey∼PY ψ(y) ∈ Hl whose empirical estimates are µ
bX := n i=1 φ(xi ) and µ
Finally, the cross-covariance operator of X, Y is defined as
ΣXY := E(x,y)∼PXY (φ(x) − µX ) ⊗ (ψ(y) − µY )

where ⊗ is an outer-product. For unfamiliar readers, if we used the linear kernel k(x, x0 ) = xT x0
and l(y, y 0 ) = y T y 0 , then the cross-covariance operator is just the cross-covariance matrix. The
plug-in empirical estimator of ΣXY is
1X
:=
(φ(xi ) − µ
bX ) ⊗ (ψ(yi ) − µ
bY )
n i=1
n

SXY

e i ) = φ(xi ) − µ
e i ) = ψ(yi ) − µ
e
e 0 )ik
For conciseness, define φ(x
bX , ψ(y
bY , e
k(x, x0 ) = hφ(x),
φ(x
e
e 0 )il . The test statistic Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC)
and e
l(y, y 0 ) = hψ(y),
ψ(y
defined in [37] is the squared Hilbert-Schmidt norm of SXY , and can be calculated using centered
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e L,
e where K
e ij = e
eij = e
kernel matrices K,
k(xi , xj ), L
l(yi , yj ), as
HSIC := kSXY k2HS =

1
e L)
e
tr(K
n2

(E.1)

For unfamiliar readers, if we used the linear kernel, this just corresponds to the Frobenius norm of
the cross-covariance matrix. The most important property is: when the kernels k, l are “characteristic”, then the corresponding population statistic kΣXY k2HS is zero iff X, Y are independent
[37]. This gives rise to a natural test - calculate kSXY k2HS and reject the null if it is large.


kx−x0 k2
Examples of characteristic kernels include Gaussian k(x, x0 ) = exp − γ 2 2 and Laplace


kx−x0 k1
0
k(x, x ) = exp − γ
, for any bandwidth γ, while the aforementioned linear kernel is
not characteristic — the corresponding HSIC tests only linear relationships, and a zero crosscovariance matrix characterizes independence only for multivariate Gaussian distributions. Working with the infinite dimensional operator with characteristic kernels, allows us to identify any
general nonlinear dependence (in the limit) between any pair of distributions, not just Gaussians.

E.1.2

Independence Testing using HSIC

A permutation-based test is described in [37], and proceeds in the following manner. From the
given data, calculate the test statistic T := kSXY k2HS . Keeping the order of x1 , ..., xn fixed, randomly permute y1 , ..., yn a large number of times, and recompute the permuted HSIC each time.
This destroyed any dependence between x, y simulating a draw from the product of marginals,
making the empirical distribution of the permuted HSICs behave like the null distribution of the
test statistic (distribution of HSIC when H0 is true). For a pre-specified type-1 error α, calculate
threshold tα in the right tail of the null distribution. Reject H0 if T > tα . This test was proved to
be consistent against any fixed alternative, meaning for any fixed type-1 error α, the power goes
to 1 as n → ∞. Empirically, the power can be calculated using simulations by repeating the
above permutation test many times for a fixed PXY (for which dependence holds), and reporting
the empirical probability of rejecting the null (detecting the dependence). Note that the power
depends on PXY (unknown to the user of the test).

E.1.3

Shrunk Estimators of SXY

Even though SXY is an unbiased estimator of ΣXY , it typically has high variance at low sample
sizes. The idea of Stein shrinkage [116] is to trade-off bias and variance, first introduced in the
context of Gaussian mean estimation. This strategy of introducing some bias and decreasing the
variance to get different estimators of ΣXY was followed by [82] who define a linear shrinkage estimator of SXY called SCOSE (Simple Covariance Shrinkage Estimator) and a nonlinear
shrinkage estimator called FCOSE (Flexible Covariance Shrinkage Estimator). When we refer
to shrunk estimators, we implicitly mean SCOSE and FCOSE. We will describe these briefly in
Section 2.
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E.1.4

Contributions

Our first contribution is the following :
1. We provide evidence that employing shrunk estimators of ΣXY , instead of SXY , to calculate the aforementioned test statistic, can increase the power of the associated independence test
at low false positive rates, when the sample size is small (there is higher variance in estimating
infinite-dimensional operators).
Our second contribution is to analyze the effect of shrinkage on the test statistic, to provide
some practical insight.
2. The effect of shrinkage on the test-statistic is very similar to soft-thresholding (see Section
4), shrinking very small statistics to zero, and shrinking other values nearly (but not) linearly,
and nearly (but not) monotonically.
Our last contribution is an insight on the two estimators considered in this chapter, SCOSE
and FCOSE.
3. We prove that SCOSE is (essentially, up to lower order terms) the optimal/oracle linear
shrinkage estimator with respect to quadratic risk (see Section 5). However, we observe that
FCOSE typically achieves higher power than SCOSE. This indicates that it may be useful to
search for the optimal estimator in a larger class than linearly shrunk estimators, and also that
quadratic loss may not be the right loss function for the purposes of test power.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces SCOSE, FCOSE and
their corresponding shrunk test statistics. Section 3 presents illuminating experiments that bring
out the statistically significant improvement in power over HSIC. Section 4 conducts a deeper
investigation into the effect of shrinkage and proves the oracle optimality of SCOSE under
quadratic risk.

E.2

Shrunk Estimators and Test Statistics

Let HS(Hk , Hl ) represent the set of Hilbert-Schmidt operators from Hk to Hl . We first note that
SXY can be written as the solution to the following optimization problem.
1X e
e i) − Z
φ(xi ) ⊗ ψ(y
:=
min
Z∈HS(Hk ,Hl ) n
i=1
n

SXY

2
HS

Using this idea [82] suggest the following two shrunk/regularized estimators.

From SCOSE to HSICS
This is derived in [82] by solving
1X e
e i) − Z
φ(xi ) ⊗ ψ(y
Z∈HS(Hk ,Hl ) n
i=1
n

2

min

and the optimal solution (called SCOSE) is

S
SXY := 1 −

λ
1+λ
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HS

SXY

+ λkZk2HS

where λ (and hence the shrinkage intensity) is estimated by leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV),
in closed form as


λCV
S
ρ :=
1 + λCV
i
h P
n
1
e ii L
eii − 12 Pn K
e ij L
eij
K
i=1
i,j=1
n
n
=
Pn
1
e ij L
eij + 12 Pn K
e ii L
eii
(n − 2) n2 i,j=1 K
i=1
n

Observing the expression for λCV in [82], the denominator can be negative (for example, with
the Gaussian kernel for small bandwidths, resulting in a kernel matrix close to the identity). This
can cause λCV to be negative, and ρS to be (unintentionally) outside the range [0, 1]. Though not
discussed in [82], we shall follow the convention that when ρS < 0, we shall use ρS = 0 and if
λ
λ
S
dominates 1 − 1+λ
SXY
ρS > 1, we use ρS = 1. Indeed, one can show that 1 − 1+λ
+ XY
S
where (x)+ = max{x, 0}. In Section 4, we prove that SXY is (essentially) the optimal/oracle
linear shrinkage estimator with respect to quadratic risk.
S
k2HS =
We can now calculate the corresponding shrunk statistic HSICS = kSXY


1 −

1
n

Pn

e e
i=1 Kii Lii − HSIC

(n − 2)HSIC +

1
n

Pn

i=1

n

e ii
e ii L
K

2

 HSIC

(E.2)

+

While the above expression looks daunting, one thing to note is that the amount that HSIC is
shrunk (i.e. the multiplicative factor) depends on the value of HSIC. As we shall see in section
4, small HSIC values get shrunk to zero, but as can be seen above, the shrinkage of HSIC is
non-monotonic.

From FCOSE to HSICF
The Flexible Covariance Shrinkage Estimator is derived by relying on the Representer theorem,
see [110], to instead minimize
X βi
1X e
e i) −
e i ) ⊗ ψ(y
e i)
φ(x
φ(xi ) ⊗ ψ(y
n i=1
n
i=1
n

n

2

+ λkβk22
HS

over all β ∈ Rn , and the optimal solution (called FCOSE) is
F
SXY

:=

n
X
βλ
i

i=1

where β

λ

n

e i ) ⊗ ψ(y
e i)
φ(x

e ◦L
e + λI)−1 K
e ◦ L1
e
= (K

where ◦ denotes elementwise (Hadamard) product, 1 is the vector [1, 1, ..., 1]T , and as before the
best λ is determined by LOOCV. The procedure to evaluate the optimal λ efficiently is described
e ◦L
e costing O(n3 ) can be done, following which
by [82] - a single eigenvalue decomposition of K
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evaluating LOOCV is only O(n2 ) per λ, see [82], section 3.1 for more details. As before, after
picking the λ by LOOCV, we can derive the corresponding shrunk test statistic as
S
k2HS
HSICF = kSXY
1
= 2 tr(M (M + λI)−1 M (M + λI)−1 M )
n

e ◦ L.
e Note here that the shrinkage is not linear, and the effect on HSIC cannot
where M = K
be seen immediately. Similar to SCOSE, we shall see in section 4, small HSIC values get shrunk
to zero (LOOCV chooses a large λ).

E.3

Linear Shrinkage and Quadratic Risk

In this section, we prove that SCOSE is (essentially) optimal within a particular class of estimators. Such “oracle” arguments also exist elsewhere in the literature, like [69], so we provide only
a brief proof outline.
Proposition 1. The oracle (with respect to quadratic risk) linear shrinkage estimator and intensity is defined as
S ∗ , ρ∗ :=

argmin
Z∈HS,Z=(1−ρ)SXY ,0≤ρ≤1

kZ − ΣXY k2HS

and is given by S ∗ := (1 − ρ∗ )SXY where
ρ∗ :=

EkSXY − ΣXY k2HS
EkSXY k2

Proof. Define α2 = kΣXY k2HS , β 2 = EkSXY − ΣXY k2HS , δ 2 = EkSXY k2 . Since E[SXY ] =
ΣXY , it is easy to verify that α2 + β 2 = δ 2 . Substituting and expanding the objective, we get:
EkZ − ΣXY k2HS = Ek − ρSXY + (SXY − ΣXY )k2HS
= ρ2 δ 2 + β 2 − 2ρ(δ 2 − α2 )
= ρ2 α2 + (1 − ρ)2 β 2
Differentiating and equating to zero, gives ρ∗ =

β2
.
δ2

This ρ∗ appears in terms of quantities that depend on the unknown underlying distribution
(hence the term oracle estimator).
plugin estimates b, d for β, δ.
PnWe use
1
2
2
e
eij = HSIC. Since β 2 is the variance of SXY , let b2
Let d = kSXY kHS = n2 i,j=1 Kij L
be the sample variance of SXY , i.e.
h P
i
Pn
Pn
n
1 1
1
1 1
2
2
e
e
e
e
e
e
b = n n k=1 ||φ(xi ) ⊗ ψxi − SXY || = n n i=1 Kii Lii − n2 i,j=1 Kij Lij .
Plugging these into S ∗ and simplifying, we see that HSIC∗ := kS ∗ k2HS is
!2
Pn e e
1
K
L
−
HSIC
ii ii
HSIC∗ = 1 − n i=1
HSIC
nHSIC
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(E.3)

Comparing Eq.(E.3) with Eq.(E.2) shows that SCOSE is essentially S ∗ , up to a factor in the denominator which is of the same order as the bias of the HSIC empirical estimator1 (see Theorem
1 in [37]). In other words, SCOSE just corresponds to using a slightly different estimator for δ 2
than the simple plugin d2 , which varies on the same order as the bias δ 2 − Ed2 . Hence SCOSE, as
estimated via regularization and LOOCV, is (essentially) the optimal linear shrinkage estimator
under quadratic risk.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first such characterization of optimality of an estimator achieved through leave-one-out cross-validation. We are only able to prove this because
one can explicitly calculate both the oracle linear shrinkage intensity ρ∗ as well as the optimal
λCV (as mentioned in Section 2). This raises a natural open question — can we find other situations where the LOOCV estimator is optimal with respect to some risk measure? (perhaps when
explicit calculations are not possible, like ridge regression).

E.4

Experiments

In this section, we run three kinds of experiments: a) to verify that SCOSE has better quadratic
risk than FCOSE and original sample estimator, b) detailed synthetic experiments to verify that
shrinkage does improve power, across interesting regimes of α = {0.01, 0.05, 0.1}, and c) real
data obtained from MNIST, to show that we shrinkage detect dependence at much lower samples
than the original data size.

E.4.1

Quadratic Risk

Figure E.1 shows that SCOSE is indeed much better than both SXY and FCOSE with respect to
quadratic risk. Here, we calculate EkZ − ΣXY k2HS for the distribution given in dataset (A) for
S
F
Z ∈ {SXY , SXY
, SXY
}. The expectation is calculated by repeating the experiment 1000 times.
Each time Z is calculated according to N ∈ {20, 50, 100} samples and ΣXY is approximated
by the empirical cross-covariance matrix on 5,000 samples. The four panels use four different
kernels which are linear, polynomial, Laplace and Gaussian from top to bottom. The shrunk
estimators are always better than the unshrunk, with a larger difference between SCOSE and
FCOSE for finite-dimensional feature spaces (top two). In infinite-dimensional feature spaces
(bottom two), SCOSE and FCOSE are much better than the unshrunk estimator but very similar
to each other. The differences between all estimators decreases with increasing n, since the
sample cross-covariance operator itself becomes very accurate.

E.4.2

Synthetic Data

We perform synthetic experiments in a wide variety of settings to demonstrate that the shrunk
test statistics achieve higher power than HSIC in a variety of settings. We follow the schema
provided in the introduction for independence testing and calculating power. We only consider
difficult distributions with nonlinear dependence between X, Y , on which linear methods like
1

HSIC and HSIC−2HSIC/n−C/n2 both converge to population HSIC at same rate determined by the dominant
term (HSIC).
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Figure E.1: All panels show quadratic risk EkX − ΣXY k2HS for X ∈ {SXY , SXY
XY

(A) was used in all four panels, but the kernels were varied - from top to bottom is the linear, quadratic,
Gaussian and Laplace kernel.

correlation are shown to fail to detect dependence (some of them were used in previous papers
on independence testing like [42] and [14]).
For all experiments, α ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.1} is chosen as the type-1 error (for choosing the
threshold level of the null distribution’s right tail). For every setting of parameters of each experiment, power is calculated as the percentage of rejection over 200 repetitions (independent
trials), with 2000 permutations per repetition (permutation testing to find the null distribution
threshold at level α). We use the Gaussian kernel where the bandwidth is chosen by the common
median heuristic [110].
Table E.1 is a representative sample from what we saw on other examples - either large, small
or no improvement in power but almost never a decrease. The improvements may not always be
huge, but they are statistically significant - it is difficult to detect such non-linear dependencies
at low sample sizes, so any increase in power can be important in scientific applications.
Remark. A more appropriate way than using error bars to assess significance is by the
Wilcoxon rank sum test, omitted for lack of space, though it yields more favorable results.

E.4.3

Real Data

We use two real datasets - the first is a good example where shrinkage helps a lot, but in the
second it does not help (we show it on purpose). Like the synthetic datasets, for most real
datasets it either helps or does not hurt (being very rarely worse; see remark in the discussion).
The first is the Eckerle dataset [20] from the NIST Statistical Reference Datasets (NIST
StRD) for Nonlinear Regression, data from a NIST study of circular interference transmittance
(n=35, Y is transmittance, X is wavelength). A plot of the data in Figure E.2 reveals a nonlinear
relationship between X, Y (though the correlation is 0.035 with p-value 0.84). We subsample
the data to see how often we can detect a relationship at 10%, 20%, 30% of the original data size,
when the false positive level is always controlled at 0.05. The second is the Aircraft dataset [8]
(n=709, X is log(speed), Y is log(span)). Once again, correlation is low, with a p-value of over
0.8, and we subsample the data to 5%, 10%, 20% of the original data size.
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Figure E.2: Top Row: The left figure shows a plot of wavelength against transmittance. The right figure
shows the power of HSIC, HSICS , HSICF when the data are subsampled to 10%, 20%, 30% (error bars
over 100 repetitions). Bottom Row: The left figure shows a plot of log(wingspan) vs log(airspeed). The
right figure shows the power of HSIC, HSICS , HSICF when the data are subsampled to 5%, 10%, 20%
(error bars over 100 repetitions).

E.5

Discussion

Why might shrinkage improve power? Let us examine the net effect of using shrunk estimators
on the value of HSIC, i.e. let us compare HSICS and HSICF to HSIC by computing these over
all the repetitions of the permutation testing procedure described in the introduction. In Fig.
E.3, both estimators are visually similar in transforming the actual test statistic. Perhaps the
more interesting phenomenon is that Fig. E.3 is reminiscent of the graph of a soft-thresholding
operator STt (x) = max{0, x − t}. Intuitively, if the unshrunk HSIC value is small, the shrinkage
methods deem it to be “noise” and it is shrunk to zero. Looking at the X-axis scaling of the top
and bottom row, the size of the region that gets shrunk to zero decreases with n - as expected,
shrinkage has less effect when SXY has low variance). The shrinkage being non-monotone (more
so for n = 20 than n = 50 in Figure E.3) is key to achieving an improvement in power.
Using the intuition from the above figure, we can finally piece together why shrinkage may
yield benefits. A rejection of H0 occurs when the test statistic stands out in the right tail of its
null distribution. Typically, when the alternative is true (this is when rejecting the null improves
power) the unshrunk test statistics calculated from the permuted samples is smaller than the
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Figure E.3: The top row corresponds to n = 20, and the bottom row has n = 50. The left plots compare
HSICS to HSIC, and the right plots compare HSICF to HSIC. Each cross mark corresponds to the shrunk
and unshrunk HSIC calculated during a single permutation of a permutation test.

unshrunk HSIC calculated on the original sample. However, the effect of shrinking the small
statistics towards zero, and setting the smallest ones to zero, is that the unpermuted test statistic
under the alternative distribution stands out more in the right tail of the null.
In other words, relative to the unshrunk null distribution and the unshrunk test statistic, the
tail of the null distribution is shrunk more towards zero than the unpermuted test statistic, causing
the latter to have a higher quantile in the right tail of the former (relative to the quantile before
shrinkage). Let us verify this experimentally. In Fig.E.4 we plot for each of the datasets in
Table E.1, the average ratio of unpermuted statistic T to the 95th percentile of the permuted
statistics, for T ∈ {HSIC, HSICS , HSICF }. Recall that for dataset (C), we didn’t see much of an
improvement in power, but for (A),(B),(D) it is clear from Fig. E.4 that the unpermuted statistic
is shrunk less than its null distribution’s 95th quantile.
Remark. In our experiments, real and synthetic, shrinkage usually improves (and almost
never worsens) power in false-positive regimes that we usually care about. Will shrinkage always improve power? Possibly not. Even though shrunk the shrunk SXY dominates SXY for
estimation error, it may not be the case that shrunk HSIC always dominates unshrunk HSIC
for test power (i.e. the latter may not be inadmissible). However, just as no single classifier
always outperforms another, it is still beneficial to add techniques like shrinkage, that seem to
consistently yield benefits in practice, to the practitioner’s array of tools.

E.6

Conclusion

We presented evidence for an important phenomenon - using biased but lower variance shrunk
estimators of cross-covariance operators can often significantly improve test power of HSIC at
small sample sizes. This observation (that shrinkage can improve power) has rarely been made
in the statistics and machine learning testing literature. We think the reason is that most test
statistics for independence testing cannot be immediately expressed as the norm of an empirical
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Figure E.4: All panels show the ratio of the unpermuted HSIC to the 95th percentile of the null
distribution based on HSICs calculated from the permuted data. (see Table E.1) The top row has
datasets (C) with radius 2.2, (B) with angle 3 × π/32, and the bottom row has (D) with N = 25,
(A) with N = 40. These observations were qualitatively the same in all other synthetic data
parameter settings, and also for other percentiles than 95th, and since the figures look identical
in spirit, they were omitted due to lack of space.
operator, making it less obvious how to apply shrinkage to improve their power at low sample
sizes.
We also showed the optimality (among linear shrinkage estimators) of SCOSE, but observe
that the nonlinear shrinkage of FCOSE usually yields higher power. To the best of our knowledge, there seems to be no current literature showing that the choice made by leave-one-out
cross-validation (SCOSE) explicitly leads to an estimator that is ”optimal” in some sense (among
linear shrinkage estimators). This may be because it is often not possible to explicitly calculate
the form of the LOOCV estimator, nor the explicit form of the best linear shrinkage estimator, as
can both be done in this simple setting.
Since even the best possible linear shrinkage estimator (as represented by SCOSE) is usually
worse than FCOSE, this result indicates that in order to improve upon FCOSE, it will be necessary to further study the class of non-linear shrinkage estimators for our infinite dimensional
operators, as done for finite dimensional covariance matrices in [70] and other papers by the
same authors.
We ended with a brief investigation into the effect of shrinkage on HSIC and why shrinkage
may intuitively improve power. We think that our work will be important for more powerful nonparametric detection of subtle nonlinear dependencies at low sample sizes, a common problem
in scientific applications.
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